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ABSTRACT 
Seismic attenuation is a subject of great interest for both industry and academia. In 
exploration seismology, wave attenuation must be well understood for interpreting seismic 
data and laboratory experiments with rocks, and improving the quality and resolution of 
reflection imaging of the subsurface. To achieve such understanding, mechanisms of seismic 
attenuation and the associated physical models need to be studied in detail. This dissertation 
focuses on analyzing several attenuation mechanisms and building first-principle 
mathematical models for them. The effects of seismic attenuation can be broadly subdivided 
into two groups: 1) caused by inelasticity of the material and 2) caused by small-scale elastic 
structures of the material or subsurface. From the first of these groups, I study solid viscosity 
and internal friction due to squirt flows and wave-induced fluid flows (WIFF) at different 
scales. This approach is based on a new rheological law called the General Linear Solid 
(GLS) and recently developed to describe macroscopic inelastic effects in multiphase solids. 
The GLS is a model composed by time/frequency independent parameters and based on 
Lagrangian continuum mechanics. By utilizing the GLS framework, I extend the well 
known-model called the Standard Linear Solid (SLS) to include internal inertial forces, 
which explains the primary wave and reveals additional highly diffusive wave modes. I also 
use the GLS to model P-waves with squirt flow dissipation by different configurations of the 
density, moduli, drag and solid viscosity matrices.  
Seismic wave attenuation may not only be caused by inelastic properties but also by 
elastic processes such as reflectivity and scattering. I examine two types of such effects of the 
elastic structure of the material. First, in a laboratory experiment with several rock types, 
there is a modest influence of sample size on the measured level of attenuation and modulus 
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dispersion. Second, in a field experiment aimed at measuring Q from seismic reflectivity, the 
effect of elastic layering can be extremely strong and even completely equivalent to that of 
the Q. An important general observation from this study is that amplitude decays and phase 
delays measured from reflection seismic data can always be interpreted as either caused by 
inelasticity or by small-scale elastic structures. 
An important complementary goal of studying the mechanisms and effects of seismic 
attenuation consists in correcting for its effects in seismic records and increasing the 
resolution of seismic images. In this dissertation, I briefly consider attenuation-correction 
techniques and develop a novel method for such correction by using time-domain 
deconvolution. Synthetic and field data are used to illustrate and test the performance of this 
approach. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Seismic waves are subjected to the complicated structure and inelasticity of the Earth 
which modify the propagating waveforms. These modifications generally include a reduction 
of amplitude and many types of amplitude and phase variations due to the heterogeneity of 
the elastic structure. In this dissertation, I use the term “inelasticity” to denote any effects 
converting a portion of the mechanical energy of deformation into heat, without any 
specification of the mechanism of this energy loss. Within the broad group of inelastic 
phenomena, term “anelasticity” is often used to denote reversible deformations described by 
the broadly-used viscoelastic (VE) model, and term “plasticity” refers to irreversible material 
flows (Lakes, 2009). By contrast to inelastic phenomena, elastic processes such as 
geometrical spreading, refraction, and reflections within thin layering, conserve the total 
energy but cause variations of the waveforms recorded at a given location. Both inelastic and 
elastic effects generally lead to amplitude reductions and phase rotations of the seismic 
waveforms. Measurement of such amplitude and waveform variations can be beneficial, for 
example, for identifying hydrocarbons or zones of small-scale heterogeneity, or alternatively, 
these variations may sometimes be treated as undesirable effects and corrected for in 
reflection seismic data processing. In both cases, understanding of the physics and 
mechanisms of seismic attenuation is of crucial importance.  
In most existing studies in both exploration and earthquake seismology, seismic 
attenuation is approximated by the VE model. However, as shown further in this dissertation, 
this model is formulated purely mathematically, and most physical mechanisms of 
attenuation in realistic media are not accurately represented by it. Without knowing the 
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physical mechanisms, the accuracy of the VE approximation is difficult to evaluate but often 
questionable. To better understand seismic attenuation, first-principle physics should always 
be utilized.  
The goal of this dissertation is to rigorously study several realistic attenuation 
mechanisms and develop physically meaningful models based on the principles of continuum 
mechanics. With those new models, many types of deformation processes encountered in 
laboratory and field seismic experiments can be explained with confidence and at the level of 
detail that is not available from the VE model. 
1.1 Objectives 
In this study, I aim at overcoming the aforementioned limitations of the VE model by 
making two conceptual improvements to the existing theory of seismic attenuation: 
1) employing the Lagrangian mechanics to understand the first principles of both elastic and 
inelastic processes, and 2) considering detailed effects of elastic structures affecting the 
attenuation and dispersion effects. The objective of this work is to develop physically 
meaningful, specific, and detailed models of wave-propagation effects including the 
dissipation of mechanical energy. These models should be suitable for predicting seismic-
wave propagation in many inelastic materials and in realistic experimental environments.  
After achieving certain progress in understanding the mechanics of seismic 
attenuation, the third objective of this dissertation is to utilize this understanding in reflection 
seismic data processing by developing a new method for compensating attenuation and 
dispersion effects in reflection seismic records. 
1.2 Contributions 
The main contributions of this dissertation include: 
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a) A novel theoretical framework for describing internal friction within materials 
that we call the General Linear Solid (GLS; Morozov and Deng, 2016a, b). I show 
that this framework incorporates most known attenuation mechanisms and has the 
potential for constructing detailed and rigorous models explaining many types of 
experimental data.  
b) Based on the GLS framework, I develop several applications of the so-called 
Generalized Standard Linear Solid (GSLS) model, squirt flow model for porous 
rock, explanation of the “memory variables” broadly used in finite-difference 
modeling of waves in inelastic media (Deng and Morozov, 2016), studies of the 
effects of fine layering (Deng and Morozov, 2017). 
c) A novel time-domain inverse filtering method for correcting reflection seismic 
datasets for attenuation effects and improving the resolution of reflection imaging 
(Deng and Morozov, in review, Geophysical Prospecting). 
1.3 Structure of this dissertation 
This dissertation is based on several recent publications (Deng and Morozov, 2014, 
2016, in review, in revision, in preparation, and Morozov and Deng, 2016a, b). Each of these 
papers is introduced in the respective Chapter and somewhat modified for integration in this 
dissertation. In the present Chapter 1, I give the objectives and outline the general approach, 
anticipated results, and the significance of this research. 
In Chapter 2, I review two fundamental approaches to modeling seismic-wave 
attenuation and dispersion: 1) the existing phenomenological model based on the concept of 
a quality factor Q, and 2) approaches based on physical explanations of these phenomena. 
The physical approaches focus on pore-flow processes at different scales and reflectivity and 
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scattering in several types of elastic structures. 
In Chapter 3, I start by briefly reviewing the Lagrangian mechanics in application to 
macroscopic models of multi-phase solids and discuss its applications to inelastic systems. 
By using this method, I derive wave equations for several types of different inelastic models, 
including conventional VE models and Biot’s poroelasticity, and visco-poroelasticity. All 
these systems are considered from a common viewpoint of the GLS rheology (Morozov and 
Deng, 2016a). 
In Chapter 4, I introduce a new type of the GLS model for a porous, fluid-saturated 
medium with squirt flows. I show that within the seismic frequency band, the effects of squirt 
flows are equivalent to those of solid viscosity of the rock frame.  
In addition to linear, multi-phase GLS models presented in the preceding chapters, in 
Chapter 5, I propose a single-phase model with nonlinear elastic moduli and viscosity. This 
nonlinear model is used to explain the direct waves and reflections in a highly-attenuating 
fluid. The results of this Chapter provide a novel, detailed interpretation of recent 
experiments with acoustic waves in Crisco vegetable shortening (Lines et al., 2014).  
Chapter 6 continues the analysis of the effects of the elastic structure on attenuation 
and dispersion measurements. As a specific example, I consider a finely-layered structure 
and show that its effect may be indistinguishable from those of intrinsic attenuation, which 
are commonly explained by the quality factor Q.  
In Chapter 7, I address a question complementary to those discussed in the preceding 
chapters: assuming that we are able to model seismic-wave attenuation and dispersion within 
the medium, how can we reduce its detrimental effects on reflection seismic images? Based 
on our recent generalized approach of “A-compensation” (Morozov et al., in revision), I 
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propose a time-domain deconvolution offering some unique capabilities for enhancing 
seismic images.  
Finally, in the concluding Chapter 8, I summarize and integrate the most important 
results of this dissertation and suggest several directions for the future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
ATTENUATION AND DISPERSION OF OSCILLATIONS IN EARTH 
MATERIALS 
Due to the inelasticity of the Earth materials, amplitudes of seismic signals are 
reduced and their waveforms are distorted during wave propagation. The amplitude decay is 
also associated with a reduction of mechanical energy carried by the wave, which is usually 
described as “attenuation”. The waveform (phase) distortion is usually expressed by 
broadening (dispersion) of the wave packet, which can also be explained by different 
frequency components of wave traveling at different phase velocities in a lossy medium.  
The amplitude decay and dispersion in imperfect media are concomitant, in the sense 
that a wave exhibiting a decaying amplitude is always dispersive and vice versa. In practical 
seismology (including theoretical, field and laboratory observations, interpretation, and 
seismic data processing), a phenomenological quantity called the quality factor (Q) is 
commonly used to describe these effects. However, several key questions remain unanswered 
by this quantity, such as the required or possible frequency dependences of Q, its uniqueness 
and dependence on the procedure of its measurement. Morozov and Baharvand 
Ahmadi (2015) gave a taxonomy and critical analysis of the concept of Q in exploration 
geophysics. They argued that the Q should generally be understood as an apparent property, 
i.e. attribute of a propagating wave or of the measurement procedure in the laboratory. 
Earlier, Morozov (2008, 2010) also discussed the concept of Q in many areas of earthquake 
seismology and its dependence on measurement procedures, such as laboratory set-up and 
geometric spreading in field measurements. 
Thus, the physical characters of attenuation and dispersion processes need to be 
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carefully considered together with their models and phenomenology. In this Chapter, I 
discuss the general principles of these physical mechanisms and models. I start from a brief 
overview of the background on seismic attenuation (section 2.1), then I introduce the 
conventional, phenomenological Q model (section 2.2) and in section 2.3, I overview some 
of the current physical models used to describe seismic attenuation. 
2.1 Background on Seismic Attenuation 
The concept of seismic attenuation always involves some type of measurements of 
the relative decay of mechanical energy stored in an oscillation process. This energy decay 
can be observed as a spatial logarithmic decrement of amplitude for a traveling wave, as a 
temporal decay of a standing wave (free oscillation), or as broadening of a spectral peak 
and/or strain-stress phase lag in a stationary (subresonant) forced-oscillation test with a rock 
sample in the laboratory.  Because attenuation always implies a measurement of energy, two 
fundamental types of attenuation are recognized based on the role of this measurement: 
intrinsic and elastic attenuation. The intrinsic attenuation describes the net loss of mechanical 
energy converted into heat, which is due to the inelasticity of the medium. The elastic 
attenuation represents the fraction of mechanical energy that is preserved but diverted from 
the specific observation, for example, by broadening (dispersion) of a wave onset caused by 
scattering. Conventionally, both the intrinsic attenuation and scattering on small-scale 
heterogeneities are described by inverse Q-factors 1intrinsicQ
−  and 1scatteringQ
− , which are combined 
in the total observed inverse Q factor (next subsection) by the broadly used relation 
(Wu, 1985):  
                                                1 1 1observed intrinsic scatteringQ Q Q
− − −= + . (2.1) 
Separation of the intrinsic and scattering contributions to attenuation is a complex 
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subject that is beyond the scope of this dissertation. To point out the key challenges of this 
separation, note that only the sum 1observedQ
−  can be measured, for example, by using the slope 
of the logarithmic scale of the spectral ratio curve (Hauge, 1981). The two terms 1intrinsicQ
−  and 
1
scatteringQ
−  can only be separated based on their expected frequency dependences or by 
assuming some specific form of the (elastic) geometric spreading for the waves involved in 
the measurement (Wu, 1985), or some specific model of scattering. However, 
Morozov (2010) argued that in practice, the background models cannot be sufficiently 
accurate, and the inferred 1scatteringQ
− is always affected by residual geometric spreading 
(remaining after corrections based on imperfect background models). It is difficult to isolate 
the scattering Q from geometric spreading, because both of them are caused by the averaged 
small-scale structure and have similar effects on recorded seismograms (Morozov, 2010). 
The separation between 1intrinsicQ
−  and 1scatteringQ
−  in eq. (2.1) contains a subjective element and 
depends on the degree of detail of the employed model of elastic structure. In particular, 
1
scatteringQ
−  can include “fluctuation Q” caused by limited spatial sampling of fine layering 
(Morozov and Baharvand Ahmadi, 2015). Examples of such “fluctuation Q” in a 1-D layered 
structure are given in Chapter 6. 
In Chapters 2 to 5, I focus on the models for the intrinsic attenuation 1intrinsicQ
− . It is 
generally believed that in upper-crustal and particularly sedimentary environments, wave 
attenuation is primarily caused by fractures and viscous fluid flows in the cracks and pores 
within the material. Chapman (2003) demonstrates that larger fractures (at mesoscopic scales 
rather than grain scale usually sampled in laboratory experiments) can result in frequency-
dependent anisotropic responses within the seismic frequency band (1 to 500 Hz) and lower 
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characteristic frequencies for squirt-flow (i.e. caused by fluid flows within cracks) 
attenuation. Fractures not only cause anisotropy but also heterogeneity. With a wide range of 
possible types of heterogeneity, a range of relaxation frequencies can be expected, which 
means that heterogeneity of the microstructure of the material should cause broad attenuation 
spectra (Masson and Pride, 2007). 
Fluid viscosity is an important physical factor of seismic wave attenuation and 
dispersion in sedimentary rocks, which is commonly caused by pore-fluid effects (PFEs). 
PFEs are usually classified into three different scales: macroscopic, microscopic and 
mesoscopic. Macroscopic effects are defined as those occurring on the spatial scale much 
shorter than the seismic wavelength but longer than any heterogeneity of the material. The 
well-known model of macroscopic PFE is Biot’s poroelasticity, which describes the global 
flow of a viscous fluid within the pores (Biot, 1956). The fluid flow is considered as quasi-
uniform at the macroscopic scale and insensitive to any microstructure of the material. This 
mechanism dominates the attenuation near “Biot’s characteristic frequency”, which is usually 
located within the higher-frequency ultrasonic frequency band (> 20 kHz).  
At the opposite, microscopic scale, the PFEs are specifically related to the granularity 
of the material. An important mechanism of such kind is caused by the so-called squirt flows 
occurring within rocks containing near-planar and compliant cracks often called “soft” pores. 
The fluid within the soft pores is squeezed in and out of them, and viscous-fluid friction 
causes attenuation of the wave passing through the rock (Murphy et al., 1986). This process 
produces a considerable amount of attenuation which can occur at sonic (20 to 20,000 Hz) 
frequencies (Chapman, 2003; Müller et al, 2010).  
The mesoscale of PFE is intermediate between micro and macro scales and refers to 
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pore flows within rock with larger-scale internal heterogeneity (such as containing pockets of 
different fluids or gas) but still at the scale much shorter than the seismic wavelength. This 
scale has been recognized as the most important for seismic attenuation, and pore-fluid flows 
at this scale are also called the wave-induced fluid flows (WIFFs). WIFFs have been 
illustrated by many models, each emphasizing different types of heterogeneity. For example, 
a class of WIFF models considers a single fluid in a material with heterogeneous distribution 
of poroelastic properties (Rubino and Holliger, 2013). Another type of WIFF assumes a 
homogenous lithology saturated by contrasting immiscible fluids, such as pockets of oil, 
brine, or gas (White et al., 1975; Pride et al., 2004; Beresnev, 2014). At the mesoscopic scale, 
combinations of such factors can generate broad frequency spectra of attenuation effects. 
With the exception of Biot’s poroelasticity, the final products of PFE models consist 
in analytic derivations or numerical modeling of the frequency-dependent effective 
viscoelastic (VE) moduli (Gurevich et al., 2010; Quintal et al., 2012; Rubino et al., 2013). 
Layered mesoscopic heterogeneities or those with preferred orientation cause frequency-
dependent anisotropy of the resulting effective moduli (Chapman, 2003). O’Connell (1984), 
Murphy et al. (1986), Dvorkin et al (1994) and Gurevich et al. (2010) also utilize the 
frequency-dependent fluid bulk and shear moduli to describe the squirt-flow mechanism. 
Pride et al. (2004) introduce a frequency-dependent transport coefficient to describe the PFE 
at mesoscopic scale in the differential equations of motion, but ultimately also derive 
effective VE moduli to describe the medium. 
Although the VE representation provides familiar ways for numerical modeling in the 
frequency domain and high flexibility of the models in fitting experimental data, it also has 
significant limitations. The VE picture of materials is not as simple and intuitive as it may 
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seem. The key limitation of this picture for porous rock is that, as argued by Morozov (2015), 
Morozov and Baharvand Ahmadi (2015), and Morozov and Deng (2016b), multiple moduli 
exist for fast and slow traveling P waves, and also for every standing-wave within a rock 
sample in a subresonant attenuation experiment. Morozov (2015 and in review) showed that 
the VE moduli derived from wave velocities in field or ultrasonic laboratory experiments (for 
example, Young’s modulus 2E Vρ=  for an extensional-mode wave within a rod) are 
generally different from the moduli inferred from stress/strain ratios ( E σ ε=  within the 
same rod). In addition, the different “moduli” that can be inferred for poroelastic rock (P-
wave, S-wave, Young’s, bulk, and Poisson’s ratio) are not automatically related by the 
relations known for elastic materials (White, 1986; Morozov, 2015). Multiple VE moduli are 
also needed to make the VE model “Biot-consistent”, i.e. able to describe the coupling 
between the rock frame and pore fluid (Thomsen, 1985). Also, as shown by Berryman and 
Wang (2000) and Pride et al. (2004), two slow P-waves should result from PFE with dual 
porosity (such as in rock with squirt flows). 
Although VE models can approximate both fast and slow P-waves by carefully 
constructing multiple memory variables, they do not naturally contain Biot-consistency and 
predict the existence of those P-waves from material properties. Conversely, VE models 
usually postulate special material properties in order to explain the slow waves.  For example, 
Carcione and Gurevich (2011) successfully approximate the fast P-wave mode for squirt-
flow dissipation and the slow P-wave for Biot’s global flow, but this description is quite 
elaborate (containing five Zener’s solids and a different set of them for slow waves), but the 
second slow P-wave due to squirt flow is still absent completely. Another limitation of the 
VE approximation is the complexity and artificial character of wave modeling in media with 
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broad attenuation spectrum, where many memory variables are needed.  
2.2 Phenomenological Description of Attenuation 
The most common way to account for attenuation effects in seismic data is the 
phenomenological dimensionless quantity Q, which is called the quality factor. This quantity 
is expected to lump together all mechanisms of attenuation without considering their detail. 
A general definition of Q is given by the ratio of the peak stored elastic energy E to the 
energy δE lost in one cycle of harmonic oscillation (Aki and Richards, 2002): 
                                                             ( ) 2 EQ f
E
π
δ
= . (2.2) 
A low value of Q means strong attenuation and a high Q indicates weak attenuation. For 
example, for a wave in a weathered sedimentary rock (with strong attenuation), the typical Q 
is around 30, whereas for a wave in granite (weak attenuation), the Q is about 1000 (Sheriff 
and Geldart, 1995). 
To obtain the observational effects of Q, consider a plane wave 
                                                    ( )exp  u A i t k xω ∗ = − −  ,  (2.3) 
where u is the particle displacement, A is the amplitude, 2 fω π=  is the angular frequency, f 
is the frequency, t denotes the time, x is the travel distance, and k* is the complex 
wavenumber: 
                                                            ( ) ( )k k i ωω α∗ = + . (2.4) 
Here, k is the frequency-dependent wavenumber and α is the frequency-dependent 
attenuation coefficient, which can be measured by the logarithmic spatial decrement of the 
amplitude. This decrement can be due to geometric spreading, scattering and intrinsic 
attenuation, and other factors (Baharvand Ahmadi and Morozov, 2013). From the 
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definition (2.2) and assuming a linear stress-strain relation and 1Q  , the Q for a 
propagating wavelet can be written as (Bourbié et al., 1987; Aki and Richards, 2002)  
                                                           ( )
2
Q
c
ω πω
α αλ
= = , (2.5) 
where c kω=  is the phase velocity at frequency f. Therefore, in terms of Q, the plane-wave 
displacement can be written as, 
                                                  ( )exp exp   2u A x i t k xQc
ω ω      
 
= − ⋅ − − .  (2.6) 
This equation shows that with increasing travel distance, the amplitude of the plane 
wave decays exponentially, and this decay increases with frequency. For example, in 
Figure 2.1, after traveling a certain distance, the wavelet (blue line) amplitude decreases 
from 1 to around 0.2 (red line, Figure 2.1a). The peak frequency of the input source (blue line, 
Figure 2.1b) is shifted to lower frequencies (red line, Figure 2.1b). Attenuation and 
dispersion are concomitant, which means that frequency-dependent amplitude decay in 
eq. (2.6) is always associated with a frequency-dependent phase velocity c and vice versa 
(Aki and Richards, 2002). Figure 2.2 illustrates the phase velocity dispersion by three 
commonly-used models, which are Futtermann’s (1962) and Kjartansson’s (1979) constant-Q 
model and the near-constant-Q model by Liu et al. (1976), also called the Generalized 
Standard Linear Solid (GSLS). GSLS is a superposition of several Zener’s (or Standard 
Linear Solid, SLS) solids (Zener, 1948). Figure 2.2 shows that the phase velocity increases 
with increasing frequencies. This is different from the case of an elastic-wave, in which the 
phase velocity is independent of frequency. The dispersion of phase velocity distorts the 
phase of the wavelet; for example, a zero-phase wavelet becomes increasingly phase-rotated 
with propagation time (red line in Figure 2.1a). 
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Figure 2.1 a) Time-domain waveform variation and b) frequency spectra changes due to 
inelasticity. The Q is selected to be 50. 
 
Figure 2.2. Constant Q models’ a) inverse-Q spectra and corresponding b) phase velocity 
dispersion. The reference phase velocity c0 is selected at reference frequency f0 = 30 Hz. 
Although the Q defined in eqs. (2.5) is a function of frequency, constant-Q or near-
constant-Q models are often used for body waves (Varela et al., 1993; Blanch et al., 1995; 
Bohlen, 2002; Zhu et al, 2013). In reflection seismology, the frequency band is relatively 
narrow, and a constant Q−1 is usually viewed as a viable practical approximation. A near-
constant Q−1 within a limited frequency band is always used in finite-difference waveform-
modeling algorithms (Bohlen, 2002; Zhu et al, 2013). Generally, these constant- or near-
constant-Q models are equivalent within the seismic frequency band (Figure 2.2), but they 
may vastly differ outside of this band and when expressed in the form of time-domain 
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equations. 
Although widely used for describing seismic wave attenuation, the assumptions of 
constant- or near-constant-Q models have significant limitations. For example, laboratory 
experiments usually show frequency-dependent Q within and above the seismic frequency 
band (e.g., Spencer, 2013; Tisato and Quintal, 2013; Tisato et al, 2014; Pimienta et 
al, 2015a, 2015b). Also, phenomenological Q models only state the fact of attenuation but 
cannot help estimating the hydraulic or poroelastic properties responsible for it. For example, 
a reduced or even negative Q might be not only caused by inelasticity but also by some 
elastic structures, such as fine layering (White et al., 1975; Chapter 6 in this dissertation). 
Therefore, first-principle physical explanations are needed instead of (or in addition to) the 
phenomenological Q. 
The key question of such a first-principle model is what property of the subsurface 
should be viewed as the physical cause of wave attenuation. Although Q-based approaches 
dominate today’s attenuation studies and are often believed to be closely related to rheologic 
properties of the subsurface, Q cannot be viewed as a true property of the medium (Morozov 
and Baharvand Ahmadi, 2015). Definition (2.5) shows that Q is only a property of the 
traveling wave, similar to its angular frequency ω and wavelength λ. The Q may vary if a 
different traveling or standing wave mode is considered or when the source operates at a 
different frequency. Also note that in Figure 2.2 when f → 0, Q−1 tends to be zero. There is 
no reason for Q−1 to automatically equal zero for zero frequency. The Q is a frequency-
domain property, and consequently it cannot be localized in space (Morozov and Baharvand 
Ahmadi, 2015). It is also very difficult to construct consistent differential wave equation 
containing the Q (Knopoff, 1964), unless by utilizing artificial “memory variables” (e.g., Zhu 
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et al., 2013). Therefore, rather than assuming the Q to be a property of the medium, it is more 
appropriate to consider it as only a property of the wave, and try explaining it by physical 
mechanisms. 
2.3 Physical Mechanisms of Attenuation 
Reduction of oscillation amplitudes and dispersive waveforms can result from a 
variety of physical processes, and accordingly there exist numerous types of Qs (Morozov 
and Baharvand Ahmadi, 2015). In this section, I review some of these mechanisms relevant 
to porous fluid-saturated rock. Seismic attenuation can be caused by either linear or nonlinear 
mechanical mechanisms (Day et al., 1998; Coulman et al., 2013; Sleep and Nakata, 2017). 
For linear attenuation, the stress represents a linear combination of the strain and strain rate, 
whereas for nonlinear deformation, there exists no simple relation of this kind, and different 
wave modes may interact and transform during propagation. In this dissertation, only linear 
attenuation mechanisms are considered, with a small exception of the near-source zone 
discussed in Chapter 5. 
The most general differentiation of such attenuation phenomena consists in the 
separation of elastic and inelastic processes. Elastic-attenuation processes are characterized 
by the conservation of the total mechanical energy of the medium in the process of its 
oscillation or wave propagation. In field experiments with propagating waves, such effects 
include the geometric spreading or scattering, or reflectivity on finely-layered structures 
(White et al., 1975; Aki, 1980; Morozov, 2010). Geometric spreading (GS), as the simplest 
case of which is the spherical divergence, is a phenomenon describing the loss of wave 
energy with increasing travel distance from the source. Scattering is another elastic process 
resulting in apparent attenuation caused by inhomogeneities of the medium. For a finely 
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layered structure, interferences of seismic reflections cause attenuation and dispersion, which 
may be misinterpreted as inelastic attenuation (Chapter 6).  
Inelastic dissipation is considered a major contributor to Q−1 in most circumstances. 
However, dissipation of mechanical energy is only one measure of the process of internal 
mechanical friction within the material. The most common physical processes of friction 
include granular sliding friction, friction at cracks, thermoelasticity, and pore-fluid flow 
effects (Biot, 1956; Savage, 1966; Walsh, 1966; Mavko and Nur, 1979; Winkler et al., 1982; 
Murphy, 1982; Murphy et al., 1986). Of all these mechanisms, pore-fluid effects (PFEs) are 
of particular interest in exploration geophysics. PFE represents the physical phenomenon of 
internal friction of fluid flow relative to the solid due to pressure gradients caused by the 
passing waves. This mechanism is broadly accepted as a major cause of the observed 
seismic-wave attenuation (Pride et al., 2004; Müller et al, 2010; Rubino et al., 2013).  
PFEs have been investigated at three different scales: macroscopic, mesoscopic, and 
microscopic. The attenuation and dispersion effects caused by global fluid flows at the 
macroscopic scale are theoretically described by Biot’s poroelastic model (Biot, 1956; 
Bourbié et al., 1987). This model predicts two types of P-waves, which are the usual (also 
called primary, relatively fast and weakly attenuative) wave and the slow and diffusive 
secondary P-wave. The fast P-wave is commonly observed in both field and higher-
frequency laboratory experiments. Slow P waves within short paths were observed in 
laboratory ultrasonic experiments by Plona (1980) and Bouzidi and Schmitt (2009), but they 
are generally viewed as unobservable in the field due to their diffusive nature. Biot’s 
attenuation of fast P-wave is significant at frequencies of about 100 kHz, which is much 
higher than the seismic frequency band (up to 500 Hz). However, conversions between the 
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fast and slow P-waves occur on any heterogeneities, and consequently slow P-wave modes 
should actually be present in waves propagating within layered reflection sequences in the 
field (Morozov and Deng, 2016b). Moreover, slow Biot’s P waves must be present in sub-
resonant measurements of seismic attenuation in the laboratory (Morozov 2015; Morozov 
and Deng, 2016a, b) and they may dominate recent observations of so-called “drained-
undrained” transitions in sandstone samples (Morozov, in review). 
On the opposite, microscopic end of the length-scale spectrum the dominant 
attenuation mechanism is the so-called squirt fluid flow (Murphy at al., 1986). A schematic 
model of this type of pore flow is given by a penny-shaped disk connected to a donut-shaped 
“stiff” pore shown in Figure 2.3a (Murphy et al., 1986). The gap within a soft pore oscillates 
under the pressure caused by the passing wave, and the fluid is squeezed out from it and into 
the adjoining stiff pores. The shear deformation of the “squirting” fluid is much greater than 
the average deformation of the rock, and consequently a considerable dissipation of 
mechanical energy occurs in it. The attenuation caused by squirt flows is stronger and occurs 
at lower frequencies than Biot’s poroelastic peak (O’Connell and Budiansky, 1977; Murphy 
et al., 1986; Dvorkin et al., 1994; Rubino and Holliger, 2013; Deng and Morozov, 2016).  
 
Figure 2.3. Schematic graphs of pore-flow attenuation mechanisms: a) Cross-section of a 
“penny-shaped” soft pore connected to a donut-shaped stiff pore; and b) mesoscopic 
wave-induced fluid flow (WIFF) in a layered medium, with alternating brine- and gas-
saturated layers. R is the radius of the stiff pore, h is the gap width and a is the soft 
pore’s radius (applied from Murphy et al., 1986). 
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Nevertheless, despite this suggestion of “squirting” fluid, its velocities and displacements are 
still much lower than typically encountered in fluid mechanics. For example, evaluating the 
Reynolds number R uaρ η=   (where ρ is the density of the fluid, η is its viscosity, u  is its 
relative velocity, and L is the characteristic length a in Figure 2.3a; Landau and 
Lifshitz, 1987) for a seismic wave with strain 610ε −=  in typical wet sandstone (Chapter 4), I 
estimate R ≈ 1. Such small value of R shows that this fluid flow is laminar (Quintal et 
al., 2016), and the deformation of pore fluids is reversible and can be treated as that of a 
solid.  
If material structure (for example, fluid saturation) is heterogeneous at the 
mesoscopic scale, then upon passage of a seismic wave, fluid flows between these 
heterogeneities would cause significantly stronger attenuation and dispersion effects than in a 
uniform rock (Müller et al., 2010). The peaks in the wave-energy dissipation spectra are 
usually stronger and occur at lower frequencies than Biot’s or squirt-attenuation peaks. To 
observe a significant attenuation within the seismic frequency band, strong heterogeneity is 
required, such as patchy saturation or fracturing of the reservoir (Müller et al., 2010).  
WIFF effects are often studied by scattering-theory based numerical modeling. 
White et al. (1975) modeled the mesoscopic WIFF effects by modeling a poroelastic rock 
containing spherical gas inclusions. This model was improved by Dutta and Odé (1979) and 
used in several recent studies (e.g., Carcione and Picotti, 2006; Müller et al. 2010). Rubino et 
al. (2009), Quintal et al (2012), Rubino and Holliger (2013), and Kuteynikova et al. (2014) 
performed 2-D and 3-D numerical modeling for the effective VE moduli and mesoscopic 
fluid flows in oscillatory compressibility tests. Tisato and Quintal (2013) performed 
laboratory experiments by using a broadband apparatus to measure attenuation at seismic 
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frequency band on rock sample with partial saturation. Tisato and Quintal’s (2013) 
experimental results showed a good agreement with the above numerical model of WIFF in 
media with partial saturation.  
Morozov and Deng (2016b) also considered an example of WIFF effects in one 
dimension, by modeling an infinite sequence of planar, alternating gas- and water-saturated 
poroelastic layers (Figure 2.3b). Unlike Rubino et al. (2009), Quintal et al (2012), Rubino 
and Holliger (2013), and Kuteynikova et al. (2014), Morozov and Deng (2016b) argued that 
for fluid-saturated media, modeling only one frequency-dependent effective modulus is 
insufficient, and the model should be Biot-consistent (Thomsen, 1985), i.e. it should contain 
two moduli, coupling between them, and potentially Darcy (Biot’s) drag friction between the 
effective frame and the pore fluid. An approximation for such an effective model for a 
layered structure with WIFF was derived based on the GLS theoretical framework (Morozov 
and Deng, 2016b). 
The parameters selected for characterizing the effective media with WIFF, such as 
statistical distributions of saturation or dimensions and shapes of heterogeneities can be 
selected in many ways. Similar to Morozov and Deng (2016b), some researchers studied the 
WIFF by modifying Biot’s poroelastic model. For example, Lo et al. (2005) and 
Beresnev (2014) included two immiscible fluids and capillary effects by extending Biot’s 
poroelastic 2×2 matrices into 3×3 matrices. Deng and Morozov (2016; Chapter 4 in this 
dissertation) modeled squirt-flow attenuation by adding an additional 2×2 viscosity matrix. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MODELS OF INELASTIC MEDIA 
As outlined in Chapter 2, there exist two general yet fundamentally different 
approaches to modeling seismic attenuation: 1) phenomenological model based on a Q factor 
that is free of physical detail, and 2) models without a Q attributed to the material and based 
on the specific physics of processes and models of rock microstructure. In this Chapter, I 
describe a new, physics-based phenomenological framework providing a comprehensive and 
rigorous view on both of these groups of approaches. In the following sections, I first 
introduce Lagrangian continuum mechanics, explain how the conventional Q model relates to 
it, and then discuss Biot’s poroelastic model and introduce a generalized macroscopic model 
called the General Linear Solid (GLS) (Morozov and Deng, 2016a).  
The presentation in this Chapter is based on the following published paper and a 
paper in preparation: 
Morozov, I. B., and W. Deng, 2016. Macroscopic framework for viscoelasticity, 
poroelasticity and wave-induced fluid flows – Part I: General Linear Solid: 
Geophysics, 81, no. 1, L1-L13, doi: 10.1190/GEO2014-0171.1. 
Deng, W., and Morozov, I. B. Double-porosity models for squirt flows in sandstone, 
in preparation for Geophysical Prospecting 
Copyright of the first of these publications belongs to the Society of Exploration 
Geophysicists, which allows using these materials for authors’ theses. My contribution to the 
first paper consisted in participation in the development of the approach and development of 
the numerical algorithms and examples. The texts were modified and reformatted for 
incorporation in the present dissertation.  
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3.1 Lagrangian Continuum Mechanics with Energy Dissipation 
Most of the theoretical analysis in this dissertation is based on Lagrangian mechanics. 
The Lagrangian formalism is one of the most powerful and productive approaches to the 
mechanics of continuous media, which has been used in many areas of theoretical physics 
(Landau and Lifshitz, 1986). Because of its origin in the Hamiltonian variational principle, 
this approach greatly simplifies the mathematical formulation while making it rigorous and 
universally applicable. Unfortunately, Lagrangian mechanics is still poorly utilized in 
seismology, perhaps with the exception of Biot’s theory of poroelasticity (Bourbié et 
al., 1987).  
The general steps for formulating a Lagrangian description for a mechanical system 
starts from selecting a set of generalized coordinates. The generalized coordinates can be 
arbitrary and are selected in order to completely and conveniently characterize the 
deformation of interest. Depending on the spatial scale of analysis, this deformation can 
include the microscopic or macroscopic displacements of parts of the system. In terms of 
these selected coordinates and their time derivatives, the kinetic energy T and potential 
energy V need to be defined and combined in the Lagrangian density L as 
                                                                      L T V≡ − . (3.1) 
In this dissertation, I only discuss macroscopic-scale models, and therefore the 
generalized coordinates are macroscopic and represent the displacement of the reference 
elementary volumes (REV) taken at different points in space. The kinetic energy T is a 
function of the corresponding velocities, and V is a function on the displacements and/or 
strains. The functional form of the Lagrangian uniquely describes the conservative 
mechanical system (Morse and Feshbach, 1953). To describe a system with inelasticity, a 
dissipation function or dissipation pseudo-potential D is needed (Bourbié et al., 1987). This 
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pseudo-potential provides an “external” frictional force acting on the conservative system 
(Landau and Lifshitz, 1986). For the pseudo-potential, the principal dependence is on the 
velocities (i.e. time derivatives of the generalized coordinates) and consequently also on the 
strain rates. Fortunately, and similarly to L, quadratic dependences of D on its arguments can 
usually be considered. Such quadratic dependences lead to linear equations of motion, which 
are usually sufficient for weak deformations occurring for a seismic wave propagation.  
Specifying a pair of functions L and D gives a complete description of a wide range 
of elastic or inelastic deformation mechanisms within rock (Morozov and Deng, 2016a; 
2016b). To obtain the equations of motion, the Euler-Lagrange equation is applied to the 
(L, D) pair (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986):  
                                        
, ,
0
i j i j i i j i j
L L L D D
t u x u u u x u
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ − + + =
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  
, (3.2) 
where ui is the generalized displacement variable, ,i j i ju u x≡ ∂ ∂  denotes its spatial partial 
derivatives, i iu u t≡ ∂ ∂  is its time derivative, and i, j = 1, 2, 3 denote the Cartesian 
coordinates. In this equation, quantities iu , iu , ,i ju and ,i ju are treated as independent 
arguments of functions L and D. If we omit the pseudo-potential D and consider L 
independent of time, then the system is conservative (conserving the total energy). The 
meaning of the Euler-Lagrange equation (3.2) then represents the Hamiltonian variational 
principle, which states that for the true time-dependent deformation of the medium, its 
Hamiltonian action 3S Ld xdt= ∫  is stationary:  0Sδ =  (Morse and Feshbach, 1953). The 
additional terms containing function D in eq. (3.2) representing a way for including external 
forces (friction in this case) in Lagrangian mechanics. 
The significance of the different terms in eq. (3.2) varies for different mechanical 
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systems. For example, the term iL u∂ ∂ is absent in Biot’s model described below, but it can 
be useful for describing squirt flows or gravitational or electric-potential energy in 
propagating waves. When the initial conditions and boundary conditions are appropriately 
specified, all parameters of the resulting oscillatory or transient deformation (seismic wave) 
can be rigorously solved for by using eq. (3.2). 
3.2 Phenomenological Physics-Based Macroscopic Models 
With appropriately selected variables and functions L and D, the two equations (3.1) 
and (3.2) represent a complete description of any mechanical system (Landau and 
Lifshitz, 1986). These equations allow us to study complex mechanical systems using a 
common, convenient, compact, and rigorous formulation. In the following sections, this 
formulation is developed for an arbitrary macroscopic, multi-phase, linear, and isotropic 
medium and applied to several specific cases. In the following, I call this general theoretical 
model the “General Linear Solid” (GLS; Morozov and Deng, 2016a, b). 
The GLS models of this chapter are still phenomenological in the sense of being 
derived not from any specific model for the microstructure or mechanics of the medium but 
only from the general principles of isotropy and linearity of interactions (Landau and 
Lifshitz, 1986). In this sense, these models are analogous to the model of VE moduli and Q 
discussed in Chapter 2. However, there exist three fundamental differences of this 
phenomenology from those based on VE and Q concepts:  
1) The Lagrangian model focuses on identifying true material properties describing 
the elastic, inertial, and frictional behavior of the material. These properties are 
not specifically geared for describing “energy dissipation” (such as Q) and can (in 
principle) be measured in other types of experiments.  
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2) In contrast to the Q model, the new model focuses on deriving the time-domain 
differential equations of motion first and then finding the oscillatory solutions and 
effective (apparent) VE moduli and Q factors for them.  
3) In contrast to the VE model, the model uses only time- and frequency-
independent material properties and explains the frequency-dependent observed 
(apparent) Qs and other effects through them. 
As shown in the following sections, despite such major differences from 
viscoelasticity, the GLS model contains all “physically-realizable” VE models of materials 
(Liu et al., 1976). Because of its foundations in basic physics, this model also contains Biot’s 
poroelasticity and allows for extending it in many ways.  
3.3 The General Linear Solid model 
All GLS models presented in this dissertation can be viewed as mechanical 
continuum models with N spatial variables. The first of these variables will normally be the 
observable displacement u of a macroscopic point within the material, whereas others can be 
the relative displacements of pore fills or some other properties based on different 
assumptions. For example, if a porous medium is considered, then N = 2, and in addition to u, 
the second variable will be the relative displacement of pore fluid. With N variables, the most 
general quadratic forms of the Lagrangian density L (eq. (3.1)) and the pseudo-potential D 
are (Morozov and Deng, 2016a) 
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2 2
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T T T
i i ij ij
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  (3.3) 
where ui is the vector for displacement, ∆ is the matrix for volumetric strain and 
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3ij ij ij
δ≡ − Δε ε  is the pure shear (deviatoric) strain. All matrix products in eq. (3.3) are 
evaluated in the N-dimensional model space, implied (Einstein) summations are used for 
pairs of repeated spatial indices. In eq. (3.3), ρ is the density matrix; K and µ are the elastic 
matrices for bulk moduli and shear moduli; ηK and ηµ are their viscosity counterparts; and i, 
j = 1, 2, 3 denote the spatial coordinates. Matrix d is the “damping” term for Darcy’s friction. 
Matrices ρ, K, µ, ηK, ηµ and d should be symmetric and non-negative definite. Different 
configurations of these matrices determine the different types of media, such as elastic, 
viscoelastic, poroelastic, or their extensions (next subsections). Expressions (3.3) follow from 
only three very general considerations (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986): 1) dependence of the 
elastic energy and viscous friction on the strain tensors only; 2) isotropy of the medium (and 
hence the dependence of L and D on only two rotational invariants of tensors ε and ε ), and 
3) linearity of the resulting equations of motion, which corresponds to quadratic forms for L 
and D. Note that in general, viscosity terms are allowed in the dissipation function (the terms 
in parentheses in D in relations (3.3)) as naturally and uniquely as the corresponding 
elasticity terms in L (parentheses in equation (3.3); Landau and Lifshitz, 1986). 
By applying the Euler-Lagrange equation (3.2), the Lagrangian and dissipation 
function in equations (3.3) lead to a matrix equation of motion for wave propagation,  
                                                            i i j ij= − + ∂ρu du σ  , (3.4) 
where the strain-related (elastic and viscous) stress tensor equals: 
                                               2 2ij ij ij K ij ijµδ δ= + + +σ KΔ με η Δ η ε   . (3.5) 
Assuming a uniform GLS media and consider the attenuation of a P-wave in which 
all spatial displacements are oriented in the direction of axis x, the following generalized 
eigenvalue problem is obtained from (3.4) and (3.5): 
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                                                             ( ) ( ) ( )n n nγ∗ ∗=ρ υ M υ .  (3.6) 
Here, γ(n) = k*2/ω2 is the eigenvalues for n-th mode and ( )nυ  is the corresponding wave 
mode. Here, k* denotes the complex wavenumber. The complex-valued density ρ* and 
complex-valued P-wave modulus M* are 
                                                   i
ω
∗ ≡ +ρ ρ d  , iω∗ ≡ −M M η , (3.7)  
where ω  is the angular frequency of the plane wave. Such complex-valued and frequency-
dependent properties are often also called “dynamic” properties. Relations (3.7) represent the 
rigorous (matrix) correspondence principle for poro- and visco-elasticity (Morozov and 
Deng, 2016a). P-wave modulus 4 3≡ +M Κ μ  and its viscosity counterpart 4 3K µ≡ +η η η . 
The phase velocity of n-th mode is  
                                                        ( )( ) 1phase ReV kω γ −= =  , (3.8) 
and by the definition (2.5), the dissipation factor Q−1 is  
                                                   ( ) ( )1 2 2 Im ReQ kα γ γ− ≡ = .  (3.9) 
Thus, the GLS approach allows accurate solutions for attenuation (Q(ω)) and velocity 
dispersion (Vphase(ω)) relations for harmonic waves that are usually considered in the 
literature. However, the key contribution of this approach to modeling porous rock consists 
in its explicit time-domain character (eq. (3.4)). Most current theoretical models of squirt 
flows and numerical models of wave-induced fluid flows (WIFF) are performed in the 
frequency domain and often rely on frequency-dependent material properties (for example, 
Masson et al., 2006, Rubino et al., 2007, and Quintal et al., 2012). Although also allowing 
frequency-domain analysis (eqs. (3.6)), the GLS requires no time- and frequency-dependent 
parameters, and the time-domain equations (3.4) naturally lead to finite-difference forward 
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modeling (Appendix A). 
3.3.1 Standard linear solid and its extensions 
The broadly used Standard Linear solid (SLS), also known as Zener’s model (Zhu et 
al., 2013), uses a linear combination of two springs and a dashpot for modeling the behavior 
of a VE material. These mechanical elements are representations for the elastic and viscous 
properties of the medium, respectively. The SLS can be viewed as a special case of the 
“Generalized SLS” (GSLS) model schematically described by the mechanical system in 
Figure 3.1a. The uppermost spring in this system (modulus M1 in Figure 3.1a) is the 
“relaxed” (zero-frequency) elastic modulus operating in a quasi-static (infinitely slow) 
deformation (Carcione, 2014), and each spring-dashpot pair below it is the so-called 
Maxwell’s body (MB). As shown in Figure 3.1b, for an SLS (one elastic spring and one MB), 
one attenuation peak near 10-Hz frequency and the corresponding transition between the 
“relaxed” and “unrelaxed” (infinite-frequency) levels of the modulus are predicted.  
 
Figure 3.1. Attenuation and dispersion of a Generalized Standard Linear Solid (GSLS). With 
one MB (N = 2), this solid gives the Standard Linear Solid (SLS, or Zener’s solid). a) 
mechanical diagrams; b) attenuation (Q−1) and phase velocity (V) dispersion for SLS 
(N = 2); c) attenuation and dispersion for N = 6. Vertical gray dashed line in plot b) 
indicates the peak frequency of Q−1.                                          
In the GLS form (eqs. (3.3)), the mechanical Lagrangian and dissipation pseudo-
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potential of the SLS model is obtained by setting N = 2 and the following 2×2 matrices: 
                           1
0
0 0
ρ 
=  
 
ρ , 1
2
0
0
M
M
 
=  
 
M , 2 2
2 2
η η
η η
− 
=  − 
η  and 
0 0
0 0
 
=  
 
d . (3.10) 
Here, the density ρ1 and elastic modulus M1 correspond to the “external” variable u1 (i.e., 
observable deformation of the rock usually measured in experiments), whereas parameter M2 
is the elasticity of the internal structure of the system represented by parameter u2 (the 
deformation of the spring with stiffness M2 in Figure 3.1a). The viscosity η2 is a property of 
the communication between these two variables, and it cannot be simply attributed to either 
of them alone. Because the mechanical system reproduces the SLS exactly, the attenuation 
spectrum and phase-velocity dispersion predicted by this configuration of ρ, M, η and d are 
identical to those in Figure 3.1b. 
For the general GSLS model with N > 2 (Figure 3.1a), the GLS parameter matrices 
are 
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0
ρ 
 
 
 =
 
 
  
ρ


 
   

 , 
1
2
3
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0
0 0 0 N
M
M
M
M
 
 
 
 =
 
 
  
M


 
   

,  
                                     
2 3
1
2 2
3 3
0 0
0
0
0 0
N
NJJ
N N
η η ηη
η η
η η
η η
=
− − − 
 
 − 
 = − 
 
 
− 
∑
η


 
   

 and d = 0. (3.11) 
Here, parameters ρ1, M1 again correspond to the external variable while all others correspond 
to the internal variables. Note that all MBs in both SLS and GSLS are massless, which is 
shown by the internal densities ρ2, …, N equal zero. Substitute (3.11) into eq. (3.7), we can 
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solve the eigenvalue problem (3.6) for the phase velocity in (3.8) and dissipation factor Q−1 
in (3.9). For example, with five MBs (N = 6) with parameters shown in Table 3.1, the 
eigenvalue problem in equation (3.6) yields the well-known shapes of phase velocity and Q−1 
spectra in Figure 3.1c.  
3.3.2 Internal densities 
The density of the internal variable (white circles in Figure 3.1a and vector ρ in 
equation (3.6)) have significant influence on the phase velocity and quality factor Q. For 
example, in Figure 3.1c, the zero mass densities assigned to the internal variables cause four 
of five eigenmodes of the GSLS to have zero eigenvalues. These zero densities mean that the 
kinetic energy of the internal variables is identically zero, which causes them to behave as 
“memory variables”, i.e. be expressed by integrals over the preceding history of the observed 
strain (Deng and Morozov, 2013). However, if we seek some physical phenomena 
underlying this memory process, massless variables generally appear problematic. Real 
physical processes always possess kinetic energy, although it may be small and negligible in 
certain limiting cases. It is therefore interesting to check how an introduction of small 
densities for the internal variables would affect the predicted dispersion and Q−1 spectra of a 
GSLS. 
The GSLS model contains a relatively large number of internal variables connected in 
a fairly specific pattern, with many coupling parameters set equal zero. This model can be 
altered in many ways, and it is possible that such alterations might correspond to reality. To 
investigate the effects of nonzero internal density, I tried adding equal diagonal elements to 
the density matrix: ρJ = bρ1, where J = 2, …, N. Thus, the density matrix in (3.11) becomes 
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1
2
0 0
0
0
0 0 N
ρ
ρ
ρ
 
 
 =
 
 
 
ρ

 
  

. (3.12) 
For b > 0, additional P-wave modes appear. Similarly to the poroelastic case, I identify the 
‘primary’ P-wave mode with the one having the largest “observable” displacement u1. The 
near-constant spectra of Q−1(ω) for the primary mode are achieved by progressive “freezing”, 
with increasing frequency, of the internal variables containing lower damping factors 
(Table 3.1). This freezing increases the attenuation at higher frequencies (Figures 3.2a 
and 3.2c). 
There exists an important dividing case b = b0 for which the ratios of the moduli to 
the densities are equal in all MBs (Figure 3.1a). In this case, the internal variables are not 
excited by the primary wave, and the wave is therefore nondispersive and attenuation-free. 
For a GSLS with parameters given in Table 3.1, this case corresponds to b0 = 0.015. Note 
that this is a relatively small value of the order of the dissipation rate (Q−1) of the original 
GSLS.  
Table 3.1 Parameters of the Generalized Standard Linear Solid (GSLS) medium 
   GSLS model 
(Figure 3.1c) 
GSLS with 1% (5%) internal 
densities (Figure 3.2) 
J ΜJ, (GPa) ηJ (Pa⋅s) ρJ (kg/m3) ρJ (kg/m3) 
1 10 0 2000 2000 
2 0.15 9.3⋅108 0 20 (100) 
3 0.15 9.3⋅107 0 20 (100) 
4 0.15 9.3⋅106 0 20 (100) 
5 0.15 9.3⋅105 0 20 (100) 
6 0.15 9.3⋅104 0 20 (100) 
 
For values of b below and above b0, and the effects of density are different. For b < b0, 
Q−1(ω) of the primary mode is near-constant and decreases with b, and the velocity 
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dispersion is positive. The secondary modes in this case are faster than the primary Vphase, as 
suggested by their greater MJ/ρJ ratios. This case is illustrated by selecting b = 0.01 in 
Figures 3.2a and 3.2b. 
For b > b0, the Q−1(ω) increases with b, the dispersion is negative, as shown for 
b = 0.05 in Figures 3.2c and 3.2d. In this case, the additional modes are slower than Vphase. 
Note that the increase of the phase velocity with frequency does not automatically follow 
from a band-limited near-constant Q−1(ω), as it is often thought (Figure 3.2d). The low-
frequency asymptotes of phase velocities in all models are reduced because of the net 
increases of their densities, and the levels of Q−1 for the primary mode vary by 2–3 times. 
However, these variations can be corrected by adjusting the values of ρ1, MJ, and/or ηJ 
(Table 3.1). 
 
Figure 3.2. Propagation of a plane P wave in a GSLS medium with densities assigned to the 
internal variables: a) attenuation for internal density levels of 1% of the main density 
(Table 3.1), b) phase velocity for 1% internal densities, c) and d) the same for 5% 
internal densities (Table 3.1). The numbers of the wave modes are labeled. Black lines 
indicate the primary mode, and gray lines are the additional modes due to the internal 
densities. 
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With no physical argument for the internal (“memory”) variables as well as for their 
densities, damping factors, and moduli, it is impossible to say which of the above internal-
density models is correct or more realistic. In terms of achieving a near-constant Q−1 for the 
primary mode within the ~0.01–1000 Hz frequency band, all of these models are practically 
equivalent. Observations of secondary P-wave modes near velocity/density contrasts would 
certainly be a criterion of validity for such models. However, physical meanings need again 
to be assigned to the internal variables and the corresponding measurement procedures need 
to be designed in order to detect such secondary modes.  
From the theoretical point of view, multiple internal variables with zero densities in 
the GSLS model appear extremely unrealistic. The poroelastic model (next subsection) 
shows that the internal variables should likely be coupled. The models of linear solids were 
originally designed to explain quasi-static lab experiments (Lakes, 2009), in which the 
density effects are insignificant and cannot be assessed. However, the quasi-static limit is 
inappropriate for seismic waves, in which the effect of inertia is intertwined with the elastic 
and frictional ones (equation 3.6). The selection of sparse matrices M and η with d = 0 in 
GSLS equations (3.4) is done only for mathematical convenience, and similar spectra of 
Q−1(ω) could likely be achieved with fewer variables but fuller-rank matrices. Thus, the 
GSLS may be oversimplified physically but over-parameterized mathematically way to 
model seismic attenuation. Due to the over-parameterization, this model easily fits most 
experimental Q−1(ω) spectra; however, it remains an open question how well this model 
reproduces the actual processes of wave propagation. 
3.3.3 Biot’s poroelasticity 
With two variables (N = 2) and zero solid viscosity (η = 0), equation (3.3) represents 
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Biot’s (1962) poroelasticity. In this case, external displacement u1 is the observable 
deformation of the fluid-saturated rock, and the internal variable u2 is the filtration 
displacement (relative displacement between the fluid and its unperturbed position in the host 
matrix) multiplied by the porosity φ: ( )2 fluid 1φ≡ − ≡ − −u w u u . With such selection of variables, 
matrices K, μ, and d, are (Bourbié et al., 1987; Morozov and Deng, 2016a) 
               U
K M
M M
α
α
− 
=  − 
K , 
0
0 0
µ 
=  
 
μ , f
f fa
ρ ρ
ρ ρ φ
− 
=  − 
ρ , and 
0 0
0 η κ
 
=  
 
d . (3.13) 
Here, ρf is the density of the pore fluid, a ≥ 1 is the tortuosity of the pore space, and φ is the 
porosity of the rock. Material properties KU, α, M, η, and κ are first set as phenomenological 
constants in the L and D functions, and their physical meanings are further established by 
considering a set of deformational and fluid-flow experiments with this material (Bourbié et 
al., 1987; Morozov and Deng, 2016b). These experiments show that KU can be measured as 
the undrained bulk modulus of the system with constant fluid content (u2 = 0) and parameter 
M is the pressure that needs to be exerted on the fluid to increase the fluid content by a unit 
value at constant volume (when ∆1 = 0). Parameter [ ]0,1α ∈  is the Biot-Willis coefficient 
measuring the proportion of the apparent dilatational strain caused by a variation in fluid 
content. These parameters are related to the bulk modulus of a drained rock frame KD by 
2
U DM K Kα = −  (Bourbié et al., 1987). Similarly, η is the pore-fluid viscosity, and κ can be 
interpreted as the absolute permeability measured in a static filtration-flow experiment 
(Bourbié et al., 1987).  
Solution of the eigenvalue equation (3.6) show that two P-waves exist in a poroelastic 
medium, which are the so-called fast (primary) and Biot’s slow (secondary) P waves 
(Figure 3.3). The attenuation of the fast P-wave peaks at frequencies much higher than 
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seismic frequencies (Figure 3.3a). 
The attenuation and velocity dispersion spectra of poroelastic rock (Figure 3.3) are 
generally similar to those of an SLS (Figure 3.1b), and many authors have approximated 
poroelastic media with a SLS medium (Geertsma and Smit, 1961). Such approximations are 
particularly important for developing finite-difference algorithms for modeling seismic 
waves. Geertsma and Smit (1961) showed that the attenuation and dispersion spectra of fast 
P-waves can be exactly modeled by a carefully designed SLSs (circles in Figures 3.3a 
and 3.3b). However, a major drawback of this approximation is that it only models one (fast) 
of the two poroelastic wave modes (Morozov and Deng, 2016b). The slow P-wave can be 
modeled separately, by using a GSLS with multiple MBs (Carcione and Gurevich, 2011). As 
an example, in Figure 3.3c and 3.3d, I approximate the slow P-wave Q−1(ω) spectra by 
utilizing a GSLS with N = 10. The attenuation spectra for slow P waves can never be 
perfectly reproduced by GSLS, regardless of the number of MBs involved. This difficulty 
occurs because of a different lower frequency limit of Q−1(ω) of poroelastic slow P-waves 
and GSLS model. Thus, although the approximation of the attenuation/dispersion spectra for 
fast and/or slow P waves in Figure 3.3c and 3.3d may be acceptable for fitting band-limited 
Q−1(ω) data, their explanation by GSLSs are different and remote from physical reality of 
Biot’s poroelasticity. This complexity and lack of physical correctness may result in 
excessive complexity (for example, numerous “memory variables”) and inaccuracy of 
numerical forward modeling.  
Since Biot’s dissipation peaks occur at extremely high frequencies, poroelastic 
models cannot directly explain the attenuation observed in field or laboratory experiments.  
However, pore-fluid flows are still considered the basic mechanism of seismic attenuation in 
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sedimentary rock (Müller et al., 2010), and many realistic models of seismic attenuation are 
based on Biot’s theory. Most of those models explain the observed attenuation by viewing 
some of the Biot’s rock parameters as frequency-dependent. For example, Murphy et al. 
(1986) and Gurevich et al. (2010) introduced a frequency-dependent bulk modulus of the  
 
Figure 3.3. Attenuation and dispersion of Biot’s poroelasticity. a) inverse-Q spectrum of fast 
P-wave and b) the corresponding phase velocity dispersion; c) inverse-Q spectrum of 
slow P-wave and d) the corresponding phase velocity dispersion. Solid line indicates the 
result obtained from solving eq. (3.6) with matrices in (3.13). The circles show the same 
spectra approximated by using a SLS or GSLS. 
 “modified effective rock frame” in order to take account of squirt flows within thin 
compliant cracks. 
3.4 Biot-Consistent Models for Dual Porosity 
Several authors considered poroelasticity with multiple filtration fluids. For example, 
Beresnev (2014) recently developed a quasi-static model for porous rock saturated with two 
non-viscous fluids with interfacial tension. This model was also based on the principles of 
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linearity and rotational invariants of the strain tensors, and consequently it also belongs to the 
class of GLS models (equations (3.3)) with N = 3. Let us consider the squirt-flow case for 
example, in which the two porosities involved are the “stiff” Biot’s-type pores comprising 
most of the pore space and a small volume of “soft” pores containing fast and local “squirt” 
flows. In the following subsections, I consider two different ways for accounting for dual-
porosity effects on the fast and slow P-wave modes. One of them is a straightforward 
extension of Biot’s poroelasticity by considering dual permeability and dual tortuosity. The 
second, alternate approach represents the dual-porosity rock as a combination of Biot’s 
poroelasticity and viscoelasticity. For both of these models, the generalized eigenvalue 
problem (3.6) can be solved to obtain the phase velocity dispersion (3.8) and Q−1 spectrum 
in eq. (3.9). 
3.4.1 Poroelasticity with two fluids 
One useful application of the case N = 3 is the model of rocks containing “soft” 
(compliant) and “stiff” porosities (Mavko and Jizba, 1991). These two types of porosity 
differ in that fluid in soft pores can be squeezed out during passage of a seismic wave. The 
amounts of the two porosities, φsoft and φstiff, can vary with the imposed effective stress (ibid). 
In the GLS form, the difference between fluids in stiff and soft pores can be described by the 
moduli, density and drag matrices: 
P stiff stiff soft soft
stiff stiff stiff cp
soft soft cp soft
M M M
M M M
M M M
α α
α
α
 
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f f
f f
f f
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 
 
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                                                      stiff
soft
0 0 0
0 0
0 0
η κ
η κ
 
 =  
  
d , (3.14) 
where the volume fraction of fluid occupying the stiff porosity is assigned model variable u2, 
and u3 describes the volume of fluid in soft pores. ρcp is the possible inertial coupling effects 
of fluids in stiff and soft pores. Mcp is the possible moduli coupling effects. Here, αs and Ms 
have the same meaning as in (3.13) but for different fluids/pores. The low mobility of fluids 
in stiff pores suggests that stiff softη κ η κ and possibly stiff stiff soft softa aφ φ . Large values 
of d22 and ρ22 should then “freeze” the fluid within stiff pores from moving at high 
(ultrasonic) frequencies, creating the apparent “unrelaxed” effective modulus and faster wave 
velocities discussed by Mavko and Jizba (1991). Eq. (3.14) can also be regarded as two 
different fluids in the pores. 
Although the size of the moduli matrix should also be 3×3, the details of this matrix 
are generally unknown beyond some possible constraints from Beresnev’s (2014) study and 
the symmetric and positive-definite character of the Lagrangian density. Instead of trying to 
develop the moduli matrix theoretically from some specific micromechanical model of a 
porous solid, I take the following simplified approach. By taking Biot’s poroelasticity with 
squirt effects as an example (Carcione and Gurevich’s, 2011), I investigate it numerically by 
fitting the P-waves attenuation and dispersion curves. Under the requirements of symmetry 
and positive-definite characters, I test three different configurations of the density (ρ) and 
moduli (M) matrices for different understanding of the pores and fluids. Among the elements 
of the constitutive matrices, the measurable quantities Mp, ρ, ρf are considered known and 
fixed in the tests, which here are given by 38.193 GPa, 2328 kg/m3 and 1040 kg/m3 
respectively. The remaining parameters need to be derived by either physical analysis or by 
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fitting some specific quantities, such as Q−1 spectrum. In this section, I only consider deriving 
such parameters by fitting the Q−1 spectrum by using nonlinear least-squares method 
(Nocedal and Wright, 2000).  
In the first approximation, assume that the fluids are only coupled to the rock. 
Therefore, the inertial and rigidity coupling effects can be neglected, so that ρcp = Mcp = 0 in 
(3.14). With this configuration, eq. (3.14) is substituted into (3.6) to solve eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) 
by fitting Carcione and Gurevich’s (2011) Q−1 spectrum (black line, Figure 3.4) by utilizing 
the nonlinear least-squares method. The optimized ρ, d and M are obtained as: 
3
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M . (3.15) 
The values of the elements of matrices ρ and d related to pore fluids show that the 
above conditions stiff softη κ η κ and stiff stiff soft softa aφ φ  are satisfied in this case. The 
obtained model (3.15) gives one fast P-wave and two slow P-waves (Figure 3.4). The fast P-
wave attenuation and dispersion match the results by Carcione and Gurevich (2011) well 
(Figure 3.4a and 3.4b). Although the Q−1 spectra for the two slow P-waves the associated 
phase-velocity dispersion do not match Carcione and Gurevich’s (2011) results, they are very 
diffusive and show zero phase velocity at the limit of zero frequencies (Figures 3.4c and d). 
In addition to Biot’s slow P-wave, the GLS model predicts another slow P-wave 
corresponding to fluid flows within soft pores. This squirt-flow related slow P-wave’s 
attenuation is weaker than for Biot’s slow P-wave, but the corresponding velocity dispersion 
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is extremely high. Two reasonable explanations for such peculiar behavior of the squirt-flow 
related slow P-wave might be: 1) the fluid in soft pores is considered not coupled with the 
fluid within stiff pores (which are responsible for Biot’s slow wave), and therefore their 
movements are independent; 2) the fluid within soft pores is less affected by the inertial force 
and drag forces, and consequently it moves more freely. 
 
Figure 3.4. GLS model for Biot’s poroelasticity with squirt flows under the assumption that 
fluids/pores are not coupled. a) fast P-wave attenuation and b) the associated velocity 
dispersion; c) slow P-wave attenuation and d) the associated velocity dispersion. Solid 
black lines are the attenuation and dispersion curves by Carcione and Gurevich (2011). 
Solid gray lines show the fast and slow P-waves from my GLS model. Dashed gray lines 
in plots c) and d) are the squirt-flow related slow P-wave from the GLS model. 
In the second end-member model, the fluids in soft stiff pores are coupled by means 
of elastic moduli only. Therefore, only inertial coupling is neglected, so that ρcp = 0 and 
Mcp ≠ 0. With this configuration, the details of ρ, d and M are obtained as: 
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Figure 3.5. GLS model for Biot’s poroelasticity with squirt flows under the assumption that 
fluids/pores are coupled in terms of moduli only. a) fast P-wave attenuation and b) the 
associated velocity dispersion; c) slow P-wave attenuation and d) the associated velocity 
dispersion. The indications of different lines are the same as in Figure 3.4 
In this case, the expected relation stiff stiff soft softa aφ φ (i.e., 22 33ρ ρ ) is not satisfied. 
However, model (3.16) perfectly predicts both the Q−1(ω) and dispersion spectra for the fast 
P-wave by Carcione and Gurevich (2011) (Figures 3.5a and b). Similarly to the preceding 
case, two types of slow P-waves are produced by this GLS model. The attenuation spectra of 
Biot’s flow produced by Carcione and Gurevich (2011) and by GLS model are close, but the 
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associated velocity dispersions are different (Figure 3.5c and d). The differences of the 
attenuation and dispersion characters of these two slow  
P-waves are because of the different elastic coupling effects. 
In the third test, I assume that the fluids within the soft and stiff pores are coupled in 
terms of both densities and moduli, which means ρcp ≠ 0 and Mcp ≠ 0. The resulting matrices 
obtained by nonlinear least-squares fitting of Carcione and Gurevich’s solutions (2011) are  
3
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 
 
 
 
  
=M . (3.17) 
 
Figure 3.6. GLS model for Biot’s poroelasticity with squirt flows under the assumption that 
fluids in soft pores and stiff pores are coupled in terms of both density and moduli. a) 
fast P-wave attenuation and b) the associated velocity dispersion; c) slow P-wave 
attenuation and d) the associated velocity dispersion. The indications of different lines 
are the same as in Figure  3.4 
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As in the preceding case, stiff stiff soft softa aφ φ< here. Model (3.17) also predicts the 
attenuation and dispersion of the fast P-wave by Carcione and Gurevich (2011) perfectly 
(Figure 3.6a and b). The properties of the Biot’s slow P-wave reproduced by the GLS model 
still differ from those by Carcione and Gurevich (2011), and they also differ from those given 
by two GLS models discussed above (Figure 3.6c and d). These differences indicate that the 
elastic and inertial-coupling effects are important in the GLS as well as in Biot’s model. This 
observation suggests that using a fixed and over-simplified elastic-coupling model as in a 
GSLS (section 3.3.1) should be insufficient for modeling porous fluid-saturated rock. 
Representing elastic, inelastic, and poroelastic media in the common language of the 
GLS allows a better understanding of Biot’s-type inelasticity and time-domain numerical 
modeling of various types of WIFF at different scales. To my knowledge, additional slow  
P-waves associated with squirt flows have still not been reported by researches, maybe with 
an exception of a brief suggestion by Morozov and Deng (2016a and 2016b). Although they 
are unlikely to be observed by direct-wave measurements in field or ultrasonic laboratory 
records, both Biot’s and squirt-flow slow P waves could affect P-wave reflectivity in finely-
layered media (which is a common case in the field) and subresonant attenuation 
measurements in small samples in the laboratory (Morozov, 2015 and in review). Therefore, 
the squirt-flow related slow wave and more general GLS models of wave-propagating media 
deserve more attention. For example, the slow P-wave observed by Bouzidi and 
Schmitt (2009) by using a large ultrasonic transmitter might actually not be Biot’s slow P-
wave but a squirt-flow related slow P-wave. However, more experimental and theoretical 
studies are needed in order to verify this conjecture. 
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3.4.2 Poro-viscoelasticty 
In this section, I explore a simple way for combining poroelastic and viscoelastic (VE) 
properties of a material. Several extensions of Biot’s poroelasticity to poro-viscoelastic cases 
have been proposed. Most of these extensions focus on some models of the microstructure. 
Thus, Coussy (2004) developed models of poro-plasticity and -elasticity by using the notions 
of plastic strains and stresses in a porous medium. By considering squirt flows in narrow 
compliant pores, Dvorkin et al. (1993) propose an extended Biot/squirt (BISQ) model, and 
Gurevich et al. (2010) show that the effects of squirt flows can be described by a complex-
valued bulk modulus of the frame. Chotiros and Isakson (2004) extended the BISQ model by 
adding linear equations relating the pressure on the compliant-pore gap and shear drag forces 
within it, which also led to complex-valued effective VE moduli. A related approach consists 
of using Cole-Cole laws for frequency dependences of the moduli combined with 
Gassmann’s fluid-substitution equations (Mavko, 2013). In terms of the GLS model 
(eqs. (3.3)), all of the above models with complex moduli correspond to nonzero viscosities. 
Without considering a microstructure or Gassmann’s equation, Carcione (1998) 
developed phenomenological macroscopic equations of motion by constructing N memory 
variables to represent the rock frame by a GSLS (Figure 3.1b, with ρJ = 0 for J = 2, …, N) 
and included an additional memory variable for the Darcy-type pore-fluid friction. For Biot’s 
poroelasticity with fluid flow within compliant pores, Carcione and Gurevich (2011) used 
GSLS with N = 3 to model the fast P-wave but with N = 6 to model the slow P-wave. Note 
that these models therefore do not describe the material itself but are instead attuned to 
certain desired types of wave solutions. Also, as argued above, such sparsity and massless 
variables may represent serious physical drawbacks. 
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Here, I propose a GLS-type poro-viscoelastic model for a dual-porosity material. 
Following eq. (3.1), I select the material-property matrices for 1-D (P-wave) deformation as 
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As shown in Figure 3.1a, M1 and η1 are the modulus and solid viscosity for the MB, which 
are responsible for squirt-flow attenuation in eq. (3.18). The remaining term stiffη κ in d is 
responsible for the Biot’s poroelasticity. By fitting Carcione and Gurevich’s (2011) Q−1 
spectrum as in previous numerical examples, the elements in (3.18) are found to be:  
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With these model parameters, the results for fast and slow P-wave attenuation and dispersion 
are shown in Figure 3.7. The fast P-wave attenuation and dispersion match very well the 
models by Carcione and Gurevich (2011) (Figures 3.7a and b). The Q−1(ω) for the slow  
P-wave also matches the model by Carcione and Gurevich (2011) well (Figure 3.7). 
Interestingly, the velocity dispersion curves for slow P-wave in these two models do not 
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match. The high-frequency plateau of the slow P-wave dispersion produced by the GLS 
model is significantly higher than from Carcione and Gurevich’s (2011) model. 
 
Figure 3.7. GLS visco-poroelastic model for Biot’s poroelasticity with additional squirt flows. 
a) fast P-wave attenuation and b) the associated velocity dispersion; c) slow P-wave 
attenuation and d) the associated velocity dispersion. Solid black line indicates the 
attenuation/dispersion is given by Carcione and Gurevich (2011); solid gray lines 
illustrate the GLS predictions for fast and slow P waves. 
The difference between the velocity dispersion curves predicted by the GLS model 
and the model by Carcione and Gurevich (2011) is significant for deciding which of these 
two models is more viable. For band-limited Q−1(ω) such as shown in Figure 3.7a, the 
velocity dispersion function V(ω) can be derived from Q−1(ω) by using the causality 
(Kramers-Krönig) relations (Aki and Richards, 2002). Therefore, the difference between the 
inferred V(ω) with identical Q−1(ω) dependences shows that one of these models likely 
violates causality. The Lagrangian model is based on instantaneous interactions and defined 
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in the time domain, and consequently it is guaranteed to be causal (Landau and 
Lifshitz, 1986). By contrast, the model by Carcione and Gurevich’s (2011) was constructed 
in the frequency-domain by an intricate frequency-dependent combination of five or seven 
SLSs. The causality of this construction is difficult to identify, and the comparison in 
Figures 3.7c and d suggests that it may be violated for slow P-waves. In addition, compared 
to the Carcione and Gurevich’s (2011) model employing seven mathematical memory 
variables, I extend Biot’s poroelasticity by using only one additional internal variable, which 
also has a clearer interpretation of fluid flow within “soft” pores. Thus, although the models 
given in eqs. (3.15) through (3.19) represent only selected end-member examples, they show 
that the GLS formulation provides a solid and comprehensive approach to studying the 
properties of realistic multi-phase media. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SQUIRT-FLOW VISCOSITY AT SEISMIC FREQUENCIES 
At the end of Chapter 3, I discussed several possible extensions of Biot’s (1962) 
poroelastic model allowing incorporation of squirt-flow effects occurring within additional 
compliant pores within the rock. Here, I continue this subject by showing that most currently 
accepted squirt-flow models can be viewed as poro-viscoelastic GLS models (Chapter 3). 
The presentation is based on the following paper: 
Deng, W., and I. B. Morozov. 2016, Solid viscosity of fluid-saturated porous rock 
with squirt flows at seismic frequencies. Geophysics, 81, no. 4, D394-D404. doi: 
10.1190/geo2015-0406.1 
Copyright of this publication belongs to the Society of Exploration Geophysicists, 
which allows using these materials for authors’ theses. The text was shortened, modified, and 
reformatted for incorporation in the present dissertation.  
4.1 Abstract 
In this Chapter, I develop a macroscopic model for a two-phase medium (solid porous 
rock frame + saturating pore fluid) with squirt flows based on the GLS framework 
(Chapter 3). The model focuses on improved physics of rock deformation, including explicit 
differential equations in the time domain, causality, linearity, frequency-independent 
parameters with clear physical meanings, and absence of mathematical internal or memory 
variables. The approach shows that all existing squirt-flow models can be viewed as 
macroscopic models of viscosity for solid rock. As in existing models, the pore space is 
differentiated into compliant and relatively stiff pores. At lower frequencies, the effects of 
fluid flows within compliant pores are described by bulk and shear solid viscosities of the 
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effective porous frame. Squirt-flow effects are “Biot-consistent,” which means that there 
exists a viscous coupling between the rock frame and the fluid in stiff pores. Biot’s 
poroelastic effects associated with stiff porosity and global flows are also fully included in 
the model. Comparisons to several squirt-flow models show good agreement in predicting 
wave attenuation up to 1-kHz frequencies. The squirt-flow viscosity for sandstone is 
estimated in the range of 106–108 cP, which is close to field observations. Because of its 
origins in rigorous mechanics, the model can be used to describe any wave-like and transient 
deformations of heterogeneous porous media or finite bodies encountered in many field and 
laboratory experiments. The model also leads to new numerical algorithms for wavefield 
modeling (Appendix A), which are illustrated by 1-D finite-difference waveform modeling.  
4.2 Introduction 
Squirt flows within porous rock represent an important mechanism of seismic 
attenuation. Squirt-flow models (Figure 4.1) usually consider a rock containing two different 
types of pores: relatively compliant and planar “soft” pores or cracks and “stiff” pores 
(Murphy et al., 1986; Dvorkin et al., 1995; Pride et al., 2004; Gurevich et al., 2010). The 
volume fraction of soft pores, denoted by φc below, is usually much smaller than that of the 
stiff pores, φ. Upon compression and extension occurring during the passage of a seismic 
wave, the soft pores squeeze and expand, thereby moving the fluid or gas at relatively fast 
rates within their planes (Dvorkin and Nur, 1993; Figure 4.1). This fast deformation of 
viscous fluid or gas absorbs the mechanical energy and eventually attenuates the seismic 
wave. For a given viscosity of the pore fluid, this attenuation is stronger and occurs at lower 
frequencies than Biot’s attenuation in stiff pores (see, for example, Figure 2 in Carcione and 
Gurevich, 2011). The dependence of the peak-attenuation frequency on viscosity is also 
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opposite to that in Biot’s poroelasticity (e.g., Rubino et al., 2009). 
 
Figure 4.1. Schematic diagram of the Lagrangian model for squirt-flow model described by 
equation (3.3) as well as in existing models. The porosity is assumed to consist of stiff 
and compliant pores. The compliant pores are predominantly 2-D but do not have to be 
of any simple shapes or equal dimensions. Matrices K and µ describe the macroscopic 
bulk and shear elastic responses of the matrix with fluid-saturated stiff pores, and 
matrices ηK and ηµ are the respective solid viscosities. These viscosities are due to the 
average squared velocities 2squirtv  of the fluid induced by the deformation within 
compliant pores. Matrix d describes the communication between stiff pores (dotted 
lines). Note that the squirt flows should affect both elastic and viscous coupling between 
the fluid in stiff pores and solid frame.  
Most existing squirt-flow models describe the effect of soft pores by frequency-
dependent effective VE moduli of the rock frame and use the (sometimes modified) 
Gassmann’s equation to account for stiff pores. By solving for the radial flow rate caused by 
oscillating pressure within a narrow gap, Murphy (1986) and Gurevich et al. (2010) defined 
the effective time-delayed gap stiffness, from which they determined the effective moduli of 
the rock frame with squirt. Dvorkin et al. (1995) similarly constructed a frequency-dependent 
modified-frame bulk modulus to account for squirt flows. O’Connell and Budiansky (1977) 
derived VE moduli of a fluid-saturated solid by using a self-consistent model including 
interconnections between soft pores or cracks. Carcione and Gurevich (2011) used Zener’s 
mechanical model to transform the theory by Gurevich et al. (2010) into the time domain. 
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Pride et al. (2004) used a squirt-transport equation to explain the squirt-flow effects. Each of 
these models possesses certain advantages based on somewhat different models of the 
compliant-pore microstructure (Figure 4.1). 
Although very effective in modeling the observed attenuation and wave-velocity 
spectra, frequency-dependent constitutive properties such as effective moduli are quite 
elaborate, difficult to understand physically and require artificial mechanisms for 
implementing in the time domain. Such properties imply time-dependent interactions such as 
strain-stress “memory” within the material. However, “memory” is only a postulated 
mathematical concept (Volterra time integral) which always requires explanations by some 
specific microstructures or mechanical laws. Implementing a material memory requires 
postulating certain true or artificial internal structures of the material. For example, Carcione 
and Gurevich (2011) recast the model by Gurevich et al. (2010) in the time domain by 
constructing Zener’s solids for each of the five elastic parameters in Biot’s poroelastic model 
(denoted K, KG, µG, M, and αM in that paper). Each of these Zener solids contains a 
specification of the relaxed level and two relaxation-time constants. When included in Biot-
Gassmann’s equations, the Zener solids reproduce the attenuation peak and velocity 
dispersion of a seismic wave (Gurevich et al., 2010). However, although matching the phase-
velocity and Q spectra by construction, it is difficult to say how close these Zener solids are 
to the actual mechanism of deformation of a rock with double (soft and stiff) porosity. In 
reality, the squirt-flow friction is only caused by Biot’s elastic coupling and fluid viscosity 
within compliant pores, and all fifteen parameters of Zener solids represent elaborate 
combinations of these physical properties (Carcione and Gurevich, 2011). Furthermore, in 
this and similar models, it is assumed that the five effective Biot’s moduli with memory can 
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be used in Gassmann’s equations at nonzero frequencies. This assumption also needs to be 
verified from first-principle physics. 
To reveal the meanings of effective-moduli models and reduce their assumptions and 
intricacies, it would be useful to find a theoretical approach based on rigorous physics, such 
as classical continuum mechanics (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986). The key principles of a 
mechanical approach are the differential equations in the time domain and material properties 
independent of any specific deformation processes. Mechanical approaches explain the 
observed dispersion and attenuation effects by frequency- and time-independent material 
properties. Biot’s (1956) poroelasticity is an example of such an approach to porous rock. 
The double-porosity model by Pride et al. (2004) also starts from differential equations in the 
time domain without “memory” and introduces squirt effects through additional kinetic 
equations. Another requirement for a rigorous mechanical model is Biot-consistency 
(Thomsen, 1985), meaning that squirt flows should generally affect not only the effective 
rock frame but also its interaction with stiff pores.  
To describe the internal friction within a material, it is insufficient to only give the 
energy dissipation rate (or Q−1, which is commonly assumed), but one must also specify the 
precise dependence of frictional forces on deformation. In this Chapter, I propose a simple 
model for such squirt-flow forces based on the concept of solid viscosity. Similar to the 
viscosity of fluids, solid viscosity means that frictional stresses are proportional to strain rates 
and governed by the Navier-Stokes equations (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986). The model is 
purely macroscopic and describes the same double-porosity microstructure in Figure 4.1, but 
with strongly relaxed requirements on the shapes of compliant pores. The macroscopic solid 
viscosity is caused by flows within compliant pores and therefore called “squirt-flow 
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viscosity” further in this Chapter.  
To focus on the key approach only, I derive the parameters of the proposed model 
without considering any detailed microstructure but by utilizing the low-frequency limit of 
the well-known model by Gurevich et al. (2010). This limit appears to be adequate for 
describing the attenuation of porous rock with squirt at seismic frequencies of up to 1 kHz. 
The frequency-independent rigidities and viscosities of the material have straightforward 
interpretations as basic properties of fluid-saturated rock. Most importantly, these properties 
are (at least in principle) independently measurable in physical experiments other than 
involving wave propagation. Instead of phenomenological relaxation times, the squirt-flow 
related internal friction is characterized by solid viscosities, which are completely analogous 
to the viscosities of fluids. As shown in section 4.3, the advantage of this point of view is in 
producing time-domain differential equations of motion fully consistent with Biot’s and 
Gassmann’s models and Landau and Lifshitz’s (1986) mechanics, and absence of ad hoc 
frequency-dependent parameters and material memory. In section 4.4, predictions of this 
model are compared to several squirt-flow models in the literature. Finally, in section 4.5 and 
Appendix A, I show how the Lagrangian approach allows solving many physical problems in 
different application areas. In two examples, I illustrate a 1-D time-domain finite-difference 
forward modeling and discuss a quasi-static creep experiment with fluid-saturated porous 
rock. 
4.3 Method 
Morozov and Deng (2016a and 2016b) formulated a theoretical framework of the 
Generalized Linear Solid (GLS) based on Lagrangian continuum mechanics (Landau and 
Lifshitz, 1986) and extending Biot’s (1956) poroelasticity to multi-phase solids. In this 
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section, I summarize this approach for a two-phase medium (poroelasticity) and point out 
that two-component (matrix) solid viscosity is essentially the only way for describing the 
frictional effects omitted in Biot’s theory (Sahay, 2008). Once allowing a solid viscosity in 
principle, the only remaining question is to determine its values resulting from squirt flows. 
This determination is made by analyzing the low-frequency limit of the model by Gurevich et 
al. (2010). 
4.3.1 Lagrangian Description of a Multi-Phase Solid with Internal Friction 
To formulate the squirt-flow model, I consider a fluid-saturated rock shown in 
Figure 4.1, which can be formulated by (3.3) with nonzero viscosity matrices ηλ 
and ηµ. These viscosity matrices equal zero in Biot’s (1956) poroelasticity, but this is not 
required and can be viewed as an omission of this model (Sahay, 2008). In the following, I 
utilize these matrices to describe the effects of squirt flows within soft pores. 
When considering a harmonic oscillation of angular frequency ω, the standard 
derivation (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986) leads from equations (3.3) and (3.13) to the equations 
of motion, in which the moduli and viscosity matrices can be combined in complex-valued, 
matrix moduli Kiω
∗ ≡ −K K η  and i µω
∗ ≡ −μ μ η . For example, the matrix wave equation for 
P waves is (Morozov and Deng, 2016a): 
                                                          4
3
∗ ∗  ′′= − + + 
 
ρu du K μ u  ,  (4.1) 
where u here is the displacement vector for P wave, and u″ is its second spatial derivative in 
the direction of wave propagation. The phase velocities and Q factors for the fast and slow 
waves are then obtained by solving these equations for multiple eigenmodes (Morozov and 
Deng, 2016a). The scalar, effective frequency-dependent moduli MP and MS arise only after 
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the velocities VP and VS of the P- and S-wave eigenmodes obtained, and are defined as 
2
P,S P,SM Vρ≡  . Thus, frequency-dependent moduli are properties of wave modes and not of 
the material (Morozov, 2015). Such properties are absent in the Lagrangian model. 
4.3.2 Solid Viscosity due to Squirt Flows 
The GLS squirt-flow model describes the same microstructure as models by Murphy 
et al. (1986), Dvorkin et al. (1995), and Gurevich et al. (2010) (Figure 4.1). However, this 
microstructure is not limited to planar and circular shapes, equal sizes of compliant pores or 
specific boundary conditions on their circumferences. To include compliant fluid-filled pores 
in relations (3.3), one would generally need to add a third variable to the model vector u and 
expand all matrices into three dimensions. As it will be shown in a later publication, a 
rigorous macroscopic description of the squirt-flow mechanism requires terms containing 
products uε and uε  in functions (3.3). However, here, I take a simplified approach and 
approximate the effect of compliant pores by modifying only the viscosity matrices in the 
two-phase model given by relations (3.3). This simplification is analogous to those by 
Murphy et al. (1986), Dvorkin et al. (1995) and Gurevich et al. (2010), who included the 
effects of squirt flows in the VE modulus of the solid frame. Indeed, similarly to fluids, 
viscous stresses (related to strain rates) can be expected in solids (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986), 
which makes the effective moduli “viscoelastic.” However, viscous effects may also extend 
to the coupling between the solid and the fluid in stiff pores, which means that viscosities ηΚ 
and ηµ must be matrix quantities (Figure 4.1). 
To see how solid viscosities arise for squirt flows, consider a relatively slow 
deformation in which the kinetic energy of the fluid in compliant pores is negligible. One can 
then make two simple observations. First, the spatially-averaged velocity of squirt flows 
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within a deformed volume must be proportional to the strain rate, ijε , and therefore the 
averaged squared velocity, 2squirtv , is proportional to ( )
2
ijε  (Figure 4.1). Second, from 
dimensionality considerations, this average 2squirtv  is also proportional to the square of the 
characteristic scale length of the pores. The relevant scale length is the gap width of the 
compliant pores, which I denote z. Therefore, the average squared squirt-flow velocity can be 
expressed as products of z2 with the only two rotational invariants of the strain-rate tensor, 
similarly to the construction of functions L and D in relations (3.3) (Figure 4.1): 
                                               2 2squirt
1
2
T T
K ij ijv z µ
 = + 
 
Δ S Δ ε S ε     ,  (4.2) 
where SK and Sµ are dimensionless 2×2 “form-factor” matrices describing the effects of the 
strains of the rock frame and its pore fluid (in stiff pores) on the squirt-flow velocities. These 
effects are determined by the geometries and statistics of compliant pores and the 
compressibility of the pore fluid relative to the matrix. 
The average squirt-flow velocities (4.2) cause two modifications of the macroscopic 
Lagrangian and dissipation function in relations (3.3). First, they increase the kinetic energy 
by: 
                                2 2squirt squirt
1 1 1
2 2 2
T T
c fl c fl K ij ijL v z µδ φ ρ φ ρ
 = = + 
 
Δ S Δ ε S ε     . (4.3) 
Second, squirt-flow velocity also increases the dissipation function by:  
                               2 2squirt 0 squirt 0
1 1 1
2 2 2
T T
c c K ij ijD D v D z µδ φ φ
 = = + 
 
Δ S Δ ε S ε     , (4.4) 
where 20 12D zη=  is the viscous hydrodynamic resistance of a narrow channel in a 
Poiseuille flow (equation (17) in Murphy et al., 1986). Compared to Murphy et al. (1986), D0 
in eq. (4.4) is multiplied by z because it is related to the average flow velocity (ur in 
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Murphy et al., 1986) and not to the volume flow rate. Adding the kinetic energy δLsquirt to the 
Lagrangian is, generally speaking, necessary, but with low φc, it would make a relatively 
small correction to the kinetic energy already contained in L (equation (3.13)). Modifications 
of the kinetic energy caused by squirt flows (equation (4.3)) are not considered in the 
theoretical treatments by Murphy et al. (1986), Dvorkin et al. (1995), and Gurevich et al. 
(2010), and I will similarly disregard them here. 
In contrast to the kinetic energy, the modification of the dissipation function 
(equation (4.4)) is significant because the poroelastic D contains no similar terms. From 
relation (4.4), squirt flows produce macroscopic internal friction characteristic of solid 
viscosity (terms in parentheses in the second equation (3.3). The corresponding bulk and 
shear viscosity matrices are: 
                                                   6K c Kφ η=η S  and 6 cµ µφ η=η S .  (4.5) 
This solid viscosity is linear (meaning that D0 is constant and therefore functions L 
and D + δD squirt are quadratic with respect to the strains and strain rates) up to the 
frequencies of about 1 MHz (Murphy et al., 1986). 
4.3.3 Low-frequency Approximation 
Similar to solving for effective media models in elasto-statics (e.g., Eshelby, 1957) 
evaluation of the form-factor matrices SK and Sµ in equations (4.5) requires solving for the 
microscopic deformation in the presence of the specific volumes, shapes, topologies, and 
connectivities of the network of compliant and stiff pores (Figure 4.1; Morozov and 
Deng, 2016b). For disconnected “penny-shaped” compliant pores, evaluation of these 
matrices involves modeling radial Poiseuille flows with appropriate boundary conditions at 
the edges, as in the existing approaches (Murphy et al., 1986; Dvorkin et al., 1995; and 
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Gurevich et al., 2010). A common assumption of these models is that compliant pores do not 
participate in the global Darcy flow and consequently do not modify the matrix d 
(equation (3.13)). I also uphold this assumption here and focus on the resulting viscosity 
matrices.  
Instead of detailed derivations for the different microscopic models, in this Chapter, I 
only consider the model by Gurevich et al. (2010) and obtain matrices SK and Sµ indirectly, 
from the low-frequency asymptote of its effective moduli. At low frequencies, we can keep 
only linear terms in all dependences on ω. The effective frame modulus by Gurevich et 
al. (2010) equals: 
                                                
2
2
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8D cD c cD
K K i
K
γ
ωη
φ σ
∗  = − 
 
, (4.6) 
which is the equation (26) by Gurevich et al. (2010), where I substituted the expression for 
the complex wavenumber k* for the diffusion wave of the fluid flow within a compliant pore 
(equation (21) in Gurevich et al. (2010)): 
                                                                 2 2
12
fl
ik
z K
ωη∗ = . (4.7) 
In these expressions, KcD is the elastic bulk modulus of the dry matrix, Kh is the bulk 
modulus of a hypothetical dry rock with compliant pores absent, 1 cD hK Kγ ≡ −  is the 
relative increase in the dry modulus caused by removing the compliant pores, σ  is the aspect 
ratio, and η is the viscosity of the pore fluid, and z is the thickness of the pore gap. These 
formulas were also changed according to our sign convention for the exponent of the 
harmonic plane wave: ( )expu i t ikxω∝ − + , which follows Landau and Lifshitz (1986) and 
Aki and Richards (2002) but is opposite to Gurevich et al. (2010) and Carcione and 
Gurevich (2011). 
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The expression (4.6) can be written as (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986): 
                                                             D cD KDK K iωη
∗ = − ,  (4.8) 
where ηKD can be called the effective bulk viscosity of the modified frame: 
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8KD c
γ
η η
φ σ
= .  (4.9) 
This effective viscosity is proportional to η but much larger because of the small aspect ratio 
1σ   Note that this viscosity does not depend on Kfl. Quantity γ is proportional to φc 
(Shapiro, 2003) and therefore ηKD also increases with compliant porosity. Through φc and σ,  
this viscosity also depends on the confining pressure. 
Equation (4.6) shows that at low frequencies, the modified frame by Gurevich et 
al. (2010) behaves as a Kelvin-Voigt solid with relatively large bulk viscosity. The inverse Q 
factor for a “bulk wave” in this solid is proportional to frequency as: 
                                                                   1 KDKD
cD
Q
K
η
ω− = . (4.10) 
I can now constrain the low-frequency range in which the above equations are valid. The first 
constraint is given by relation cD KDKω η , which can also be written as 
1 1KDQ
−
 , or: 
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c cDKφ σω
ηγ
 . (4.11) 
An additional condition on low frequencies comes from relation (23) in Gurevich et 
al. (2010). In the notation of this dissertation, this condition is: 
                                                                   2 8 c cD
f
Kka
K
φ
γ
  (4.12) 
or in terms of frequency: 
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Above this frequency, the real part of the modulus DK
∗  (equation (4.6)) is frequency-
dependent (Gurevich et al., 2010). The constraints (4.11) and (4.13) differ by a constant 
factor γ. 
Further in the model by Carcione and Gurevich (2011), the modified frame modulus 
is used to derive the undrained modulus from Gassmann’s equation. It is convenient to 
perform this derivation in three steps. First, the Biot-Willis coefficient 1 cD sK Kα = −  
attains a positive complex part: i αα α ωτ
∗ = + , where the “relaxation time” equals: 
                                                                       KD
sK
α
ητ = . (4.14) 
As above, the linearity in frequency approximation is subject to the constraint s KDKω η , 
which differs from the constraint (4.11) by a factor of order one. Next, the poroelastic 
modulus M satisfies Gassmann’s equation: 
                                                             
( ) 1 1
1
s fl
M
K Kα φ φ− −
=
− +
, (4.15) 
where φ is the stiff porosity. In the VE model by Carcione and Gurevich (2011), this equation 
is also considered valid for complex-valued α.  Therefore, at low ω, modulus M is modified 
to MM M iωη
∗ = − , where the “effective viscosity” associated with M equals:   
                                                              
2 2
2M KD
s s
M M
K Kα
η τ η= = . (4.16) 
Finally, the undrained modulus equals 2U cDK K Mα= +  (Bourbié et al., 1987), and 
Carcione and Gurevich (2011) also extend this equation to complex moduli at nonzero 
frequencies. Denoting the complex-valued KU by U U KUK K iωη
∗ = − , the corresponding 
“effective viscosity” becomes:  
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With the above complex moduli, the complex-valued Biot’s rigidity matrix K in 
relations (3.13) becomes: 
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K M
M M
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=  − 
K . (4.18) 
Again keeping the first-order terms with respect to ωτα and ωτM, this matrix can be written 
as: 
                                                                   Kiω
∗ = −K K η , (4.19) 
where the poroelastic matrix modulus K is the same as in relations (3.13), and the bulk 
viscosity matrix equals: 
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where it is denoted using 1 sM Kχ α≡ − . Note that the structure of this matrix is similar to 
those of matrices ρ and K in relations (3.13). Thus, at low frequencies, the model by 
Carcione and Gurevich (2011) is equivalent to a GLS (equations (3.3).; Morozov and Deng, 
2016) with Darcy-flow friction caused by stiff pores and Newtonian bulk viscosity due to 
compliant pores.  
To estimate the contribution of squirt flows to the shear-viscosity matrix ηµ, I further 
use the relation for modified frame moduli from Mavko and Jizba (1991) (formula (4) in 
Gurevich et al. (2010)), which I write as: 
                                                     1 4 1 1 4 1
15 15D D cD cDK Kµ µ
∗ ∗− = − , (4.21) 
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where cD  is the shear modulus of dry matrix and Dµ
∗  is the effective shear modulus due to 
squirt flows. This relation was inferred by Mavko and Jizba (1991) from directional 
averaging of the VE compliances orthogonal to the planar compliant pores. At frequencies 
satisfying the constraints (4.11) and (4.13), the effect of squirt flow adds small 
terms  Di µωη−  and KDiωη−  to µKD and KcD, and consequently: 
                                                           2 2
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µωη ωη
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− = . (4.22) 
Therefore, the squirt-related shear viscosity of dry rock is related to the bulk one by the 
following factor: 
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, (4.23) 
and the resulting shear-viscosity matrix equals: 
                                                              
1 0
0 0KDµ
η υ
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In terms of viscosity values, the pressure caused by internal friction in a P-wave is a 
combination of the bulk and shear pressures: 
                                                    P
4 41
3 3D KD D KDµ
η η η η υ = + = + 
 
. (4.25) 
This relation is analogous to the expression for the elastic P-wave modulus. Similarly to the 
elastic moduli, matrices Kη  and ηµ can be used to produce solid viscosities corresponding to 
other shapes of elastic deformations. In particular, a Lamé-type viscosity matrix can be 
defined by 2 3Kλ µ= −η η η . 
4.4 Comparison to Squirt-Flow Models and Data 
In this section, I derive the P-wave velocities and Q factors in sandstone resulting 
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from the solid-viscosity model (4.20) and (4.24) and compare them to four squirt-flow 
models from the literature (Murphy et al., 1986; Dvorkin et al., 1995; Pride et al., 2004; and 
Gurevich et al., 2010). The mechanical properties of the medium are shown in Table 4.1. 
Most of the literature models contain tuning parameters such as characteristic pore radii or 
transport coefficients. These parameters were adjusted by making the predicted frequency 
dependences of Q close for all models (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3).  
Table 4.1: Mechanical properties of brine-saturated sandstone (Carcione and Gurevich, 2011) 
Solid 
KcD 18 GPa Bulk modulus of dry 
matrix 
Kh 20 GPa Bulk modulus 
Ks 50 GPa Bulk modulus of solid 
grains 
µcD 12 GPa Shear modulus of dry 
matrix 
ρs 2650 kg/m3 Density of solid grains 
φ 0.2 Porosity 
φc 0.0002 Soft porosity 
σ 0.0004 Grain-contact aspect ratio 
κ 200 mD Permeability 
τ 2.3 Tortuosity 
Brine 
Kfl 2.25 GPa Bulk modulus 
ρfl 1040 kg/m3 Density  
 
In the GLS model, there exist no frequency-dependent effective moduli of the frame, 
and therefore the comparison has to be carried out with respect to the observable wave 
speeds and attenuation in fluid-saturated rock. The comparison is performed by solving the 
wave equation (4.1) and evaluating the frequency-dependent P-wave velocities and Qs. 
With sandstone parameters listed in Table 4.1, the squirt-viscosity matrices (4.20) and 
(4.24) equal 
                                  80.88 0.21 10 cP
0.21 0.05K
− 
= × − 
η  and 80.14 0 10 cP
0 0µ
 
= × 
 
η . (4.26) 
Note that matrix ηK is clearly nondiagonal, showing the importance of bulk viscous coupling 
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between the frame and pore fluid (called “Biot-consistency” by Thomsen, 1985). The 
elements of ηK and ηµ are much larger than the viscosity of brine (approximately 1 cP), 
showing that the thin films of fluid confined in compliant cracks dissipate much more energy 
per unit volume than a uniform fluid. These levels of Kη and ηµ are lower but comparable to 
the viscosity η ≈ 3.8⋅109 cP for shale estimated from field data by Ricker (1941). This 
comparison suggests that squirt flows represent a likely mechanism of internal friction under 
field conditions, where they should be complemented by other fluid-related mechanisms such 
as wave-induced fluid flows (Müller et al., 2010). The squirt-related viscosity could also 
reach Ricker’s (1941) values if the pore fluid had a viscosity of about 100 cP, such as in 
bitumen (gray-dot line in Figure 4.4), or if the compliant-pore aspect ratio equaled ~4⋅10-5 
(grey-dot line in Figure 4.5). The spectral peak of wave attenuation would then appear within 
the seismic range of 10 to 100 Hz. 
GLS results in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are nearly identical to those by Murphy et 
al. (1986), showing that their model effectively represents an estimate of solid viscosity. 
With the exception of the model by Dvorkin et al. (1995), the predictions of P-wave Q−1 and 
velocity dispersion are similar in the existing models at frequencies up to about 1 kHz 
(Figure 4.1). This frequency limit corresponds to the low-frequency range by Gurevich et 
al. (2010) used in our approximation. At these frequencies, all models in Figure 4.2 show 
little velocity dispersion. Above ~1 kHz, the GLS and Murphy’s et al. (1986) model show an 
increased VP compared to the models by Dvorkin et al. (1995), Pride et al. (2004), and 
Gurevich et al. (2010) (Figure 4.2). These increases are due to reduced deformation of the 
compliant pores, which is accounted for by using the Gassmann’s equation with respect to 
the compliant porosity. This effect is caused by the elastic-forces within the compliant pores, 
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which are not considered in our two-phase GLS model. A very strong dispersion occurs in 
the GLS and Murphy’s et al. (1986) models above about 10 kHz (Figure 4.2).  
The inverse P-wave Q factor in the GLS model shows a good agreement with all 
other models below 1 kHz (Figure 4.3). In the GLS and Murphy’s et al. (1986), the Q−1 
increases near-linearly at all frequencies (Figure 4.3), which is characteristic of linear 
viscosity (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986). In the rest of the models, stronger velocity dispersion 
occurs at frequencies corresponding to the plateaus in Q−1(ω) (Figure 4.2). 
 
Figure 4.2. Frequency dependence of P-wave velocity for five squirt-flow models (legend). 
Material properties are shown in Table 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.3. Frequency-dependent P-wave attenuation for the GLS model (black line) and 
other squirt-flow models. Material properties are shown in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.4. P-wave attenuation in the GLS model with different viscosities of the fluid in 
compliant pores. 
 
Figure 4.5. Attenuation factors modeled in the GLS model for three values of the aspect 
ratio σ  of compliant pores. 
At lower frequencies, the attenuation rate increases as approximately 1Q ω− ∝  in all 
models as expected from linear Newtonian viscosity (Figure 4.3). To show that the 
attenuation modeled in Figure 4.3 is due to the solid (squirt-flow related) viscosity and not to 
Biot’s poroelasticity, I compute several models with different values of fluid viscosity 
(Figure 4.4). It is well known that with increasing viscosity of the pore fluid, Biot’s 
dissipation peak moves toward higher frequencies. By contrast, in the GLS and other squirt-
flow models, the attenuation peak moves toward lower frequencies with increasing fluid 
viscosities (Figure 4.4). Such opposite dependences on fluid viscosity were recognized by 
many researchers (e.g., Rubino et al., 2009) and represent the key discriminants between 
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these internal-friction mechanisms. In Figure 4.5, I also show the P-wave attenuation 
predicted by the GLS model with a constant fluid viscosity equal 1 cP and variable aspect 
ratios of compliant pores. The effect of increasing σ is analogous to that of decreasing pore-
fluid viscosity. This result is also consistent with the model by Pride et al. (2004) and other 
squirt-flow models. 
In Figure 4.6, I compare the predictions of the GLS model for shear waves to 
laboratory observations in Berea sandstone by Winkler and Nur (1982) and Jones and Nur 
(1983). These observations were also used by Murphy et al (1986). The aspect-ratio in the 
GLS model is taken equal 1.2×10−4, which is close to the value of 1.0×10−4 used by Murphy 
et al (1986). The dry shear modulus is estimated from the velocities at low frequencies (Jones 
and Nur, 1983). GLS predictions (solid lines in Figure 4.6b) are close to those by Murphy et 
al (1986) (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3), and hence the data comparisons are similar. The 
velocity dispersions are in good agreement with the observations by Winkler and Nur (1982) 
(black circles in Figure 4.6a, shown as frequency dependence of the effective shear modulus 
( ) ( )2SVµ ω ρ ω≡ ). The results for QS−1 are close to the data by Jones and Nur (1983) below 
about 1 kHz (Figure 4.6b). Although the Jones-Nur and Winkler-Nur datasets have a good 
agreement in attenuation, they significantly disagree in shear-modulus dispersion 
(Figure 4.6a). As noted by Jones and Nur (1983), this difference could be due to inferring the 
frequency-dependent modulus from measurements made at variable temperatures. The strong 
dispersion observed by Jones and Nur (1983) (gray symbols in Figure 4.6a) is likely not 
dynamic and caused by hardening of the shear modulus at lower temperatures. By contrast, 
Winkler and Nur (1982) used standing waves within rock samples at a constant temperature. 
Such conditions are within the scope of the basic wave-mechanics model (3.3), and the  
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Figure 4.6. Comparison between the GLS model (black lines) and observed data (legend) (a) 
Dispersion of the effective shear modulus 2SVµ ρ=   ; (b) shear attenuation QS−1. 
agreement with the observations is reasonable (Figure 4.6). The matching frequency 
dependences of QS−1 in the Jones-Nur and Winkler-Nur datasets (Figure 4.6b) suggest that 
similarly to fluid viscosity, squirt-flow viscosity obeys the temperature-frequency scaling 
relations. 
4.5 Discussion 
The matching predictions of the attenuation and dispersion spectra (Figure 4.2, 
Figure 4.3, and Figure 4.6) corroborate the GLS model (equations (3.3), (4.20) and (4.24)) at 
lower frequencies. However, this model is much more significant than yet another empirical 
model matching the spectra. The GLS model reveals the common reason for the Q−1(ω) 
being nearly proportional to ω in all squirt-flow models (Figure 4.3) at seismic frequencies. 
This reason consists in compliant fluid-filled pores producing linear solid viscosity of the 
rock frame. Appropriate combinations of tuning parameters in these models (e.g. radii and 
aspect ratios of the compliant pores and viscosities of pore fluid) lead to the levels of solid 
viscosity estimated in section 4.4. The resulting solid-viscosity matrices explain the observed 
relations Q−1(ω) and V(ω) for plane waves.  
The GLS model differs from all other models by being based on macroscopic 
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continuum mechanics instead of empirical relations and correspondence-principle based 
analogies. This difference yields major methodological advantages: 
All constitutive properties are time- and frequency-independent, and the dynamics of 
the material is described by time-domain differential equations of mechanics. Because the 
constitutive properties are frequency-independent, they can be measured and compared not 
only for waves but in any kind of physical experiments. There is no need for postulating 
material memory and implementing it by memory integrals in finite-difference simulations. 
The mechanical formulation is much more general and powerful than effective-
moduli models. It is valid for any deformations even including those that do not satisfy the 
equations of motion (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986). All mechanical effects are contained in the 
simple and compact expressions (3.3). Expressions (3.3) clearly separate viscosity effects 
from those of Darcy flows and inertia. These expressions are also straightforward to extend 
to multiple pore geometries and pore fluids, and nonlinearity (Morozov and Deng, 2016a). 
The model reveals that similar to elasticity, there exists viscous coupling between the 
rock frame and pore fluid, as described by matrices (4.20) and (4.24). This point should be of 
the most practical importance. None of the observable moduli (drained, undrained, or of solid 
grains) are truly “viscoelastic,” i.e. contain well-defined viscosities. Only the matrix moduli 
K (or µ) and viscosities Kη (ηµ) in equations (3.13) can be combined to form VE moduli. 
Note that when considering Biot’s poroelastic friction (d ≠ 0 in equations (3.13)), the density 
matrix ρ also becomes complex-valued by virtue of the correspondence principle (Morozov 
and Deng, 2016a). 
Frequency-domain models of squirt and more general pore-fluid flow effects 
(Thomsen, 1985; Murphy et al., 1986; Mavko and Jizba, 1991; Dvorkin et al., 1995; Pride et 
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al., 2004; Rubino, et al., 2009; Gurevich et al., 2010; Müller, et al., 2010) focus on 
expressing the frequency-dependences of phase velocities and attenuation rates of plane 
harmonic waves (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). By contrast, the goal of the GLS model is much 
broader and consists in solving these and also any other mechanical problems. For example, 
Appendix A outlines a 1-D numerical scheme obtained by finite differencing (FD) of the 
equations of motion (4.1). The solid viscosity simply gives an additional viscous stress field 
ξ proportional to the strain rates, and no memory variables are needed. In agreement with 
Biot consistency (Thomsen, 1985), the FD scheme is of matrix form and models the stiff-
pore fluid flows along with the deformation of the porous frame (Appendix A). For 
comparison, FD modeling of pore-fluid flow requires construction of as many as five Zener’s 
bodies in the effective-moduli models (Carcione and Gurevich, 2011; also see section 4.2). 
With zero P-wave viscosity ( 4 3K µ+ =η η 0 ), this FD scheme reduces to Biot’s 
poroelasticity.  
In Figure 4.7, a FD solution is illustrated for a P wave in a brine-saturated sandstone 
(Table 4.1). An explosive source is simulated by a Gaussian function ( ) ( )20exps t f tπ= − , 
with dominant frequency f0 =1 kHz and peak pressure occurring at time zero. The source 
pressure is partitioned between the fluid- and solid-phase pressures as ( ) ( )2p t s tφ= and 
( ) ( ) ( )1 1p t s tφ= −  respectively, where φ is the porosity (Table 4.1). The time step and 
spatial interval are selected in the usual manner, in order to suppress numerical dispersion. 
The FD modeling predicts both the fluid- and solid-phase pressures in the GLS model 
(Figure 4.7). 
In Figure 4.7, note that compared to the pulse of average rock particle velocity being 
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always positive, the fluid flow is bipolar and changes from positive to negative upon passage 
of a wave. With the solid viscosity (squirt flows) present, both of these displacement pulses 
are attenuated during propagation, which can be observed from reducing amplitudes and 
increasing durations of the wavelets (Figure 4.7). The attenuation is dominated by solid 
viscosity, because the dominant frequency f0 is far below Biot’s characteristic frequency. The 
slow P wave appears to dissipate quickly and is not visible in the first snapshot shown 
at 5 ms (Figure 4.7).  
 
Figure 4.7. Plane P-wave waveforms modeled at times t = 5, 25, 45, 65, 85 and 105 ms: a) 
Pressure within the rock frame (black) and pore fluid (gray); b) Particle velocities of rock 
frame (black) and pore fluid (gray). Pore-fluid velocities are multiplied by scalar 1000 
for display. 
The traditional effective-moduli based models can be difficult to use and ambiguous 
when applied to heterogeneous media or deformations different from harmonic plane waves. 
For example, wave propagation in a finely-layered poroelastic medium (the case of wave-
induced flows; Müller et al., 2010) depends on boundary conditions for pore flows between 
the layers (Morozov, 2015; Morozov and Deng, 2016b). Such boundary conditions cannot be 
specified in effective-moduli models. For another example, consider a standard creep 
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experiment with a specimen of porous, fluid-saturated rock. To describe such quasi-static 
deformation by an effective-moduli theory, one would need to construct an elaborate 
arrangement of five time-dependent poroelastic moduli (Carcione and Gurevich, 2011; also 
section 4.2). This arrangement would depend on whether the rock specimen or its parts are 
hydraulically insulated or not, which could become an intractable problem. By contrast, in 
the GLS model (equations (3.3), (4.3) and (4.4)), such problems are solved by routine 
equations of mechanics (equation 3) with the appropriate boundary and initial conditions 
(Landau and Lifshitz, 1986). All variables and parameters in equations (3.3) and (3.13) are 
well-defined quantities measurable in physical experiments. The GLS method is entirely 
based on first-principle physics and is consequently much simpler, powerful and more 
dependable than effective-moduli calculations.  
The recognition of solid viscosity as a true physical property of the material behind 
the effective frequency-dependent moduli should have numerous practical applications. First, 
this recognition shows in what way the different squirt-flow models are equivalent. When 
interpreting field and laboratory observations, matrix solid viscosity could be a useful link 
and a common language for describing other internal-friction phenomena, such as wave-
induced fluid flows (Müller et al., 2010; Morozov and Deng, in review). Further, if solid 
viscosity is an independent physical property similar to the viscosity of fluids, it can manifest 
itself in observations different from the usual assessments of Q−1 and dispersion for waves 
(Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). For example, the solid viscosity could be measured in creep or 
some new types of rheometric measurements for solids. As a physical property similar to the 
viscosity of fluids, solid viscosity should directly depend on the temperature, mineral 
composition, fluid content, and pore structure of rock. All of these properties could be 
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important for enhanced oil recovery or seismic monitoring of CO2 storage. In particular, one 
can expect that an increase in CO2 content should increase the solid viscosity and 
consequently the attenuation rate, which could be observed by seismic methods. Bitumen 
sands (e.g., Spencer, 2013) are another type of rock representing a multi-phase viscous solid, 
which should benefit from the basic viscosity model (3.3) 
4.6 Conclusion 
In this Chapter, I propose a macroscopic model describing the effects of squirt flows 
in porous rock by its effective solid viscosity. The model is based on Lagrangian continuum 
mechanics, time- and frequency-independent constitutive properties, and time-domain 
differential equations for the medium. The model shows that for porous fluid-saturated rock, 
there exists elastic, viscous, and inertial coupling between the rock frame and pore fluids. 
The elasticity, viscosity, and densities of porous fluid-saturated rock are therefore matrix 
properties.  
The elements of the squirt-flow solid-viscosity matrix for sandstone are of the order 
of 106–108 cP. For implementation in waveform simulation software, the model requires 
neither internal variables, equivalent linear solids nor material memory typical for VE 
formulations. At seismic frequencies below about 1 kHz, the P-wave velocities and 
attenuation predicted by this model agree with data and the existing squirt-flow models. 
Similarly to the viscosity of fluids and gases, the viscosity of porous rock should be sensitive 
to temperature, pore-fluid content, mineral composition, and microscopic heterogeneity. Due 
to its origin in rigorous continuum mechanics, the approach is much more powerful than 
effective-moduli models and is applicable to all problems involving wave propagation and 
transient deformations in heterogeneous media and finite rock bodies. 
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CHAPTER 5 
NONLINEAR SEISMIC WAVE PROPAGATION IN HEAVY OIL 
In this Chapter, I analyze the effects of heavy oil by considering ultrasonic laboratory 
experiments with a proxy of heavy oil recently conducted at the University of Calgary. The 
design and initial interpretation of these experiments (Lines et al. 2014) was based on the 
concept of Q and viscoelastic relations, and consequently, several key observations remained 
quantitatively unexplained. Similarly to other applications in this dissertation, I show that the 
GLS framework (Chapter 3) allows a comprehensive explanation of the experiments and 
suggests a nonlinear behavior of the material in the near-source regions. The presentation in 
this Chapter is based on the following paper: 
Deng, W., and I. B. Morozov. 2014, Nonlinear seismic wave propagation in heavy oil. 
GeoConvention 2014, Calgary, Canada, 
http://www.geoconvention.com/archives/2014/150_GC2014_Nonlinear%20Mod
eling%20for%20Heavy%20Oil.pdf 
Copyright of this publication belongs to the Canadian Society of Exploration 
Geophysicists, which allows using these materials for authors’ theses. This Chapter 
represents an expanded version of the above paper, which is also included as modeling part 
in Morozov and Deng (submitted to Canadian Journal of Exploration Geophysics). The text 
was also modified and reformatted for incorporation in the present dissertation. 
5.1 Abstract 
The propagation, reflectivity, and attenuation of seismic waves in bitumen-rich rocks 
and heavy oils can be difficult to explain by traditional viscoelastic concepts such as the Q 
factor. Heavy oils are likely non-Newtonian, and both viscosity and elasticity in them can be 
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nonlinear. Recent lab experiments with Crisco vegetable shortening (Lines et al., 2014) 
produced several remarkable observations useful for understanding such media: 1) low 
amplitudes of directly propagating waves and 2) their low dominant frequencies, and 3) very 
strong negative reflectivity from the water-Crisco contact. Here, I propose a nonlinear model 
explaining these observations. The Crisco shortening is interpreted as a viscous (Voigt) 
solid/fluid with strongly nonlinear behaviour at high strains. This nonlinearity affects a 
narrow zone extending to 1-2 wavelengths from the source or from the water-Crisco 
boundary. This zone is responsible for all three key effects listed above. Beyond this zone, 
wave propagation is near-linear and similar to that in Crisco altered by melting and re-
solidification. Notably, the reflections from unaltered Crisco in water are strong and of 
negative polarity, showing that they are caused by a dynamically-reduced effective modulus. 
By contrast, seismic reflections from altered Crisco are much weaker and phase-rotated, 
which suggests that they are caused by contrasts in viscosity. Thus, physical properties such 
as nonlinear moduli and viscosity (and not so much the Q) provide a good way for explaining 
the behaviour of seismic waves in viscous-fluid rich or fluid-like solids. 
5.2 Introduction 
When considering wave propagation and reflectivity in weakly attenuative media or 
corrections for attenuation effects in seismic data processing (Chapter 7 of this dissertation), 
the viscoelastic quality factor (Q) is a convenient property representing the internal friction 
within materials (Lines et al., 2008; Reine et al. 2012; van der Baan, 2012; Lines et al. 2014). 
The use of Q allows modeling the observed attenuation effects, and it is relatively easy to 
implement in numerical algorithms (e.g., Zhu, et al. 2013). However, as shown in Chapters 3 
and 4, the viscoelastic Q is insufficient for describing global-flow effects in porous fluid-
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saturated rock. For media without global flows but with strong dissipation, such as viscous 
heavy oil, specifying the Q alone is also incomplete and insufficient for describing the 
behavior of seismic waves. In such cases, we also need to look for a more complete physical 
picture and identify the true physical parameters responsible for seismic attenuation. 
The difficulties of the conventional Q-based model for heavy oil can be demonstrated 
using the recent results of ultrasonic measurements of acoustic wave propagation and 
reflections in Crisco shortening (Wong and Lines, 2013 and Lines et al. 2014). Crisco 
shortening is a popular solidified (hydrogenated) vegetable shortening. In addition to cooking, 
Crisco is sometimes used to test acoustic-wave effects in viscous oils in the laboratory. Wong 
and Lines (2013) measured the reflectivity of the water-Crisco contact and found it to be of 
negative-polarity and surprisingly strong, close to about –0.7. This result could be explained 
neither by the difference in impedances (ρV, which is very small for Crisco and water) nor by 
the effect of a very low Q (which would cause a 90°-rotated reflection; Lines et al., 2014). In 
addition, the very low Q (~0.3 to 3) required for such reflectivity would also disagree with 
the observations of direct waves in Crisco, which only suggest moderate Q values of ~15–50 
(Wong and Lines, 2013).  
Another rarely noted limitation of the Q model is in its disagreement with 
poroelasticity (Biot, 1956). As shown in Chapters 3 and 4, the frictional stress field in a 
poroelastic medium is proportional to filtration velocities, whereas in order to be described 
by a Q, the stress must be proportional to the strain and/or strain rate. However, poroelastic 
effects should likely play some role in the behavior of fluid-saturated and bitumen-rich rocks. 
All this suggests that the physics of wave attenuation in Crisco (and therefore likely in heavy 
oils) does not easily reduce to the Q-type phenomenology. 
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Here, I try explaining the disagreements in Crisco experiments mentioned above by 
testing a broader model of nonlinear viscosity and elasticity. In this model, there is no 
unique Q parameter, and this parameter is also not needed for modeling wave attenuation 
effects. The observed frequency dependences of the wave Qs and effective moduli are 
explained by the dependences of the viscosities and elastic constants on strains and strain 
rates within the wave. This model is therefore fully consistent with mechanics and 
thermodynamics. I show how this model explains all experiments with both unaltered and 
altered Crisco (Wong and Lines, 2013) and constrains several physical parameters of this 
medium. 
5.3 Method 
Similar to fluids, solids possess viscosity (Chapter 3). This property means that in a 
deformed body, there exist stresses dependent on the strain rate (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986). 
In a Newtonian solid, the stress-strain relation contains two parts: 1) the elastic stress-relation 
(Hooke’s law): 
                                                         el jk iij ij
k j i
uu u
x x x
σ λ δ µ
 ∂∂ ∂
= + +  ∂ ∂ ∂ 
, (5.1) 
and 2) viscous stress with a similar dependence on strain rates (Naviér-Stokes law): 
                                                        visc jk iij ij
k j i
uu u
x x xλ µ
σ η δ η
 ∂∂ ∂
= + +  ∂ ∂ ∂ 

 
 (5.2) 
In equations (5.1) and (5.2), ui, is the displacement λ and µ are the Lamé constants. 
Parameters ηλ and ηµ are analogous to µ and λ and represent the ‘dynamic’ (ordinary, or 
shear) and ‘second’ viscosities, respectively. The combined stress laws (5.1) and (5.2) 
describe the medium known as the Voigt solid (Kolsky, 1963). This is the simplest model of 
viscous friction within an isotropic solid without knowledge or assumptions about its internal 
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structure (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986). 
Substitution of stresses (5.1) and (5.2) in the second Newton’s law gives the equation 
of motion for the Voigt solid: 
                                                           ( )el visc ,i ij ij iju fρ σ σ= + + . (5.3) 
Equations (5.1) – (5.3) describe wave propagation in linear anelastic media. In the derivation 
of these equations, no notions of “relaxation mechanisms” or characteristic frequencies or 
time constants are used, and only rigorous principles of physics are followed.  
For constant (λ, µ) and (ηλ, ηµ), equations (5.1) and (5.2) are linear with respect to 
the deformation magnitude. Heavy oils, however, are most likely non-Newtonian fluids, and 
bitumen-rich rocks may also exhibit nonlinear elastic properties, especially in the near-source 
regions of strong amplitudes. Minster et al. (1991) considered such nonlinear effects on the 
near-source attenuation, by assuming a dependence of the material Q on the strain. Coulman 
et al. (2013) proposed a power-law nonlinear viscosity for modeling the observed frequency-
dependent Q spectra measured in lab experiments. In the GLS approach, the nonlinearity 
arises naturally by noting that the elastic parameters λ and µ  can depend on the strain, and 
parameters ηλ and ηµ in (5.2) can depend on both the strain and strain rate.  In particular, all 
observations by Wong and Lines (2013) can be explained by allowing different values of 
material constants λ, µ ,  ηλ and ηµ for low and high levels of strain, separated by some strain 
threshold ε0. Such dependences can be modeled by using a sigmoid function 
( ) ( ) 11 exp 6S x x −= + −    (Figure 5.1): 
                                                   ( ) ( )low high low
0
1p x p p p S
ε
ε
 
= + − − 
 
, (5.4) 
where ε0 is the strain level at which the transition from plow to phigh occurs, and parameter p 
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represents either the modulus or viscosity in this expression. For simplicity, for viscosity 
parameters ηλ and ηµ, I only consider dependences on the combined strain and strain-rate 
magnitude, defined by ( )2 2ε ετ ε≡ + . Note that the time constant τ can be interpreted as a 
“relaxation time” or its inverse 1/t represents the “reference” or “characteristic frequency” 
that are commonly assumed in Q-based models of Earth’s materials (e.g. Liu et al., 1976).  
This constant needs to be measured in experiments with variable strain and strain rates. In the 
absence of such experiments, I (arbitrarily) take τ equal 1 µs in the numerical examples 
below. 
 
Figure 5.1. Schematic nonlinear strain-dependent model for unaltered Crisco: a) Strain 
dependence of the P-wave modulus M; b) Dependence of P-wave viscosity η on the 
combined strain and strain-rate magnitude. 
5.4 Numerical Modeling 
Let us consider propagation of a P wave in Crisco based on laboratory measurements 
by Wong and Lines (2013). For P waves, the elastic constants in eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) are 
combined into the P-wave modulus M = λ +2µ and the corresponding P-wave viscosity 
η =  ηλ+2ηµ. As discussed in detail by Morozov et al. (in preparation), the observations for 
unaltered and altered Crisco can be explained by the following values of these material 
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parameters:  
1) For unaltered Crisco, the strain-dependent modulus M ranges from 0.2 GPa for 
high strains to 2.5 GPa for low strains. The strain-dependent viscosity η varies 
from 51 Pa⋅s for low strains to 78 Pa⋅s for high strains (Figure 5.1). 
2) For altered Crisco, the modulus M ranges from 2.09 GPa for high strains to 
2.32 GPa for low strains. The viscosity η varies from 16 Pa⋅s for low strains to 
39 Pa⋅s for high strains. 
The time-domain differential equations (5.1) – (5.3) can be readily implemented in a 
1-D finite-difference algorithm (Appendix A). The source is modelled as a zero-phase Ricker 
wavelet with dominant frequency 800 kHz. Because of the nonlinearity a high η/Μ ratio near 
the source, the peak frequency drops within about two wavelengths, after which the peak 
frequencies drop to ~500 kHz and ~250 kHz for the altered- and unaltered-Crisco 
respectively. These frequencies are close to those observed for direct waves and reflections 
(Wong and Lines, 2013).  
Figure 5.2 compares the direct-wave waveforms modeled in unaltered and altered 
Crisco. Note that the waves decay in amplitudes and have dispersive shapes. Interestingly, 
the shapes of the “far-field” waveforms are strongly different in these two cases. The 
waveform in altered Crisco is similar to the zero-phase source wavelet, whereas the 
waveform in unaltered Crisco is strongly phase-rotated. This rotation occurs within a thin 
near-source zone of very high nonlinear attenuation. This zone extends to ~1–2 wavelengths 
(several millimeters) from the source or water-Crisco boundary, after which the strain drops 
and the propagation and attenuation become linear and correspond to the low-strain regime 
(Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.2. Direct-wave waveforms in unaltered and altered Crisco simulated by finite-
difference modeling. Linear travel-time moveout with velocity VR = 1540 m/s is 
removed. 
 
Figure 5.3. Frequency and strain-dependent nonlinear attenuation. a) Q−1 spectrum of 
unaltered Crisco with ε0 = 10−4; b) Q−1 spectrum of altered Crisco with ε0 = 10−2. 
Figure 5.3 shows the attenuation rates (Q−1) as functions of strain amplitudes, for 
harmonic waves modeled in unaltered and altered Crisco at three different frequencies. When 
strains are high, ε > ε0, the levels of Q−1 are also high and show strong variation with 
frequency. For low strains ε < ε0, Q−1 is much lower. This is the far-field regime. In this 
regime, the Q−1 values of both unaltered and altered Crisco are similar (Figure 5.3). 
In the near field, the harmonic-wave attenuation in unaltered Crisco at 800 kHz is 
~30–40 times higher than that in altered Crisco and corresponds to Q ≈ 0.8. This ultra-low Q 
is an apparent property of the wave (Morozov and Baharvand Ahmadi, 2015), which simply 
describes a very rapid decay of the amplitude, a drop in the peak frequency, and a phase 
rotation within the near-source zone. These effects result in the observed much lower 
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amplitudes and dominant frequencies in the “far field” in Wong and Lines (2013).  
Figure 5.4 compares reflections from three different interfaces, which are also very 
close to those observed experimentally by Wong and Lines (2013). The particle 
displacements of the reflections from a water-unaltered Crisco contact are almost the same in 
magnitude but of opposite polarity compared to those from aluminum (Figure 5.4). This 
opposite polarity is caused by the very low elastic modulus of the thin boundary of the 
unaltered Crisco ( 0.2GPaM ≈ at high strain). Therefore, the nonlinear modulus here 
dominates the reflectivity. However, the viscosity difference also contributes to the wavelet 
shape variations (red line in Figure 5.4).  
 
Figure 5.4. Displacement seismograms modeled for different media in contact with water. 
Black line shows a reflection from the water-aluminum contact, red line is a reflection 
from water-unaltered Crisco contact, and blue line shows a reflection from water-altered 
Crisco contact.  
The altered Crisco has a weak (interpreted) variation of the modulus (from 2.09 to 
2.32 GPa), which is very close to that of water. The model shows small-amplitude reflections 
from the water vs altered-Crisco contact (blue line in Figure 5.4). Unlike the reflection from 
water vs unaltered-Crisco contact, the reflection from altered Crisco shows a nearly 90° 
phase shift (blue line in Figure 5.4). Such phase-rotated reflection is controlled by the 
viscosity contrast. Note that similarly to altered Crisco, strong nonlinear viscosity causes 
phase-rotated direct waves in unaltered Crisco (Figure 5.2). 
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5.5 Discussion 
The modeling described above successfully explains all three key observations with 
unaltered and altered Crisco by Wong and Lines (2013): 1) the amplitudes and attenuation of 
the direct waves, 2) reduction of dominant frequencies; and 3) strong and phase-shifted 
reflections in water. Thus, the physical, nonlinear viscosity-based approach provides us a 
greatly improved understanding of heavy-oil-like media.  
The substantial advance in the theory of wave propagation and the ability to model 
the experiments in much greater detail than done by Wong and Lines (2013) also reveals 
additional questions. The proposed model suggests that acoustic wave propagation in Crisco 
(and particularly in unaltered Crisco) is highly nonlinear near the source and near the water-
Crisco reflecting boundaries. However, the experiments by Wong and Lines (2013) did not 
explore this nonlinearity, and consequently I have no opportunity to test this hypothesis and 
to verify the estimates of parameters ε0, τ, and the selected nonlinearity function (5.4). Thus, 
additional experiments addressing such nonlinearity are required. Also, both modeling in this 
Chapter and lab experiments (Wong and Lines, 2013) were conducted at ultrasonic 
frequencies. Because of the (inferred) nonlinearity, and also because of strong attenuation 
and dispersion of waves in viscous media, transferring these results to exploration seismic 
frequencies can be highly challenging. Further research of this subject is also definitely 
required. 
5.7 Conclusions 
Recent laboratory observations of acoustic wave propagation and reflectivity in a 
proxy for heavy oil (Crisco; Wong and Lines, 2013) can be explained by nonlinear elasticity 
and viscosity. The nonlinearity concentrates in a narrow range of about 1-2 wavelengths 
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(several millimeters at the ultrasonic frequencies used) near the source, where high strains 
( 0ε ε> ) occur. The attenuation rate within this zone can be very high, causing a drop in the 
amplitude and peak frequency of the signal, and a phase rotation of the wavelet. Beyond this 
nonlinear range, the attenuation rate decreases, and wave propagation becomes linear. 
Modeling of reflections indicates that reflectivity from unaltered and altered (melted and re-
solidified) Crisco in water occur differently. The strong negative reflections observed from 
unaltered Crisco are mainly due to the nonlinear reduction of the elastic modulus under high 
strain. For altered Crisco, the reflectivity is phase-rotated and principally explained by a 
contrast in viscosity. 
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CHAPTER 6 
TRADE-OFF OF ELASTIC STRUCTURE AND Q IN 
INTERPRETATIONS OF SEISMIC ATTENUATION 
Up to this point, I discussed several physics-based forward models allowing us to 
predict frequency-dependent Q for waves in uniform media. Broadly, these were models for 
“intrinsic Q” (Chapter 2). In Chapter 5, one of the estimates of this Q was performed by 
using phase-shifted reflections. In this Chapter, I further consider such measurements of Q 
below reflectors and show that it is very close (in fact, may be completely equivalent) to the 
“scattering Q”, or “fluctuation Q” produced by sub-wavelength layering below or above the 
reflector. The presentation in this Chapter is based on the following paper: 
Deng, W., and I. B. Morozov. Trade-off of elastic structure and Q in interpretations 
of seismic attenuation, Pure and Applied Geophysics, doi: 10.1007/s00024-017-
1581-3. 
Copyright of this publication will belong to Springer-Verlag, which allows using 
these materials for authors’ theses. The text was modified and reformatted for incorporation 
in the present dissertation. 
6.1 Abstract 
The quality factor Q is an important phenomenological parameter measured from 
seismic or laboratory seismic data and representing wave-energy dissipation rate. However, 
several types of Qs exist, depending on the types of measurements and models or 
assumptions about the elastic structure. I consider three general types of elastic structures that 
are commonly encountered in seismology: 1) shapes and dimensions of rock specimens in 
laboratory studies, 2) geometric spreading or scattering in body-, surface- and coda-wave 
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studies, and 3) reflectivity on fine layering in reflection seismic studies. For each of these 
types, the measured Q strongly trades off with the (inherently limited) knowledge about the 
elastic structure. For the third of the above types, the trade-off is examined quantitatively in 
this paper. For a layered sequence of reflectors (e.g., an oil or gas reservoir or a hydrothermal 
zone), reflection amplitudes and phases vary with frequency, which is analogous to a 
reflection from a contrast in attenuation. I demonstrate a quantitative equivalence between 
phase-shifted reflections from anelastic zones and reflections from elastic layering. 
Reflections from the top of an elastic layer followed by weaker reflections from its bottom 
can appear as resulting from a low Q within or above this layer. This apparent Q can be 
frequency-independent or have a practically arbitrary frequency dependence corresponding 
to the pattern of thin layering. Depending on the layering, the interpreted Q can be positive or 
negative, and it can depend on source-receiver offsets. Therefore, estimating Q values from 
frequency-dependent or phase-shifted reflection amplitudes always requires additional 
geologic or rock-physics constraints, such as sparseness and/or randomness of reflectors, 
absence of attenuation in certain layers, or specific physical mechanisms of attenuation. 
Similar conclusions about the necessity of extremely detailed models of the elastic structure 
apply to other types of Q measurements. 
6.2. Introduction 
Seismic waves are affected by energy dissipation and waveform (or velocity) 
dispersion, which are caused by the complexities of the real Earth compared to the idealized 
elastic media for which most wave equations are usually written. Such complexities, for 
example, include granularity, fracturing, presence of fluids within porous rocks, media with 
effective solid viscosity (Chapter 4), and heterogeneity at scales smaller than about ¼ of the 
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dominant wavelength used for seismic imaging. Waves in such complex media are 
characterized by attenuation of wave amplitudes and phase distortions, and it is therefore 
important to determine what type of information about subsurface complexities can be 
recovered from the wavefield recorded at the surface or in a borehole.  
 
Figure 6.1. Illustrations of trade-off with assumed elastic structures in three types of Q 
measurements:  
(a) Low-frequency laboratory measurements of Young’s-modulus dispersion in sandstone 
(Pimienta et al., 2015a). Frequency values are scaled as 
scaled
0
f f η
η
= , where η is the 
viscosity of pore fluid and η0 = 1 Poise. Three states of the system are identified by low 
dispersion rates (dashed lines), between which the low-frequency and higher-frequency 
transitions occur (labeled). These transitions are also characterized by peaks in Q-1 (not 
shown).  
(b) Observation of strongly frequency-dependent coda Q (Aki, 1980). Gray labels indicate 
alternate values of Q obtained after removing the assumption of 1/r geometric spreading 
(Morozov, 2010).  
(c) Synthetic reflections of a Ricker wavelet in a wedge model. Dashed lines indicate the 
boundaries of the wedge. The waveforms at wedge thickness below or equal 20 m can be 
interpreted as phase-shifted reflections from a low-Q zone. 
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The mechanisms of attenuation are often poorly known, and their effects on seismic 
records overlap. The combined action of these mechanisms is usually described by a 
phenomenological quantity denoted Q (quality factor). The Q can be measured by various 
classical (Tonn, 1991) and newer methods, such as based on stress-strain ratios in low-
frequency laboratory testing (Jackson and Paterson 1993; Lakes 2009), several groups of 
coda-based methods arising from the model by Aki and Chouet (1975), and many methods 
for body waves, such as spectral ratios (White 1992), central-frequency shifts (Quan and 
Harris, 1997), peak-frequency shifts (Zhang and Ulrych, 2002), or logarithmic spectral-area 
differences (Wang et al., 2015). Many of these methods measure the variations of the 
frequency spectrum with time or amplitude variations with distance at constant frequencies, 
both of which are expressed through Q-factors. Coming almost directly from measurements 
combined with only simple models, the Qs resulting from these procedures represent 
apparent quantities (Morozov and Baharvand Ahmadi, 2015). A very difficult task is 
therefore to determine whether and how these apparent Qs may depend on the measurement 
procedures and model assumptions, and what parts of them belong to the Earth’ materials 
and structure. 
For most if not all types of attenuation measurements, highly detailed knowledge of 
the underlying elastic structure is required before a reasonably accurate (and particularly 
frequency-dependent) estimate of Q can be made. Three illustrations of this requirement 
from different areas of seismology are shown in Figure 6.1. First, in low-frequency 
laboratory measurements with rock specimens, it is usually assumed that the observed strain-
stress phase lags relate to the material’s Q-factor as tanφ = Q−1 (e.g., Jackson and 
Paterson, 1993; Lakes, 2009). However, recent measurements of extensional- and bulk-mode 
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deformations of sandstone show that a relation of tanφ to material properties is not so direct. 
For example, Pimienta et al. (2015) reported an interesting low-frequency peak in tanφ and 
the corresponding dispersion interval for bulk and Young’s moduli (Figure 6.1a). These 
authors modeled these low-frequency effects by a Zener (Standard Linear, or SLS) solid and 
explained them by a transition from a “drained” specimen (when the pore-fluid flow 
penetrates the whole specimen) to its “undrained” state (when the pore-fluid occupies only a 
small part of it; dashed lines in Figure 6.1a). For the present discussion, it is most important 
that the low-frequency transition (Figure 6.1a) is primarily due to the design of the 
experiment: the relatively small (8-cm) specimen with ends open for pore-fluid flow and 
substantial dead volumes containing the saturating fluid in the apparatus (Pimienta et al. 
2016). Therefore, this transition is apparent and represents a response of the measurement 
apparatus that should not be directly attributed to sandstone. In order to obtain the properties 
of the material, this transition should be accounted for along with other experimental 
corrections (Pimienta et al. 2015a, b); however, this is impossible to do without an accurate 
physical model within the rest of the frequency spectrum (Figure 6.1a). 
In the second example, Figure 6.1b shows well-known coda Q measurements in 
several areas of the world by Aki (1980). Note the values of Q ranging from about 75 to 2000 
and varying by 2 to 6 times across the 0.8- to 18-Hz frequency band. Nevertheless, this 
strong variation with frequency is only obtained when the distance dependence of geometric 
spreading is assumed to equal exactly 1/r (Figure 6.1b). This dependence corresponds to 
straight rays in a uniform space without velocity gradients and boundaries, which is 
unrealistic, particularly in areas of active tectonics in which these data were collected. The Q 
produced by this oversimplified model (Figure 6.1b) is therefore also apparent. Analogously 
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to the apparent resistivity commonly used in electrical imaging (Spies and Eggers, 1986), the 
apparent Q(f) dependence in Figure 6.1b represents only a conventional way to plot 
experimental readings rather than a true property of the subsurface. By relaxing the 1/r 
assumption, the interpretation changes significantly: the Q becomes nearly frequency-
independent and takes on only three and much larger values of about 600, 800, and 2300 
(Morozov, 2010; labels in Figure 6.1b). 
The third illustration of the sensitivity of Q to the underlying elastic models and 
assumptions relates to measurements of Q from seismic reflections. The VE theory (e.g., Aki 
and Richards, 2002) and also the more rigorous theory described in Chapter 5) predict that a 
low-Q zone within the subsurface should lead to phase-shifted reflections. Lines et al. (2008, 
2014) and Han et al. (2015) suggested that such reflections can potentially be used for 
identifying oil and gas reservoirs in seismic sections. Leaving aside all (difficult) practical 
issues of noise and resolution, let us consider whether this Q would be apparent or real. A 
comparison with the standard wedge model (Figure 6.1c; Gochioco, 1991) indicates an 
apparent character of this Q as well. As shown in Figure 6.1c, two reflections that are 
separable in the thicker part of the wedge become inseparable with the thickness of the 
wedge decreasing below λ/4 (≤ 20 m in Figure 6.1c). The waveform reflected from the thin 
edge of the wedge looks like a phase-shifted reflection that could be interpreted as a 
reflection from a low-Q zone (Lines et al. 2014). Nevertheless, the model is purely elastic, 
and therefore to infer a true Q with certainty, we have to know the structure of elastic 
layering down to sub-λ/4 detail and to relative magnitudes of about 1/Q. 
In this paper, I consider the third of the above examples in detail. I compare two types 
of attenuation mechanisms: 1) viscoelastic internal friction characterised by a Q, 
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and 2) elastic attenuation caused by thin layering within an elastic medium (O’Doherty and 
Anstey 1971; White et al. 1975). Reflections from the top and bottom of a layer of less than 
quarter-wavelength thickness are generally inseparable and look like a phase-shifted single 
reflection in a seismogram (Figure 6.1c). The peak frequency and phase of this reflection are 
shifted, and both its amplitude and phase are frequency-dependent. At the same time, such 
phase shifts and frequency dependences are also characteristic for reflections from contrasts 
in attenuation, and a Q value can be inverted for below this reflector (Lines et al., 2008, 2014; 
Han et al., 2015). As shown below, this Q would typically be frequency-dependent. Thus, 
there exists a fundamental equivalence between reflection seismic responses from thin 
layering and those from attenuation contrasts within the Earth. In order to constrain the 
true Q required for petrophysical interpretation, the elastic structure needs to be understood 
in great detail. As shown in this paper, the uncertainty of a Q measured from reflection data 
is so great that in an end-member approach, Q−1 can always be set equal zero and replaced 
with sub-wavelength scale elastic layering. This situation is similar to other types of 
attenuation measurements, where detailed structural and geometric-spreading models and/or 
rock-physics mechanisms are required (Figures 6.1a and 1b). 
The structure of the Chapter is as follows. In section 6.3, I model the amplitude and 
phase responses produced by a thin layer and a single attenuative reflector. Based on these 
models, in section 6.4, I show that reflections from Q contrasts can always be accurately 
modeled as reflections from layered elastic sequences and vice versa. Quantitative relations 
between the thickness of the layer and the apparent Q (or conversely, between the true Q and 
the apparent thicknesses of the equivalent elastic layering) are obtained. These relations 
provide guidance for thin-layer detection and identification of attenuative layers. In 
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section 6.5, I discuss some combinations of observations and additional geologic and rock-
physics data that may make it possible to distinguish between finely-layered structures and 
attenuative reflectors. 
6.3. Method 
To analyze the frequency-dependent reflection amplitudes and phase variations, I 
construct two simple models (Figure 6.2). Model I consists of three purely elastic layers, the 
middle one of which is considered as thin (Figure 6.2a), and Model II (Figure 6.2b) is 
composed of only two layers, one of which may contain a low Q. For both of these models, 
incident and reflected waves are modeled within the upper layer. The analysis is carried out 
in the frequency domain by considering a plane wave at frequency f normally incident on the 
boundaries (Figure 6.2). The corresponding waveforms in the time domain are obtained by 
inverse Fourier transforms using the Ricker wavelet as the source wavelet. 
In the layered model Model I (Figure 6.2a), let us denote the acoustic impedances of 
the layers Z1, Z2 and Z3. Because reflection coefficients only depend on ratios of impedances, 
the units of impedance can be selected so that Z1 = 1, and Z2 and Z3 become the relative 
impedances between layers. Let us further consider two different structures: structure 1 with 
 
Figure 6.2. Layered models considered in this chapter: (a) Elastic Model I with a thin layer (b) 
Model II with attenuation present in either upper or lower layer. Quantity ∆h is the 
thickness of the thin layer (shorter than a quarter of the wavelength), and Zi denote the 
acoustic impedances of i-th layers.6.3.1 Layered Structure 
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 Z1 < Z2 > Z3 and structure 2 with Z1 < Z2 < Z3 (Table 6.1). The thickness of the thin layer is 
denoted ∆h, which can also be viewed as unit distance in the models. The two-way travel 
time (TWTT) through the middle layer ∆t is then related to the wave period T, ∆h, and the 
wavelength λ within it as 2 2t T f t hπ λ∆ = ∆ = ∆ . Only these relative quantities determine 
the reflected waveforms (Table 6.1).  
Table 6.1. Parameters for the models in Figure 6.2  
 Layer Impedance  Q 
Model I 
Z1 1.00 ∞ 
Z2 
1.17 (structure 1) or 
1.10 (structure 2) ∞ 
Z3 1.11 ∞ 
Model II Z
*
1 1.00 10, 30, 100, or ∞ 
Z*2 1.05 10, 30, 100, or ∞ 
 
The reflectivity of each boundary in Model I (Figure 6.2a) equals: 
                                                            1
1
n n
n
n n
Z Zr
Z Z
+
+
−
=
+
.  (6.1) 
The reflection amplitude received by the geophones at the surface can be written as 
( ) ( ) ( )1exp 2u f r f i f tπ= − ∆ , where r(f) is the refection amplitude at the upper boundary, 
and ( )1exp 2i f tπ− ∆  is the phase shift due to the wave-propagation time ∆t1 above this 
boundary. As everywhere in this dissertation, I follow the sign convention commonly used in 
wave mechanics (Aki and Richards 2002; Deng and Morozov 2016), in which the complex-
valued wave is defined as ( ) ( ), expu x t A i t ikxω= − + , where ω is the angular frequency and 
k is the wavenumber. The common phase shift due to ∆t1 is insignificant for the present 
problem, and r(f) consists of a reflection from the top middle layer, with amplitude rtop = r1, 
and a phase-shifted reflection from its bottom, with amplitude ( )21 21bottomr r r= −  : 
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                                                        ( ) ( )exp 2top bottomr f r r i fπ = + −  ,  (6.2) 
where 2f f t h λ= ∆ = ∆  is the non-dimensional frequency. For simplicity, I do not consider 
multiples and reflections from the outer boundaries of the layers.  
From eq. (6.2), the amplitude and phase of the reflection coefficient from the middle 
layer equal:  
                                      ( ) ( )A f r f=  , ( ) ( )( )
sin 2
arctan
1 cos 2
f
f
f
ξ π
φ
ξ π
 
 = −
+  
,  (6.3) 
where bottom topr rξ ≡  is the ratio of the reflectivities at its boundaries. Considering a “thin” 
middle layer with ∆h/λ ranging from 0 to 0.25 (i.e., f  ranging from 0 to 0.5), these 
dependences of ( )A f  and ( )fφ  are shown in Figure 6.3. For structure 1 (Table 6.1), the 
amplitude increases with frequency (Figure 6.3a). The phase shift equals zero at the ends of 
this interval and shows a peak of about 20º near ∆h/λ ≈ 0.1 (Figure 6.3a). By contrast, for 
structure 2, the reflectivity amplitude monotonously decreases with frequency by about 20%, 
 
Figure 6.3. Amplitude (black lines) and phase (gray) of complex-valued reflectivity in layered 
model (Figure 6.2a) as function of the ratio between the thickness of the thin layer and 
the wavelength (∆h/λ): (a) the case of high-impedance thin layer (structure 1; 
Z1 < Z2 > Z3); (b) progressive increase in the impedances (structure 2; Z1 < Z2 < Z3). 
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Figure 6.4. Reflected waveforms for a 30-Hz Ricker wavelet incident on the thin layer in 
Model I: (a) structure 1 between the impedances (Z1 < Z2 > Z3) and (b) structure 2 
(Z1 < Z2 < Z3). Vertical gray bars show the individual reflection coefficients of the upper 
and lower interfaces (rtop and rbottom in eq. (6.2)).  
and the phase has a negative peak of about − 10º near ∆h/λ ≈ 0.14 (Figure 6.3b).  Note that in 
these examples (Table 6.1), I only illustrate the basic effect of dispersion ( )r f  and do not 
explore its dependence on ξ. 
To examine the time-domain response of this layered structure, I use relation (6.1) to 
construct the reflected seismogram for a 30-Hz Ricker wavelet (Ricker, 1953). The thickness 
of the thin layer is chosen equal 20 m, which is approximately a quarter of the dominant 
wavelength. The reflected waveforms for the two model types are shown in Figure 6.4. For 
structures 1 and 2, the two reflections from the top and bottom of the thin layer (gray bars in 
Figure 6.4) are merged into single reflections that are phase-rotated in opposite directions. 
For both structures, the Ricker wavelets reflected from the top and bottom of the thin layer 
overlap for over 75% of their durations and cannot be separated without a priori knowledge 
of the structure. The phase shifts are positive for structure 1 and negative for structure 2 
(Figure 6.4), and they can be measured by various methods, such as complex spectral 
decomposition (Bonar and Sacchi, 2010). As shown in the next subsection, similar 
waveforms would be obtained in reflections from an anelastic medium (with lower layer 
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assumed to be anelastic) with a negative and positive Q, respectively. 
6.3.2 Viscoacoustic Reflector 
Seismic attenuation within the layers is another factor that could cause variations in 
reflection phases and amplitudes. According to the viscoelastic model of attenuation, the 
impedance for a medium is obtained as (Aki and Richards, 2002): 
                                                        ( ) ( ) 1
2
iZ f Z f
Q
∗  = − 
 
 , (6.4) 
where Z(f) = ρV(f), V(f) is the phase velocity of the wave, ρ is the density, and Q is the 
seismic quality factor. As it is often done, let us assume that Q is constant across the seismic 
frequency band and the frequency-dependent V(f) is given by Kjartansson’s (1979) 
dispersion law:  
                                                               ( )
1
0
QV f V f π= ,  (6.5) 
where 0f f f=   is a non-dimensional scaled frequency, f0 is some reference frequency, and 
V0 is the phase velocity at f = f0. Thus, similar to the layered case (Model I), attenuative-
media models also contain inherent characteristic frequencies.  
Let us consider the single-boundary Model II (Figure 6.2b), assuming that the upper 
layer is elastic (Q−1 = 0) and the lower one is anelastic with a finite Q. The frequency-
dependent reflectivity (6.1) at the boundary becomes (again recalling our selection of units 
Z1 = 1): 
                                        ( ) 02
02
1
1
Zr f
Z
ζ
ζ
∗ −=
+
, where 
1
1
2
Q if
Q
πζ
 
≡ − 
 
,  (6.6) 
and Z2 is the relative impedance of the second layer at the reference frequency. Similarly to 
the thin-layer case in the preceding section, the attenuation and phase-shift properties of this 
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model are determined by the non-dimensional frequency f  .  
With Model II parameters given in Table 6.1, the modulus and phase of this complex 
reflectivity are shown in Figures 6.5a and b, respectively. The selection of reference 
frequency f0 is consequential for the results, and in this example, I chose it equal to the 
dominant frequency of the signal (30 Hz) (Morozov et al., in revision, Geophysics). With this 
selection for f0, with Q = 30 or 100, the amplitude continuously increases with frequency, but 
with Q = 10, the reflectivity also sharply rises toward zero frequency (solid black line, 
Figure 6.5a). With decreasing Q, the increase of reflection amplitude with frequency 
becomes stronger. These variations of reflection amplitudes are due to combined effects of 
velocity dispersion and Q, both of which effectively increase the impedance of the lower 
medium.  
With regard to the phase response, when Q approaches infinity (lower layer is almost 
elastic), the complex-valued reflectivity becomes  
                                                        ( ) 2
2
1lim
1Q
Zr f
Z
∗
→∞
−
=
+
 , (6.7) 
which means that the phase shift equals zero when Z2 > 1 and ±180º when Z2 < 1. The phase 
 
Figure 6.5. Reflections from an attenuative half-space (Model II). The lower layer is anelastic, 
the upper layer is elastic: (a) amplitude response; (b) phase response; (c) reflection 
waveforms. The reference frequency f0 is 30 Hz. 
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and amplitude variations are strong when Q is low (for example, Q = 10 shown by black line 
in Figure 6.5). The negative phase shifts reduce with increasing frequencies. With Q = 100, 
the phase variations are within −10º and remain near constant (dashed lines in Figure 6.5b).  
Considering time-domain reflections, if no inelastic effects are considered for 
Model II (Table 6.1), the reflection would be a zero-phase Ricker wavelet with amplitude 
equal about 0.03. In the presence of attenuation, the reflected waveform is close to a 
negatively phase-rotated Ricker wavelet with increased amplitude (Figure 6.5c). The stronger 
the attenuation, the more significant is the phase rotation. The interpreted amplitudes of 
reflections increase with increasing attenuation. For example, with Q = 10, the peak 
amplitude increases by about 20% (Figure 6.5c). 
It is also interesting to consider the case when the upper layer is anelastic with 
attenuation Q−1 and phase-velocity dispersion V(f) while the lower layer is elastic and non-
dispersive. In this case, the impedance of the upper layer equals ζ , and similar to eq. (6.6), 
the reflected amplitude measured from surface observations is: 
                                                                   ( ) 2
2
Zr f
Z
ζ
ζ
∗ −=
+
 . (6.8) 
The frequency-dependent reflectivity and phase for this case are shown in Figures 6.6a and b. 
Similar to the results in Figure 6.5, with increasing Q, the intensities of reflectivity and phase 
variations are reduced. For Q = 10, the phase performs an over 360° rotation near frequency 
f/f0 ≈ 1.8. Figure 6.6c shows the time-domain reflectivity for a 30-Hz Ricker wavelet 
obtained by applying relation (6.8).  
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Figure 6.6. Reflections from the boundary in Model II in which the lower layer is elastic and 
the upper layer is anelastic: (a) amplitude response; (b) phase response; (c) reflection 
waveforms. The reference frequency f0 is 30 Hz. 
6.4. Equivalence of Layered and Anelastic Reflectors  
Figures 6.4, 6.5c, and 6.6c show that layered reflectors and reflectors involving 
attenuative media lead to similar frequency-dependent and phase-shifted reflections. It is 
therefore useful to see what kinds of constraints could be obtained if we interpreted 
reflections from elastic layering as “reflections from Q” or vice versa. I only consider the 
more common case of the upper layer being elastic and the lower layer (e.g., a reservoir) 
being anelastic. 
6.4.1 Interpreting Layered Reflectors as Anelastic  
Any reasonable frequency-dependent reflectivity ( )*nr f can be modeled as caused by 
a contrast in frequency-dependent complex impedance below nth boundary (eq. (6.1)) 
inferred by the following relation:  
                                                          ( ) ( ) ( )( )
*
1 *
1
1
n
n n
n
r f
Z f Z f
r f
∗ ∗
+
+
=
−
. (6.9) 
For example, the reflectivity in Model I (Figure 6.3) can be accurately reproduced by a single 
reflection from a contact between an elastic medium (impedance Z1) with another medium 
with complex-valued impedance (6.9). This complex impedance leads to phase velocity 
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Figure 6.7. Q-1 and phase velocity dispersion V/V02 for Model II that would reproduce the 
reflection responses of Model I (Figure 6.4): (a) for structure 1 (high-impedance thin 
layer), (b) is for structure 2 (intermediate-impedance thin layer) (Figure 6.2).  
                                                                ( )
*
2
2
2
Re ZV f
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= , (6.10) 
and Q-factor:  
                                                             ( )1 22
2
Im2
Re
ZQ f
Z
∗
−
∗= − . (6.11) 
The resulting inverse Q(f) and frequency-dependent V(f) are shown in Figure 6.7.  
Again note that the Q(f) and V(f) in relations (6.10) and (6.11) are apparent, i.e. only 
arising from a certain way of interpreting the seismogram and not directly related to internal 
friction within the material. This type of Q (produced by a short packet of reflections) was 
called “fluctuation” Q by Morozov and Baharvand Ahmadi (2015). This Q (somewhat 
related to “scattering Q” but lacking its statistical character) can have arbitrary values, and in 
particular, it can be negative.  
From Figure 6.7, in the case of a high-impedance thin layer (the case Z3 < Z2), an 
alternate interpretation by using Model II would yield a negative Q but positive velocity 
dispersion for its bottom layer. These properties of the reflected waves indicate an influx of 
energy caused by increased reflectivity at higher frequencies and correspond to the case of 
anomalous dispersion in optics. Conversely, for progressively increasing impedances within 
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the reservoir (Z3 > Z2 > Z1), Model II results in a positive Q and negative V(f) dispersion 
within its bottom layer. This case represents normal dispersion in optics, which is also 
observed for surface seismic waves (Aki and Richards, 2002).  
Finally, in practical observations, the approximation Q(f) ≈ const is often used, and it 
is therefore useful to invert the phase-rotated elastic reflections (Figure 6.4) for such types 
of Qs. To obtain such Q estimates, I simulated reflections in Model II for multiple Q values 
(Figures 6.5c, and 6.6c) and matched them with the time-domain waveforms in Model I 
(Figure 6.4). The reflection from a high-impedance layer (Figure 6.4a) cannot be explained 
by a positive Q below the reflector because of its opposite sense of phase shift. For a 
reflection from structure 2 in Model I (Figure 6.4b), a reasonable match of the waveform is 
obtained by setting Q = 18 below the reflector (Figure 6.8). The optimal Q value was selected 
to ensure close durations and shapes of the waveforms, although the reflection amplitude is 
overestimated by this constant-Q approximation (Figure 6.8). 
6.4.2 Interpreting Anelastic Reflectors as Layered  
Conversely to the preceding case, any frequency-independent reflection 
 
Figure 6.8. Modeling a reflection (black line) from a thin-layer Model I (Figure 6.4b) by a 
single reflector with frequency-independent Q = 18 below it (dotted line). 
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 seismogram {ri} acquired over an anelastic medium can always be interpreted as resulting 
from pure elastic layering. Again disregarding the multiples for simplicity, the elastic 
impedance series for this layering can be given by a recursive inverse of relation (6.1): 
                                                                   1
1
1
n
n n
n
rZ Z
r+
+
=
−
. (6.12) 
To illustrate this observation in time domain, let us consider the lower layer of Model II 
with Q = 10. The corresponding reflection signature (black line, Figure 6.5c) can be closely 
approximated by a superposition of several reflections reflected from a thin-layered elastic 
structure shown in Figure 6.9.  
 
Figure 6.9. Alternative explanation of a single reflection from a low-Q medium (gray line; 
Q = 10 in Figure 6.5c) by a purely elastic layered structure. Vertical bars represent 
densely-spaced elastic reflectors yielding the same reflected waveform. 
6.4.3 Effects of Offset-Dependent Reflections 
The next question important for (potential) measuring of Q from reflections is related 
to its variations with offset in pre-stack seismic imaging. To assess a simple and realistic 
model, I simulated offset-dependent reflections for single-step and layered structures 
(Figure 6.10) by using the “reflectivity” method by Fuchs and Müller (1971). This mode-
summation (“propagator”) based (Aki and Richards 2002) method accounts for all multiples 
and arbitrary layering, and produces 3-component synthetics in a 1-D layered model. The 
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source wavelet is a 6-ms Müller-Fuchs wavelet (Fuchs and Müller, 1971), and the modeling 
was conducted within the frequency window from 1 to 440 Hz. The parameters of the depth 
model were chosen by using Gardner’s et al. relation (1974) and assuming the P- to S-wave 
velocity ratio equal 3 . The thickness of the layer immediately below the reflector was 
selected slightly below the dominant half-period (and therefore ∆h < λ/4 at the dominant 
frequency; columns on the right in Figure 6.10).  
In the panels on the left in Figure 6.10, these vertical-component reflection 
seismograms are aligned to match the zero-offset reflections for all models. As in Figure 6.4, 
 
Figure 6.10. Offset-dependent elastic P-wave reflections synthetics: (a) from a single-step 
velocity and density model; (b) in model I with a high-velocity and density thin layer; (c) 
in model I with progressive increase in velocity and density.  
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reflections from layered structures (Figures 6.10b and 6.10c) are similar to those from a 
single boundary (Figure 6.10a), have slightly different amplitudes and dominant frequencies, 
and appear slightly phase-rotated.  Similar to the preceding subsection, I can try explaining 
these modifications of the waveforms by a single anelastic reflector. For an illustration, I 
selected three traces at offsets of 150 m, 275 m and 775 m. Figures 6.11a to 11c show the 
alternative interpretations of these waveforms by using relations (6.10) and (6.11) and 
assuming structure 1 for the anelastic reflector, and Figures 6.11d and 6.11f are similar 
interpretations assuming structure 2. 
The results of inversion for the apparent Q−1 (Figures 6.11b and e) and velocity 
dispersion (Figures 6.11c and f) are consistent with the normal-incidence analysis (Figure 6.7) 
 
Figure 6.11. Measurements of the apparent Q and velocity dispersion from offset-dependent 
reflectivity synthetics: (a) Peak amplitude variation with offset of reflections in the 
single-step model (Figure 6.10a; black line) and layered model with structure 1 
(Figure 6.10b; gray line); (b) Equivalent Q-1 interpretations at three offsets (legend); (c) 
the associated velocity dispersion for layered-structure reflections (Figure 6.10b) at 
different offsets (legend); (d) – (f): same as (a) – (c)  for structure 2. In plots (b), (c), (e), 
and (f), the unscaled modeling frequencies are shown along the top.  
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but indicate additional complexities due to multiples, geometric spreading, and oblique-
incidence related effects. For structure 1, a negative Q and anomalous dispersion is derived, 
with a low dependence on offset at scaled frequencies ∆h/λ  above about 0.05 (47 Hz; 
Figures 6.11b and c). For structure 2, a positive Q with normal dispersion is suggested, with 
significant variations with offset (Figures 6.11e and f). These variations of the apparent Q 
and dispersion with offset (which can be called QVO and DVO, respectively) could create 
additional complexities in inverting for a consistent attenuation model of the subsurface.  
The additional peaks in Q−1(f) at low frequencies (∆h/λ below 0.02–0.05 in 
Figures 6.11b and 6.11e) as well as the drop in the amplitudes at source-receiver offsets 
below ~200 m (Figures 6.11a and 6.11d) may be related to some limitations of the modeling 
procedure.  
6.5. Discussion 
The simple models in this paper show that based on reflection seismic data alone, it is 
impossible to tell whether short-scale anelasticity or layering is present within the medium. 
Both the Q and finely layered structure (thinner than quarter of the dominant wavelength) are 
apparent, i.e. dependent on the imaging paradigm and assumptions about the structure and 
mechanics of the medium. The above modeling shows that in realistic environments, it is 
possible to interpret reflection seismograms as either caused by purely elastic and finely-
layered structures with amplitude variations with offset (AVO) or as less layered but 
anelastic structures with (potentially) offset-dependent Q and velocity dispersion (QVO and 
DVO). In reality, the true structure should lie somewhere between these end-member models. 
Measurements of Q and/or velocity dispersion V(f) always require additional 
constraints, which can come from geology or rock physics. For example, theoretical analysis 
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of anelasticity and derivation of all basic relations for Q causality is typically based on 
assuming a fairly unrealistic case of a uniform medium without ray bending or reflectivity 
(Aki and Richards, 2002). More realistic (but still debatable by geologists and stratigraphers) 
constraints include sparseness of reflectors or their “sharpness”, i.e. relative absence of thin 
layers and gradational zones of reflectivity. A preference for the Q-type explanation of 
phase-shifted reflectivity may be justified if one expects only a single sharp contact between 
two quasi-uniform media. Geological constraints can be of statistical type, for example 
requiring “stationarity” or “whiteness” of the elastic part of reflectivity, or smoothness of the 
depth distribution of Q. Such constraints are most difficult to satisfy at short depth scales. 
More realistic constraints relevant to reflection imaging could come from rock 
physics considering specific models of materials, such as the poroelastic model, squirt- or 
wave-induced fluid flows, solid viscosity (Deng and Morozov, 2016), or thermoelasticity. 
Such constraints are most consistent physically, but they are also the most difficult to apply, 
because they require extremely detailed models of the subsurface. The Q factor derived from 
physics-based models is guaranteed to be non-negative, and therefore cases of fluctuation Q 
< 0 (Figures 6.7a or 6.11b) should definitely be attributed to layering (Morozov and 
Baharvand Ahmadi, 2015). Rock-physics models could constrain the frequency dependences 
of Q(f) and Z(f), which would reduce the ambiguity of interpreting thin-layer reflectivity. 
In practical field and laboratory studies, realistic constraints inferred from well logs 
or rock-physics models are rarely available. In their absence, ad hoc assumptions are often 
used, such as a perceived simplicity of the model, frequency-independence or power-law 
dependence of Q on frequency, or specific relations for velocity dispersion. Such 
assumptions were also used in the present paper, for example in the form of the Kjartansson’s 
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(1979) dispersion law and impedance formula (6.4). A strong assumption that is so 
widespread that it often remains unnoticed is the adherence to the viscoelastic model of 
attenuation. However, the viscoelastic model is inaccurate for fluid-saturated porous rock 
important for reflection seismology (Morozov, 2015). In particular, this model does not 
explain the specimen-size related attenuation peak mentioned in section 6.2 (Figure 6.1a).  
Unfortunately, the impact of inaccurate models of elastic structures on the quality of 
interpretations of attenuation is difficult to assess. If significant anelastic attenuation is 
expected in a study area, we need to be prepared to observe a trade-off between the images of 
thin-layer reflectivity and Q variations, and between AVO, QVO, and DVO. Similar 
uncertainties related to crudely simplified models of elastic structures involved in 
measurements exist in other areas of seismology. In addition to those shown in Figure 6.1, an 
important example is the scattering Q. This quantity is also apparent (Richards and Menke 
1983), and because the transmission coefficient is directly related to the reflection coefficient 
discussed above, the scattering Q similarly trades off with fine structure of reflectivity. 
However, because of its statistical nature, the scattering Q trades off not with deterministic 
thin layering but with geometric spreading (Morozov, 2010) and with statistical attributes of 
reflectivity distribution.  
6.6. Conclusions 
In order to measure the Q factor, particularly its frequency dependency, an adequately 
accurate model of the underlying elastic structure is required. In different types of 
measurements, the elastic structure can be represented by geometric spreading, layering, or 
the construction of the measurement apparatus used in the laboratory. In practical studies, 
accurate models of such elastic structures are rarely used and may be difficult to attain, which 
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may result in an apparent character and gross uncertainties of the resulting Qs.   
The trade off with the elastic structure is illustrated for Q estimation by using seismic 
reflections at normal-incidence and offset recording. Reflections from thinly layered 
structures can look like viscoelastic reflectors and vice versa. Both of these models produce 
frequency-dependent reflection amplitudes and phases, from which the velocity dispersion 
and Q can be measured. However, both of these quantities are to a certain degree apparent 
and trade off with each other. Observations of phase-shifted reflectivity can be explained by 
either thin layering or anelasticity below the reflector. In particular, the apparent Q is positive 
(and therefore likely more expected in practice) for a stepwise increase of impedance at the 
top of high-impedance reflector. For a high-impedance lid on top of the reflector, the 
apparent Q will be negative, or alternatively a low positive Q can be placed above it. The 
attenuation and velocity-dispersion phenomena are concomitant but may not necessarily 
agree with the constant-Q or other standard relations commonly used in seismic 
interpretation. Knowledge of such relations from geology, laboratory experiments, or rock 
physics are required in order to differentiate between layered and anelastic zones within the 
Earth. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SEISMIC-Q COMPENSATION BY ITERATIVE TIME-DOMAIN 
DECONVOLUTION 
In this Chapter, I switch from the topic of physics and attenuation modeling to its 
correction in reflection seismic records. Morozov et al. (Geophysics, in revision) recently 
suggested that because of the fundamental properties of seismic Q (Chapter 2) its correction 
in seismic records (Q-compensation) can be achieved in two separate steps: 1) modeling by 
many methods, such as discussed in Chapters 2–6, and 2) deconvolution, also by multiple 
methods. In this Chapter, I explore a new time-domain deconvolution method that has not yet 
been used for Q-compensation. The presentation in this Chapter is based on the following 
paper: 
Deng, W., and I. B. Morozov. 2016 Seismic-Q compensation by iterative time-domain 
deconvolution, Geophysical Prospecting, in revision 
Copyright of this publication belongs to the European Association of Geophysical 
Exploration, which allows using these materials for authors’ theses. My contribution in this 
co-authored paper consisted in participation in the development of the approach and 
development of numerical algorithms and examples and preparing the manuscript. The text 
was modified and reformatted for incorporation in the present dissertation. 
7.1 Abstract 
Attenuation is often significant during seismic wave propagation in the subsurface, 
leading to reduced resolution and narrower bandwidth of seismic images. Traditional 
corrections for such effects, such as inverse-Q filtering and deconvolution, are performed in 
the frequency domain or by using time-spectral decompositions. Here, I propose a pure time-
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domain method offering significant advantages in the resolution and interpretational quality 
of the resulting images. Similar to wavelet transforms, the iterative time-domain 
deconvolution (ITD) represents the seismogram by a superposition of non-stationary source 
wavelets modeled in the appropriate attenuation model. Arbitrary frequency-dependent Q 
and velocity dispersion laws can be used, as well as non-Q type attenuation caused by 
focusing, defocusing, scattering, effects of fine layering, and fluctuations of the wavefield. 
Owing to the time-domain formulation, the method does not boost high-frequency noise and 
is less sensitive to the accuracy of the Q model. I illustrate and compare this method to 
inverse-Q filtering by using several synthetic and real data examples. The tests include noise-
contaminated data, inaccurate Q models and variable source wavelets. The examples show 
that the ITD is a practical and effective tool for Q-compensation with a broad scope of 
potential applications. An important benefit of ITD could be the ability to utilize geological 
information, such as locations and sparseness of major reflectors or the presence 
of interpreted Q contrasts. 
7.2 Introduction 
Seismic waves are affected by attenuation and dispersion caused by the inelasticity of 
the subsurface. In reflection seismic imaging, these effects are adverse and result in 
frequency-dependent amplitude reduction, narrowing down of the frequency bandwidths, and 
phase distortions. Attenuation effects decrease the resolution of reflection seismic data, 
especially within deeper parts of the sections (Wang, 2008; van der Baan, 2012). Attenuation 
effects may also cause difficulties in imaging and interpretation, such as in horizontal event 
tracking and identification of small faults.  
By studying the attenuation and dispersion in seismic records, two complementary 
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objectives can be achieved: 1) measuring these effects and including them in interpretation, 
and 2) their removal from final images. For the first objective, detailed knowledge of 
attenuation mechanisms is required. However, in most practical studies, detailed knowledge 
of the layering or rock-physics mechanisms of internal-friction is not available, and their 
determination is a subject of many studies. Nevertheless, even when the physical 
mechanisms are poorly known, attenuation and dispersion effects can be modelled (and 
corrected for) empirically by constructing time-dependent attenuation operators (section 8.3). 
Generally, this correction represents some type of deconvolution of the empirical attenuation 
filter (Hale, 1981; Morozov et al., in revision) from the data.  
Deconvolution of attenuation and dispersion effects is an inverse filtering process that 
attempts removing the linear filtering imposed on the wavelet by the Earth. By removing 
such linear filtering, deconvolution results are likely to provide more recognizable reflection 
events with higher resolution (Sheriff, 2002). Numerous methods of deconvolution exist, 
each offering certain advantages in specific applications. In particular, for amplitude-only 
corrections in Q-compensation, time-variant spectral whitening is a simple and convenient 
method not requiring the knowledge of a Q. In this case, the time-variant deconvolution is 
zero-phase, with power response approximated by an inverse of the time-variant power of the 
data (which is close to Wiener deconvolution). To implement this deconvolution, time-
domain seismic data are first decomposed into time-frequency panels by using a series of 
narrow band-pass filters, and then the spectral amplitudes are equalized at all times (Yilmaz, 
2001). Another broadly used method for correcting for attenuation and dispersion effects is 
the inverse-Q filtering (Hale, 1981). This procedure can also be viewed as deconvolution 
(Bickel and Natarajan, 1985), although Hargreaves and Calvert (1991) note that its treatment 
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of frequency components is also analogous to Stolt migration. As in all types of frequency-
domain deconvolutions, this method faces the problems of noise and instabilities related to 
amplifying high-frequency components of the records.  
In this Chapter, I draw attention to another broad class of deconvolution methods that 
is useful and offers several unique features for Q compensation. Instead of time-varying 
frequency-domain inverse filtering, I propose using time-domain methods, and in particular a 
simple iterative algorithm popular in earthquake seismology (Kikuchi and Kanamori, 1982; 
Ligorría and Ammon, 1999). This algorithm is called the Iterative Time-domain 
Deconvolution (ITD) further in this paper. ITD represents the seismogram as a superposition 
of non-stationary source wavelets modeled using an appropriate empirical attenuation model. 
Because of the use of an iterative data-fitting procedure in time domain, this approach can be 
viewed as a wavelet transform or matching pursuit algorithm based on modeling the source 
waveform propagating through the section. Time-domain formulation encourages application 
of numerous ideas beyond the traditional Q-compensation, such as combining multiple 
physical mechanisms of attenuation, scattering, or geometrical spreading, or deconvolution 
starting from stronger reflectors (as done by ITD). As shown in section 8.4, ITD is less 
sensitive to the accuracy of the Q model and of the estimated source wavelet. As a method 
using time-domain waveform matching, ITD can (in principle) incorporate additional 
information derived from geology, stacked seismic data or well logs, such as positions and 
sparseness of major reflectors or their sharp or gradational characters. 
In the following, I briefly review the concepts of inverse-Q filtering in relation to the 
formulation of the ITD (section 8.3). In section 8.4, I examine and illustrate the flexibility 
and power of ITD by comparing it to the inverse-Q filtering of synthetic and real seismic data. 
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7.3 Method 
In time-variant deconvolution, a recorded seismic waveform can be regarded as a 
function d(t, t0) of two times defined at different scales: the two-way reflection time t0 
characterizing the depth of recording and the “local” wave time t near t0. The phase of the 
wave quickly varies with t whereas the amplitude and spectral attributes (such as Q) vary 
comparatively slowly with t0. I implement this hierarchy of time scales by windowing the 
data using a sequence of overlapping time windows, as it is often done in time-variant 
filtering of seismic records (Yilmaz, 2001). Each window is characterized by the time of its 
center t0 and contains a Hanning taper applied to the data record. The continuous reflectivity 
series represents a sum of windowed records: ( ) ( )
0
complete 0,tr t r t t= ∑ , with analogous 
relations for date records dcomplete(t) before and after compensation (Morozov et al., in 
revision).  
Linear interpolation of the windowed records allows producing the dependences 
d(t, t0) at relatively sparsely sampled times t0, which greatly reduces the computational cost 
(Morozov et al., in revision). The sufficiency of a sparsely-sampled sequence of times t0 
implies a relatively smooth variability of Q with depth. This requirement may appear 
somewhat stringent and unexpected, considering that layered Q models are often used in 
inverse Q filtering (e.g., Hargreaves and Calvert, 1991; Wang, 2008). However, based on 
fundamental observations by White (1992), Morozov and Baharvand Ahmadi (2015) pointed 
out that the Q is not a property of the medium but always an apparent property of a wave in 
it. Because of this wave character, the Q cannot be defined as a combination of some 
localized physical parameters of the medium, and it can only be measured by averaging over 
significant time intervals (coherence length of the wave; White (1992)). Thus, measurable Q 
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models are always apparent and inherently smooth in time and space. However, physical 
models of attenuation (such as solid viscosity, thermoelasticity, or poroelasticity) can have 
arbitrary variations in space, which will again produce a smoothly-varying apparent Q 
(Morozov et al., in revision). Also, arbitrary layered viscoelastic-Q models and dense 
sampling of t0 can still be formally used in ITD, similarly to inverse-Q filtering (Hargreaves 
and Calvert, 1991; Wang, 2008). 
The seismogram within a window centered at time t0 can be represented by a 
convolution of the propagating source waveform w(t, t0) and the reflectivity series r(t,t0): 
                                                        ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0d t w t r t= ∗ , (7.1) 
where dependences on t are now implied in all factors, and symbol ‘*’ denotes the usual 
convolution operation with respect to time t. For simplicity, I omit the additive noise in this 
convolutional model. Note that the “reflectivity” series r(t0) may not necessarily represent 
only the normal-incidence reflection coefficients within the subsurface. The only definitive 
property required by eq. (7.1) is that the record r(t0) contains all information from d(t0) that is 
not accounted for by the modeled attenuating source waveform w(t0). For example, d(t0) can 
be the propagating waveform of a direct wave, in which case the r(t0) would represent the 
near-source reverberations and multiples.  If w(t0) contains amplitude and/or Q variations 
with offset (AVO or QVO) effects (Dasgupta and Clark, 1998), multiples, or other types of 
coherent noise, these effects would be corrected for in r(t0). However, in common practice 
and examples in this paper, predominantly layered Q models are considered, and 
consequently the AVO and QVO effects remain in r(t0) and the resulting Q-compensated 
del(t0) that would be observed by seismic recording in a purely elastic medium. 
The notion of the “source waveform” w(t0) in eq. (7.1) also needs to be carefully 
understood. The seismic wavefield is formed at a significant distance from the source (“far 
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field”), where the medium deformation becomes linear and the reflections, conversions, and 
reverberations within the near-surface structure form a consistent spreading pattern 
(Sheriff 2002). Scattering, attenuation (Q−1) and spectral-fluctuation effects (Morozov and 
Baharvand Ahmadi, 2015) can also be extremely high in the proximity of the weathering 
layer (Al-Shukri et al., 1995; Wilson and Pavlis, 2000). Thus, w(t0) can only be assessed at a 
certain distance from the source. As a practical proxy for this distance, I use the time of the 
uppermost portion of the reflection record. As discussed below and in section 7.5, this source 
waveform can generally be estimated from the data and denoted ( )0 0w t ≈ . With increasing 
two-way time t0, this waveform modifies through multiple propagation mechanisms 
(refraction, reflection, mode conversion, and attenuation) (Morozov et al., in revision) and 
becomes the time-variant waveform ( )0w t .   
Let us now denote wel(t0) an analogous source waveform (defined in the sense of the 
preceding paragraph) that would have been observed in the absence of attenuation. The 
corresponding seismic record del(t0) would be related to it by the same convolutional model: 
                                                   ( ) ( ) ( )el el0 00t td w r t= ∗ . (7.2) 
The actual w(t0) and d(t0) can then be related to wel(t0) and del(t0) by a linear attenuation filter 
a(t0) (Hale, 1981; Morozov et al., in revision): 
                            ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0eltw ta w t= ∗ , and ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0eltd ta d t= ∗ . (7.3) 
The goal of attenuation compensation is to invert the second equation in (7.3) for 
“elastic” data del(t0). This inversion is conventionally done in the frequency domain, in which 
the local time t is replaced with angular frequency ω and the convolution becomes 
multiplication: 
                                             ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0, , ,elt tD D tAω ω ω= . (7.4) 
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According to the usual convention, uppercase letters represent Fourier transforms of the 
corresponding time-domain functions. Note that in contrast to the Fourier formulation of 
time-variant filtering by Margrave (1998), I do not transform t0 to its counterpart frequency 
variable, and the multiplication in the right-hand side of eq. (7.4) does not become 
convolution). 
Frequency dependences of the complex-valued attenuation/dispersion spectrum 
A(ω, t0) can be complex and contain effects such as source-receiver coupling, geometric 
spreading, tuning, as well as inelasticity. Morozov et al. (in revision) described all these 
effects as a superposition of linear filters. In this paper, I only focus on the “attenuation” 
filter whose action can be lumped in a phenomenological quality factor Q. Such filters are 
usually taken in several standard forms determined by the Q-factor alone (Wang, 2008). For 
example, the constant-Q model is (Kjartansson, 1979): 
                                     ( ) 00 0, exp 2
tA t i t
Q
ω γ
ω ω γ
 
= − 
 
, where 
1
0
Qπω
γ
ω
−
 
=  
 
, (7.5) 
where ω0 is the reference frequency. Wang (2008) recommends taking ω0 above the seismic 
frequency band, and Morozov et al. (in revision) argue that dispersion law should be 
formulated irrespectively to such reference parameters. However, discussions of the specific 
forms of dispersion law are beyond the scope of this paper.  
Relation (7.5) shows that in an anelastic medium, wavelet and data amplitudes are 
reduced by a factor of ( )0exp 2t Qω γ  after a two-way travel time t0. The phases of the wave 
are shifted by ωt0γ, which needs to be compared to ωt0 for an elastic medium. Therefore, the 
phase shift due to dispersion equals ωt0(γ −1). From relations (7.4) and (7.5), the Q-
compensated waveform is: 
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                                                    ( ) ( ) ( )1el 0 0 0, , ,D A Dt t tω ω ω−= , (7.6) 
where                                        ( )1 000 exp 2,
tA i t
Q
t ω γω ω γ−  = − + 
 
. (7.7) 
The frequency-domain inverse (7.6) is used in inverse-Q filtering of seismic data (Hale 1981; 
Wang, 2008).  However, evaluation of A-1 in eq. (7.7) contains a division of the spectra, 
which is often unstable and increases noise at high frequencies. Such undesirable effects can 
be reduced by restricting the maximum amplitude of (7.7) or using other regularization 
approaches (Hale, 1981; Hargreaves and Calvert, 1991; Zhang and Ulrych, 2007; 
Wang, 2008). For the following discussion, note that this regularization is always achieved 
by replacing the exact inverse operator (7.7) with some approximation reducing its response 
at high frequencies. 
Here, I propose a different approximate solution for Q-compensated data (7.6) by 
using an iterative time-domain deconvolution (ITD) method. Instead of solving the inverse 
problem for operator A-1 in (7.7) in frequency domain, this method performs the 
transformation ( ) ( )e0 0ld dt t→  (or equivalently, ( ) ( )e0 0l, ,D Dt tω ω→ ) directly, by 
iteratively performing cross-correlations with the forward-modeled wavelet in time domain. 
In this method, the “reflectivity” series r(t, t0) within a window centered at t0 is approximated 
by a series of pulses with amplitudes ri(t0) located at times τi(t0): 
                                             ( ) ( ) ( )( )0 0 0
1
,
N
i i
i
r t t r t t tδ τ
=
= −∑ , (7.8) 
where δ(t) is the delta function. The number of pulses N per time window is either set by the 
analyst or selected adaptively based on waveform energy criteria described below. With few 
pulses, only the strongest reflections are reproduced, and with large N, the complete 
reflection series r(t,t0) is retained.  By substituting eq. (7.8) into (7.1), the seismic record is 
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presented by a superposition of wavelets of amplitudes ri and placed at times τi: 
                                             ( ) ( ) ( )( )0 0 0 0
1
, ,
N
i i
i
d t t r t w t t tτ
=
= −∑ . (7.9) 
Instead of looking for a potentially unstable inverse of the wavelet (7.7), I solve 
equation (7.9) for “reflectivity” series by using a synthetic wavelet w(t0) modeled at time t0 
by utilizing an appropriate combination of attenuation mechanisms. The search for ri(t0) and 
τi(t0) is iterative, starting from the strongest value of r1(t0) (Ligorría and Ammon, 1999). The 
corresponding time τ1 is found by the maximum cross-correlation between the data and the 
modeled (attenuated) source waveform: ( ) ( )0 1 0, ,d t t w t t dtτ−∫ . The associated reflectivity 
amplitude r1 is then given by the peak of cross-correlation: 
                                                     
( ) ( )
( )
0 1 0
1 2
1 0
, ,
,
d t t w t t dt
r
w t t dt
τ
τ
−
=
−
∫
∫
. (7.10) 
The rest of the reflectivity parameters ri(t0) and τi(t0) are found by subtracting the prediction 
of the first peak from the waveform: 
                                         ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 0 0 1 1 0, , , ,d t t d t t d t t r w t tτ→ ≡ − − , (7.11) 
repeating the same operations with d1(t, t0), and continuing iteratively, with residual 
waveforms at n-th step defined by ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 0 0, , ,n n n nd t t d t t r w t tτ−≡ − − . 
In the ITD procedure (7.10) and (7.11), the strongest contributions to the signal (7.9) 
are found first and the iteration can be stopped based on several criteria. The simplest 
practical approach is to restrict the number of pulses N in the resulting solution (eq. (7.9)). 
The selection of N does not only help to promote the sparsity of the restored signal but also 
possesses the advantage of preferential recovery of the strongest reflections. The residual 
energy after n-th iteration is defined by 
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                                                         ( )
( )
( )
2
0
2
0
,
,
nd t t dtn
d t t dt
ε ≡ ∫
∫
, (7.12) 
and can be used to evaluate what portion of the input signal is passed by the ITD filter. This 
parameter can also be used as a threshold for stopping the iterations. 
By convolving the resulting “reflectivity” series r(t0) with the “elastic” source 
waveform ( )el 0w t , the desired Q-compensated data record del is obtained: 
                                                               ( ) ( )el 0 el 0d t w t r= ∗ . (7.13) 
As shown in eqs. (7.9) – (7.11) and (7.13), the result of ITD depends on the estimated source 
waveform wel(t0). Thus, the ITD can be described as not purely a Q-correction procedure but 
rather an attenuated-signal detection or shaping to the signal that would have been observed 
in an elastic medium. This difference leads to additional requirements to the algorithm but 
also somewhat different goals and advantages compared to the inverse-Q filtering. The 
additional requirements to ITD consist in the need to set the waveform wel(t0) and to specify 
the parameters of iterative search, such as the selection of ε(n) cut-off. In reflection seismic 
data processing, the source waveform can be estimated by blind or well-log based methods 
for stationary and non-stationary signals (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975; van der 
Baan, 2008). Some of these methods are discussed in section 7.5. In real-data examples 
(section 7.4), I bypass the complications due to signal non-stationarity by measuring the 
near-source waveform (wel(t0) at small t0) in inverse-Q filtered records (Morozov et al., in 
revision). After inverse-Q filtering, the underlying source waveform becomes near-stationary 
and can be estimated with greater confidence by making zero- or minimum-phase 
assumptions (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975). Once the near-source waveform is estimated, 
the ITD can be used to produce an “elastic” section. 
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The key advantages of deconvolution (7.13) compared to (7.6) are the absence of 
inverse operator A-1 and identification of the underlying “reflection” sequence r(t0) that can 
be analyzed and potentially interpreted. As shown in sections 7.3 and 7.4, spectral properties 
of the ITD-corrected wavefield are principally controlled by the source waveform, and hence 
the ITD does not boost the high-frequency noise more than the low-frequency one. Because 
of its working from the stronger reflections to weaker ones, the procedure is also less 
sensitive to errors in Q. 
7.4 Numerical Experiments 
To illustrate the operation and performance of ITD in reflection imaging, I conduct a  
series of simple numerical tests using 1-D synthetic seismograms (subsections 7.4.1 to 7.4.5) 
and a more realistic example using one common mid-point (CMP) from Marmousi-II model 
(subsection 7.4.6). In the sparse-reflector tests, 1500-ms long records contain five reflectors 
(Table 7.1) illuminated by a 30-Hz zero-phase Ricker wavelet as the source. Elastic 
waveform with Q = ∞ is shown in Figure 7.1a. The lengths of overlapping time windows are 
selected equal 200 ms. 
Table 7.1. Reflection amplitude model for numerical experiments 
Two-way travel 
time (ms) 
344 790 860 1087 1390 
Amplitude 1 0.66 −0.59 0.52 0.26 
7.4.1 Test with Noise-Free Data 
For the noise-free attenuated data in Figure 7.1a, the ITD results are shown in 
Figure 7.1c and d and compared to inverse-Q filtering results (Figure 7.1b). The inverse-Q 
filtering result is obtained by using the method by Wang (2008) with the stabilization factor 
equals 0.005.  
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Figure 7.1. Test of Q-compensation methods using noise-free data: a) data with Q equal ∞, 
100, 50, 30 and 10 (trace labels) obtained by forward modeling in the reflectivity model 
in Table 1; b) inverse-Q filtering; c) waveforms Q-corrected by ITD; d) reflectivity 
model produced by ITD. For Q ≥ 30, this model also exactly corresponds to the input 
reflectivity model labeled by Q = ∞. Below plot c), which is logarithms of residual data 
energies are shown (eq. (7.12)). 
Inverse-Q filtering results show good corrections for most of the energy loss for weak 
attenuation (Q = 100; Figure 7.1b). For relatively strong attenuation (Q = 50, 30, and 10), the 
inverse-Q filter recovers the shallow parts of the records well, but the deeper parts are 
recovered more poorly (Figure 7.1b). With Q = 100, the amplitude is recovered well but the 
phase is not, which can be seen by comparing the deepest reflections (the recovered 
reflections are non-zero phase). By using the same input waveforms (Figure 7.1a), the ITD 
with a low iteration limit of N = 8 accurately recovers the sparse reflectivity series 
(Figure 7.1d). This is expected, because the times of reflections are accurately identified 
already in the first iteration of the procedure (7.11). The amplitudes recovered by ITD equal 
the true reflectivities at all attenuation rates Q > 10 (Figure 7.1d). For Q =10, the 
reflectivities of the two opposite-polarity reflections within the range of t = 790 to 860 ms are 
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over-estimated (Figure 7.1d). This over-estimation is caused by the interference of these 
reflections at low frequencies. By convolving the ITD-inverted reflectivity with the source 
wavelet known from modeling, Q-corrected waveforms are obtained (Figure 7.1c). Low 
levels of the residual energy shown in Figure 7.1c indicate that all the events are detected in 
the data well. Comparison of Figures 7.1b and c shows that ITD accurately corrects both the 
amplitudes and phases of the high-frequency components that have been affected by the 
regularization in inverse-Q filtering. 
7.4.2 Tests with Noisy Data 
To test the sensitivity of the method to additive noise, I add several levels of white 
Gaussian noise to the seismograms with Q = 10 and 50 in Figure 7.1a. The signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) is defined in dB as 
                                                     signal10
noise
SNR=10log
P
P
 
 
 
, (7.14) 
where Psignal and Pnoise are the powers of the signal and noise, respectively, evaluated over the 
entire time interval. With strong attenuation (Q = 10, Figure 7.2a), all levels of noise strongly 
affect the reflections below 0.5 s. When Q = 50, the reflections are strongly affected  
 
Figure 7.2. Seismograms with different attenuation rates (Figure 7.1) with added Gaussian 
random noise: a) Q = 10, b) Q = 50. Trace labels show the signal to noise ratios (SNR) in 
the records. 
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when the SNR is below 9dB. 
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 compare the results of Q-compensation of the data in Figure 7.2 
by using the inverse-Q filtering and ITD approaches, respectively. Prior to inverse-Q filtering, 
the records were filtered by using Ormsby bandpass filters within frequencies of 
4−8−50−60 Hz to reduce the high-frequency noise increase due to inverse-Q filtering. 
Compared to Figure 7.3, the ITD with N = 8 achieves better results (Figure 7.4). For Q = 10, 
the inverse-Q filtering recovers the reflection at t = 344 ms (Figure 7.3a) reasonably well, but 
reflections below this time level are barely recovered, and the noise is also amplified. Even 
with high SNR, the reflections below 0.5 s still cannot be recovered well. Apparently because 
of the selected length of the inverse-Q filter and its regularization, the records resemble those 
processed by automatic gain control (AGC), i.e. the high-frequency noise is boosted where 
the reflections are weak (Figure 7.3). By contrast, ITD recovers the first three reflections well 
at all SNR levels (Figure 7.4a). When SNR > 5 dB, ITD recovers the first four reflections, 
and for SNR = 21 dB, all reflections are recovered. 
For weaker attenuation with Q = 50, inverse-Q filtering recovers the first four 
reflections at almost all SNRs. However, at low SNR levels, the inverse-Q filter still over- 
 
Figure 7.3. Results obtained by stabilized inverse-Q filtering: a) Q = 10, b) Q = 50. Note that 
apparently because of the effective length of the inverse-Q filter and its regularization, 
the amplitudes of noise increase to the bottom of the section, resembling an automatic 
gain control (AGC) effect. 
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Figure 7.4. Seismograms obtained by ITD inversion of the data in Figure 7.3: a) model with 
Q = 10, b) Q = 50. The curve below each graph is the logarithm of the residual energy 
defined by eq. (7.12). 
amplifies the noise (for example, for SNR < 13 dB). By contrast, the ITD not only recovers 
the reflections but also filters out the noise, which helps improving the images (Figure 7.4b).  
The residual data error ε(n) below each graph in Figure 7.4 shows a decreasing trend 
with increasing SNR levels but does not depend on Q. For low SNR levels, the increased ε(n) 
values are due to two factors: biases in measuring reflectivity amplitudes and mis-detection 
of noise pulses as signal. With increasing SNRs, the signal is recovered more accurately, and 
the noise is rejected. 
 
Figure 7.5. Reflectivity records obtained by ITD inversion, corresponding to Q-compensated 
waveforms in Figure 7.4: a) Q = 10, b) Q = 50. 
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Seismic data interpretation can benefit not only from corrections for Q effects but 
also from direct deconvolution for reflectivity, which is an intermediate step of ITD (eq. 
(7.10)). Figure 7.5 shows that, as expected, with increasing SNR and Q, such reflectivity 
images become clearer and more accurate. Such reflectivity images with emphasized stronger 
reflectors can be useful for interpretation. 
7.4.3 Test of Inaccurate Q 
The causes for wave attenuation are complex and often poorly understood. As a result, 
the Q is usually an apparent (wave-dependent) property, and its measurements have an 
inherently limited accuracy (White 1992; Morozov and Baharvand Ahmadi 2015). It is 
therefore important to check how the different Q-compensation methods respond to 
inaccurate Q models. In Figure 7.6a, I re-plot the noise-free waveform with Q = 50 
(Figure 7.1a). Then, I assume that the Q used in ITD forward modeling and inversion equals 
20, 40, 50, 60, or 80 (section 2; Figure 7.6b to f). In each case, the error in the modeled level 
of attenuation is defined as 
                                                  
1 1
1 100%
est exact
exact
Q Qerror
Q
− −
−
−
= × , (7.15) 
which ranges from −38% to +150%. 
Both inverse-Q filtering and ITD are applied to the synthetic data with variable 
assumed Q levels (Figure 7.6). When the assumed Q is much smaller than the correct one 
(error = +150%), inverse-Q filtering shows very good compensation results in the deeper 
part (Figure 7.6b) but overcorrects the shallow part. To measure the quality of compensation, 
I use the correlation coefficient c defined by 
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Figure 7.6. Test for an inaccurate Q used in ITD: a) noise-free and noise-contaminated data 
with Q = 50 and SNR = 10 dB; b) inverse-Q filtering result using noise-free data; c) 
reflectivity model inverted by ITD; and d) ITD-corrected waveform using noise-free 
data; e) reflectivity model inverted by ITD with noise-contaminated data, and f) the 
corresponding ITD-corrected waveforms. Trace labels show the relative errors of the Q-1 
used for modeling and inversion. 
                                                                    el
el
c ⋅= d d
d d
. (7.16) 
Here, d and del denote the vector form of d(t, t0)  and del(t, t0)  respectively, ‘∙’ denotes the 
inner product of two such vectors, and “||v||” is the Euclidean norm of vector v. The 
correlation coefficient (in the bottom of each graph denotes by c in Figure 7.6) shows that 
with error ranging from +150% to −38%, the similarity between source waveform and those 
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obtained by inverse-Q filtering is increasing (Figure 7.6b) and the correlation coefficient 
changes from 0.31 to 0.76. 
With the same Q that is much lower than the correct one (error = +150%), ITD over-
amplifies the reflection from the deeper parts of the record but reasonably recovers the 
shallower reflections (Figure 7.6c and 6d). When the assumed Q approaches the correct Q, 
both the waveforms and reflectivity are close to the reference waveform and reflectivity, and 
the correlation coefficient approaches 1. For Q errors from −38% to +25% (Figure 7.6d), the 
correlation coefficient c for waveforms is above 0.90. This appears to be a good level of 
tolerance to Q uncertainty for practical applications, and therefore I suggest that the 
correlation level of c ≥ 0.90 can be used as a waveform criterion of model-parameter 
sensitivity. When applied to inverting for reflectivity (Figure 7.6c), this criterion shows that 
ITD can tolerate −38% to almost +25% errors in Q.  
It is also important to assess the influence of noise in the presence of inaccurately 
known Q within the subsurface. To measure this influence, white Gaussian noise is added to 
the record in Figure 7.6a with SNR = 10 dB, which is also shown in Figure 7.6a. With these 
strongly noise-contaminated data, the corrected waveforms and reflectivity with inaccurately 
known Qs are shown in Figures 7.6c and 7.6f. Again, considering the correlation coefficient 
above 90% as acceptable, the ITD tolerates Q−1 errors from −38% to 25% for waveforms and 
for reflectivity. Because random noise is suppressed by ITD deconvolution, even with 
accurately estimated Q (error equals 0% in eq. (7.15)), the correlation coefficient for 
reflectivity is only 91%. A closer inspection of the records shows that this reduced 
correlation is mainly because of the inverted reflectivity within the deeper part being shifted 
by one or two milliseconds in the presence of noise. However, Figure 7.6e shows that when 
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the error in Q-1 ranges from about −38% to +25%, the reflectivity is recovered very well 
except for several weak spurious values. The restored waveform has a high correlation 
coefficient (between 97% and 99%) if the estimated Q lies from –38% to 25% away from the 
exact Q (Figure 7.6f). This lower sensitivity to Q is because the convolution with the source 
wavelet reduces the effects of high-frequency differences among the reflectivity series in 
Figure 7.6e. This reduced sensitivity is related to the limited accuracy of measuring Q from 
time-range limited records (White, 1992; Morozov and Baharvand Ahmadi, 2015). 
In summary of the above noise and Q testing, compared to inverse-Q filtering, the 
ITD appears to be less sensitive to inaccurate Q models even in the presence of random noise. 
Also, the character of noise remaining in ITD-filtered sections differs from the one in 
inverse-Q filtered records. Instead of amplifying high-frequency noise, the ITD makes the 
noise more “sparse” and looking like uncorrelated random pulses in the seismic section. 
Interestingly, uncertainties in the assumed background Q lead to inverting for fine layering 
with alternating polarities near the reflectors (Figure 7.6c and e; Deng and Morozov, 2017). 
Because of the absence of direct sensitivity to frequency, the ITD does not increase the 
“ringiness” of seismic records. 
7.4.4 Test of Inaccurate Source Wavelet 
ITD requires the knowledge of a source wavelet, and the wavelet estimated from 
seismic data may be inaccurate (a discussion of wavelet estimation methods is given in 
section 5). Therefore, it is necessary to understand how the accuracy of wavelet parameters 
influences the performance of ITD. In this sub-section, two numerical tests for the influence 
of wavelet phase and peak frequency are discussed. For these two experiments, a noise-free 
record with a 30-Hz zero-phase Ricker wavelet is utilized. The quality factor Q of the 
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propagating medium is set equal 50. The reflectivity model for forward modeling is given in 
Table 7.1. In contrast to the preceding numerical experiments, two values of the number of 
iterations N = 20 and N = 1000 are tested (Figures 7.7 and 7.8). The results using unperturbed 
source wavelets are shown by gray lines in Figures 7.7 and 7.8. 
 
Figure 7.7. ITD results with N = 20 of iterations by using variable source wavelets (black 
lines): a) ITD compensation results with inaccurate wavelet phases and b) the associated 
reflectivity model; c) ITD compensation results with inaccurate dominant frequency; d) 
the associated reflectivity model. Trace labels show the phase rotations (plots a) and b)) 
or dominant-frequency variations (plots c) and d)) applied to source wavelets. Gray lines 
show the results for an unperturbed wavelet.   
In Figures 7.7 and 7.8, two parameters are used for characterizing the shape of the 
inferred wavelet: its phase and the characteristic length, which is represented by the dominant 
frequency. Note that it is generally insufficient to only constrain the amplitude spectra of the 
source waveform, and the phase may have a significant impact on the recovered seismic 
section. For the maximum iteration limit N = 20, ITD results with wavelet phases varying 
from −80º to +80º are shown in Figure 7.7a, and the inverted reflectivity series are shown in 
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Figures 7.7b. The waveforms (Figures 7.7a) show that the corrected reflection at t = 344 ms 
is closer to the accurate source-wavelet shape than those from the deeper parts. This could be 
due to dispersion effects increasing with time and being added to the phase rotations of the 
source waveforms. Figures 7.7b suggests that the reflectivity series can be identified 
accurately by ITD with phase errors of up to ±20º. With phase errors beyond ±20º, the 
reflectivity series are significantly different from the exact one at φ = 0º. This sensitivity 
of r(t) to wavelet phase is of course expected and common for all types of deconvolution. 
In the second test, I assume the correct zero phase of the wavelet and check the 
influence of inaccurately estimated peak frequency (Figures 7.7c and 7.7d). For Ricker 
wavelet, the peak frequency determines the scaling of every part of the waveform. 
Figure 7.7c shows that with N = 20, if the assumed peak frequency is above or below the 
exact value, and the result is respectively over- or under-compensated. This bias occurs 
because of the waves with higher dominant frequencies attenuating faster than those at lower 
frequencies. Overall, Figures 7.7c and 7.7d show that ITD performs very well with assumed 
dominant frequencies lying within 0.8 to 1.4 times of the true values. 
7.4.5 Sensitivity to the Number of ITD Iterations 
As described in section 7.3, ITD filtering is based on an approximate deconvolution 
(eq. (7.9)), which is controlled by the number of iterations N and/or the data-error threshold ε. 
With N → ∞, the deconvolution becomes exact and perfectly reproduces the seismic record 
(ε = 0). Figure 7.8 shows that for noise-free data, a large N = 1000 also allows recovering the 
“elastic” response even with inaccurately estimated phases and peak frequencies of the 
source wavelet. With increasing number of iterations, the ITD becomes progressively less 
sensitive to wavelet estimates (Figure 7.8). 
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Depending on the number of iterations, the ITD behaves differently and achieves 
somewhat different goals. For N relatively small compared to the number of samples within 
the analysis window, the ITD represents a signal-detection method extracting a set of the 
strongest, usually “sparse” events and correcting them for attenuation and dispersion. By 
contrast, for large N, the inverted events are no longer sparse but still corrected for 
attenuation, and therefore the ITD becomes analogous to frequency-domain Q-compensation. 
Similar to inverse-Q filtering, large-N ITD is independent of the choice of the source wavelet 
but sensitive to noise and errors in Q. Nevertheless, large-N ITD still does not boost the noise 
above the frequency band of the source waveform. 
7.4.6 Realistic Waveform Synthetic 
To illustrate the performance of the algorithm on a realistic reflection waveform, a  
 
Figure 7.8. ITD results with N =100 iterations by using variable source wavelets. Panels a) – 
d) have the same meanings as in Figure 7.7. 
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single 1200 ms-long trace was selected from Marmousi-II synthetics (Martin et al., 2006) 
modeled for Q = ∞, 10, and 50 (Figure 7.9). The synthetics were modeled by using the 
convolutional model and only considering the primary reflections. The noise level in this 
example is low (as resulting from numerical synthetics), and here we are interested in the 
recovery of complex waveforms. Both modeling and ITD were performed by using a 30-Hz 
Ricker wavelet. To perform the ITD iterations, I selected 200-ms time windows and 
threshold parameters N = 200 and residual energy ε = 10−7. In the inverse-Q algorithm, the 
stabilization factor was set equal to 0.005 (Wang 2008). 
For Q = 50 (Figure 7.9b), comparisons of the filtered records (black lines) to the 
record modeled in an elastic model (gray lines) show that ITD accurately recovers practically 
the complete elastic record (Figures 7.9b). For very strong attenuation (Q = 10; Figure 7.9a),  
ITD recovers well the reflections above about 700 ms and the stronger reflections from the 
 
Figure 7.9. Comparisons between the attenuated reflection records modeled in Marmousi II 
model, its inverse-Q filtered record and ITD-corrected records (black lines, labels). 
Panels a) and b) correspond to modeled Q = 10 and 50, respectively. The identical gray 
lines in all plots are the models in an elastic structure (Q = ∞). All records are scaled 
equally, and therefore the attenuated records (labels “Modeled”) show low amplitudes in 
these plots, particularly in a).  
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 deeper part of the trace (for example, near 1050, 1150, and 1450 ms) (Figure 7.9a). As 
expected in section 7.2, with large number pulses in r(t) series (N = 200), the ITD shows no 
instabilities, requires no regularization, and recovers the elastic waveform with good 
accuracy. 
Compared to inverse-Q filtering the ITD results appear to be preferable in both cases 
(Figure 7.9a and b). For Q = 50, the quality of inverse-Q correction is good above about 
800 ms and reduces with depth (Figure 7.9b). The strong reflection packages near 850–-
900 ms and 1400 ms are somewhat under-corrected in amplitudes and shifted in phases. For 
very strong attenuation the inverse-Q filtering result is unsuccessful (Figure 7.9a). These 
difficulties in inverse-Q filtering of these records are apparently caused by the selections of 
the stabilization factor or gain limiting required for suppressing the high-frequency noise. In 
this low-noise example, this gain limiting could of course be adjusted and results comparable 
to those of ITD achieved. However, our goal in this example was to illustrate the inverse-Q 
and ITD filtering with “typical” parameters not tailored for a noise-free case. 
7.5 Application to Real Data 
To illustrate the ITD method on field seismic data, I apply it to a stacked 2-D seismic 
line (the owner and location of the data are confidential; Figure 7.10a). The line contains 400 
CMPs with two-way travel times ranging from 400 to 5000 ms (Figure 7.10a). Standard 2-D 
seismic processing was applied to the data, with emphasis on preserving the attenuation 
characteristics (time-variant spectra) for Q-compensation. The stacked data (Figure 7.10a) 
show significant attenuation effects, which results in the dominant frequency of about 15 Hz 
for the whole data. The data are somewhat contaminated with linear large-moveout noise, 
which can be seen above 1000 ms, around 1500-ms, and below 2500-ms travel times. This 
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Figure 7.10. Field data example: a) a fragment of stacked real-data section; b) interval Q 
model at CMP = 200, and c) the estimated wavelet (gray shading) and a simplified 
Gaussian wavelet (dotted line) used for shaping in ITD. 
 noise likely arises from slant-filtering of the stacked section in order to enhance near-
horizontal reflections. Here, I do not attempt reducing this or any other types of noise and 
only focus on Q-compensation. 
As for many other reflection datasets, no independent measurements of Q are 
available, and the spatially-variable Q is estimated from seismic-processing velocities by 
using the following empirical relation (Li, 1993): 
                                                                2.214Q V= , (7.17) 
where V is the interval velocity in km/s. Although this Gardner-type relation is certainly 
inaccurate, it reproduces the commonly observed positive correlation of seismic velocities 
with Qs (Zhang and Stewart, 2007). Sharp layering resulting from relation (7.17) was 
smoothed in accordance with the expected smooth Q variability (section 7.2). A vertical 
profile of Q(t0) at the location of CMP = 200 is shown in Figure 7.10b. 
Figure 7.11 shows Q-compensation results by using the inverse-Q filtering method 
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(Wang 2008) and ITD. As described in section 2, the inverse-Q filtered records (Figure 7.11a) 
can be used for estimating the source wavelet for ITD. I estimated a wavelet from the upper 
part of the section in Figure 7.11a, assuming it to be zero-phase and using the statistical 
average wavelet estimation method by Oppenheim and Schafer (1975). This wavelet is 
shown by gray shading in Figure 7.10c. Further, because the Q values in the upper portion of 
the section are relatively low (Figure 7.10b), a significant attenuation is present between the 
effective “source” zone and the times at which the wavelet was measured. To account for this 
attenuation, I constructed a simplified Gaussian wavelet (dotted line in Figure 7.10c), which 
was utilized for ITD. 
Figure 7.11 shows that the appearance, resolution, and apparently the SNR of the data 
section was improved after both inverse-Q filtering and ITD. The ITD appears to recover 
more reflectors and enhance their sharpness, although in the deeper parts of the section, the  
 
Figure 7.11. A fragment of stacked data section (Figure 7.10a) after corrections by using: a) 
inverse-Q filtering (Wang, 2008), and b) ITD. 
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intensity of the large-moveout linear noise remains comparable to the original section 
(Figures 7.11b and 7.10a). Apart from this linear noise, the improvements by ITD compared 
to inverse-Q filtering appear significant throughout the whole section (Figures 7.11a and 
7.11b). The reflections in the ITD-filtered section become zero-phase because of the zero-
phase wavelet used for deconvolution (Figure 7.10c).  
 
Figure 7.12. Spectra comparison of data before (gray lines) and after (black lines) 
compensation with depth ranges from a) 400-1400 ms, b) 1400-3900 ms and c) 3900-
5000 ms. The black solid lines indicate the spectra measured for ITD compensation 
while the dashed lines are the spectra measured for inverse-Q filtering.  
Figure 7.12  compares the average spectra of the data before and after compensation 
by using inverse-Q filtering and ITD. These average spectra are normalized by the peak 
power of the data before compensation within 400–1400 ms. Prior to Q-compensation, the 
high-frequency components (above about 40 Hz) decay with reflection time faster than the 
low-frequency components (below about 40 Hz). Consequently, the peak spectral powers are 
shifted to lower frequencies at increased depths (gray lines in Figure 7.12). Both the inverse-
Q filtering and ITD boost the frequency components of the attenuated data (black solid and 
dotted lines in Figure 7.12). For the shallow part (400–1400 ms, Figure 7.12a), inverse-Q 
filtering and ITD achieve similar compensation results in the power spectra. However, it 
should again be noted that this compensation is achieved differently for these methods: for 
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inverse-Q filtering, it is a result of Q correction, but for ITD, this is principally done by 
selecting the shaping wavelet. At the intermediate and deeper parts of the section (1400 to 
5000 ms, Figure 7.12b and c), inverse-Q filtering may under-correct the high-frequency 
components (above 40 Hz), where the SNR is low, and ITD provides a stronger 
enhancements of the spectra (Figure 7.12b and c).  The time-domain images in Figure 7.11 
also show that in the intermediate and deeper parts (1400–5000 ms), of the ITD-filtered 
records reveal more and sharper reflected events, albeit with some enhancement of the high-
moveout linear noise. 
7.6 Discussion 
Selections of time-, frequency- or mixed-domain (such as wavelet-based) 
deconvolution methods emphasize different aspects of the data and may be significant for the 
success of deconvolution. The conventional inverse-Q filtering is performed in frequency 
domain, so that each frequency component of the data is restored independently. However, 
for long enough wave propagation, the highest-frequency components can become lost in 
noise and cannot be recovered by inverse-Q filtering (Figure 7.1b). By contrast, due to its 
time-domain (or wavelet-based) algorithm (eqs. (7.10) and (7.11)) the ITD method detects 
reflections principally by their dominant-frequency components. Thus, the ITD operates in 
the most advantageous part of the spectrum and has lower sensitivity to frequencies at which 
signal is weak. By identifying the time of the signal, this method is able to recover all 
frequency components (Figures 7.1c and 7.1d). At the same time, the ITD makes no selective 
use of any frequencies, and consequently it is stable and does not boost high-frequency noise. 
The principal advantage of ITD is due to the fact that this algorithm focuses on 
recovering the strongest reflections first, but if necessary, the entire waveform can be 
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transformed (by taking large cutoff values N). The ITD looks for the highest similarity of the 
recorded signals with the propagating source waveforms. Such similarity is expected from 
true reflections and not expected from (random) noise. By contrast, the inverse-Q filtering 
does not differentiate the signal from noise, and consequently always boosts and phase-shifts 
the high-frequency noise.  
Although offering some advantages over the frequency-domain inverse-Q filtering, 
the ITD also has some limitations when applied to low-SNR data. As shown in Figures 7.4 
and 7.5, in cases where the inverse-Q filtering strongly boosts noise (low Q and/or low SNR), 
ITD images can contain noise in the form of spurious random reflectivity (Figures 7.4b and 
7.5b). This effect is of course unavoidable in a single-channel record, where weak (attenuated) 
reflection waveforms cannot be differentiated from strong noise. However, with multichannel 
recording and data processing, the SNR can be improved by various techniques (such as slant 
filtering or f-x deconvolution), before or after applying the Q-compensation. In addition, as a 
time-domain waveform processing method, the ITD can readily be extended to fully 
multichannel operation. 
Although the ITD requires an estimate of the source wavelet, such estimates can be 
produced in seismic processing. Assuming randomness of the reflectivity and zero phase of 
the wavelet, a statistical wavelet can be derived from the autocorrelation of the recorded data 
(Clayton and Wiggins 1976; Yilmaz 2001). By tying seismic data to well logs, the phase and 
amplitude spectrum of the wavelet can be further adjusted (Walden and White 1984). 
Stone (1984) reviewed several approaches for estimating the phase of the wavelet from 
seismic data alone based on statistical models of reflectivity. Recently, van der Baan and 
Pham (2008) and Berkhout and Verschuur (2011) proposed further developments of these 
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methods, and Edgar and van der Baan (2011) compared them with well-log guided 
deconvolution. All of the above methods derive stationary wavelets that remain invariant 
through the data record. In the presence of attenuation, this requirement of stationarity is not 
satisfied; however, the source wavelet becomes stationary after a correction for attenuation. 
Therefore, to derive a source wavelet for ITD corrections, I propose to: 1) perform iterative 
analysis starting from an initial wavelet estimated by one of the methods above, 2) repeat the 
determination of the source wavelet after ITD filtering, and 3) repeat both steps until a 
consistent estimate of the wavelet is obtained. Because attenuation effects are usually 
relatively weak, this iteration should converge in 2−3 steps.  A simple example of such 
estimation was given in section 7.4. 
Although playing similar roles in seismic data processing, the ITD is conceptually 
different from inverse-Q filtering. The ITD can be described as adaptive signal detection 
rather than correcting for the Q-factor in the model. In inverse-Q filtering, the high-frequency 
components of noise are taken as signal and become amplified. Stabilization and gain 
limiting reduce this noise amplification (Wang, 2008; van der Baan, 2012), but it also 
reduces the accuracy of Q-compensation and makes it approximate. In ITD, the restriction on 
the number of iterations similarly reduces the accuracy of waveform matching, but this 
reduction is not for stabilization but for promoting identification of stronger reflections. A 
significant portion of the noise (especially incoherent one) is rejected by ITD because it does 
not match the source waveform (Figure 7.4). Because of looking for the strongest events first, 
the major events are secured early in the processing and weaker secondary events can be 
filtered out on processor’s demand. Compared to frequency-domain methods (such as 
inverse-Q filtering), this may be a major advantage of time-domain waveform decomposition 
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methods. This advantage appears to be most important and analogous to the advantage of τ-p 
filtering over f-k. 
The numerical experiments with inaccurate Qs and source waveforms (section 3) 
show that accurate dispersion relations are required in order to constrain detailed structures. 
As in any other seismic processing method, Q-compensation cannot exceed the resolution 
limits imposed by the bandwidth of seismic data and by limited knowledge of the subsurface 
structure. However, the character of uncertainties and noise in the images produced by 
inverse-Q filtering and ITD are different, which may be useful in interpretation. Inverse-Q 
filtering and other frequency-domain methods are insensitive to the shape of the source 
wavelet but rely on accurate models of Q and dispersion relations which may be difficult to 
measure from the data. Such accurate Q models may not even exist ab initio (Morozov and 
Baharvand Ahmadi, 2015). Frequency-domain methods are also prone to boosting noise and 
exhibiting instabilities at high-frequencies, and may sometimes increase ringiness of the 
sections. By contrast, the ITD is stable, less sensitive to model uncertainties, and its noise has 
the appearance of misdetected reflections rather that increased high-frequency waveforms. 
Generally, it appears best using a combination of such methods, as in the examples in this 
paper. 
7.7 Conclusions 
In this Chapter, I presented a case for using a broad class of time-variant, time-
domain deconvolution methods for Q-compensation of reflection seismic records. In 
particular, a simple scheme called the iterative time-domain deconvolution (ITD) appears to 
offer a number of unique advantages. A series of numerical experiments are conducted to 
evaluate the performance of ITD. Tests on noise-contaminated data suggest that compared to 
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inverse-Q filtering, ITD is stable and has the ability to filter out the noise. By virtue of its 
time-domain operation, the ITD can increase the sparseness of the Q-compensated images, 
which may be an attractive feature for interpretation. ITD is performed on a trace-by-trace 
basis, and consequently it can be used in both post- and pre-stack processing and potentially 
included in migration. The method is illustrated on numerical examples and real data. 
Numerical experiments show that ITD is relatively weakly sensitive to inaccurate attenuation 
and velocity models. For example, with Q ≈ 50, ITD can tolerate about ±40% errors in Q 
with or without noise in the data. Because ITD requires an estimate of the source wavelet, I 
recommend combining this method with inverse-Q filtering and wavelet estimation. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 
RESEARCH 
The principal goals of this dissertation were: 1) to study several attenuation 
mechanisms by using rigorous, physics-based wave-propagation models, 2) to study one 
aspect of measurement of Q related to the equivalence of scattering and viscoelastic 
attenuation, and also 3) to develop a pure time-domain deconvolution method for correcting 
for effects of attenuation in seismic records. All three of these topics were novel and yet 
unexplored in the existing literature. The analysis was based on the new, very broad 
framework of the General Linear Solid (GLS; Morozov and Deng, 2016a, b), which was 
applied to viscoelastic and poroelastic media, poroelastic media with squirt flows, and visco-
poroelastic media. Within the framework of GLS, I developed the concept of solid viscosity 
for bitumen sands and estimated nonlinear elastic and viscous properties for very viscous 
materials. In addition to inelasticity, I also studied several typical elastic structures that may 
cause seismic-wave attenuation and dispersion.  
In the following, I present two groups of conclusions related to the general 
methodology (GLS; section 8.1) and also to the practical results from several models 
developed in this dissertation (section 8.2). None of the three research areas was (or possibly 
could be) explored comprehensively in this short study. Following the conclusions, Section 
8.3 therefore outlines some unsolved questions and promising directions of further research 
based on the concept of GLS and on the proposed attenuation modeling and compensation 
methods. 
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8.1 Methodological Conclusions from this Study 
1) The most basic methodological conclusion of this dissertation is that Lagrangian 
continuum mechanics (the GLS formulation; Chapter 3) allows rigorous and compact 
derivations of macroscopic equations of motion for all practical cases in seismology:  
a) All conventional linear viscoelastic models, such as the Standard Linear Solid 
(SLS), Maxwell’s and Kelvin-Voigt solids, and also the Generalized 
Standard Linear Solid (GSLS); 
b) Biot’s poroelastic model, and its extensions to multiple porosities and partial 
saturation. Specifically, I extended Biot’s poroelasticity to create several new 
models of squirt flows within sandstone. 
2)  Based on the GLS framework, I also extended the SLS to include internal inertial 
effects and explored some of its properties. 
3)  By combining the Lagrangian model of the SLS with poroelasticity, I obtained a 
model that I called visco-poroelasticity, and also apply it to modeling of squirt flows. 
4) Squirt-flow effects can also be modeled by a different type of a GLS model.  Rather 
than considering additional internal variables, the internal friction within rock (such 
as caused by squirt flows and bitumen effects) can be modeled by the effects of solid 
viscosity of the rock frame.  
8.2 Practical (Applied) Conclusions 
The general methodological results listed in section 8.1 were applied to several 
practical problems of laboratory and field seismology. Their key results are briefly as follows: 
1) Based on the time-domain GLS formulation, a finite-difference scheme for modeling 
attenuative seismic waveforms was developed (Appendix A). This scheme uses no 
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mathematical “memory variables” and does not require specification of Q spectra. 
2) Physical interpretations were found for the “memory variables” and “material 
memory” broadly used in time-domain viscoelastic models of materials. In contrast 
with the conventional methodology which considers memory variables only as a 
mathematical instrument, these variables were shown to represent actual physical 
internal variables corresponding to certain physical properties or macroscopic 
heterogeneity of the medium. Lagrangian formulations were given for the 
macroscopic mechanics of these variables. 
3) A solid-viscosity model was proposed, which represented an extension of Biot’s 
poroelasticity consistent with most existing squirt-flow models. 
4) For a very viscous material such as heavy oil or Crisco (vegetable shortening) used as 
its proxy in some lab experiments (Chapter 5), the behavior of the material may be 
nonlinear near the source or at the edge of a linear zone. For large strains and/or strain 
rates the moduli and viscosity can be considered as strain and strain-rate dependent. 
This nonlinearity gives us a very good explanation for the experimental data with 
Crisco. 
5) The observed wave attenuation and dispersion may not only be due to the inelasticity 
of the material, but certain elastic structures can also produce such effects. In 
particular, there exists a fundamental equivalence between the phenomenological Q 
inferred from reflection observations and fine elastic layering (Chapter 6).  
6) Based on any GLS-based model of wave propagation and multiple deconvolution 
approaches, an effective and flexible algorithm for compensating attenuation effects 
in reflection seismic data can be formulated. In particular, a numerical scheme based 
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on iterative time-domain deconvolution (ITD) offers improved resolution and 
additional image enhancements (Chapter 7). This method is less sensitive to noise and 
inaccurate Q models. With increasing numbers of iterations, ITD also become less 
dependent on the selected source wavelet. These advantages make ITD a practical and 
efficient method for attenuation compensation.  
8.3 Directions of Future Research 
Because of the fundamental and novel concept of GLS lying at its basis, this study of 
seismic attenuation mechanisms and compensation leads to numerous extensions and 
applications. Because of time and resource limitations, these subjects could not be included 
in this dissertation. Seismic attenuation and dispersion data are limited, and they typically 
cannot definitively point to only one attenuation mechanism. One needs to consider multiple 
possibilities while taking into account the effects of observational procedures such as the 
dimensions of the samples and boundary conditions used in laboratory experiments. For 
performing such detailed modeling of field and laboratory experiments, Lagrangian 
mechanics (i.e., the GLS framework) seems to be by far the most appropriate tool. 
Several directions of such modeling of laboratory experiments follow from the 
present study. Some of these directions are already being explored in recently submitted 
manuscripts and papers in preparation, and approaches to others still need to be created: 
1) Elastic potential and dispersion of elastic moduli in fluid-saturated rock with double 
porosity, (Morozov and Deng, Geophysics, in review). To date, in squirt-flow models, 
the velocity dispersion caused by soft pores is explained applying “Betti’s reciprocal 
theorem” and Gassmann’s equation to viscoelastic (VE) moduli at nonzero frequency. 
The GLS model explains this dispersion accurately and actually reveals that the 
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existing VE model is of limited accuracy. 
2) To date, subresonant laboratory experiments with rock samples are only loosely 
interpreted in terms of frequency-dependent Qs, VE moduli, and standard solids (e.g., 
Jackson and Paterson, 1993; Spencer, 2013; Spencer and Shine, 2016; Pimienta et 
al., 2015a, b, 2016a). It appears that the concept of wave-induced flows (WIFF) could 
be the most general and suitable for modeling such experiments. The elastic-potential 
and GLS framework allow performing such modeling rigorously and with an account 
for all details of the experimental apparatus (Morozov, 2015; Morozov, Geophysics, 
in review). Such modeling is currently underway for the recent experiments by 
Pimienta et al. (2015b) (Morozov and Deng, Geophysics, in preparation 1 and 2). 
Recent results (Morozov, 2015; Morozov, Geophysics, in review) generally show that 
such interpretations are much more specific and detailed, and they are often far from 
the conventional Q-based models. Many other experiments with sandstones and 
bitumen sands need to be modeled in similar ways. 
3) The model of squirt flows proposed by Deng and Morozov (2016) (Chapter 4) 
explains how the existing squirt-flow models are related to macroscopic properties of 
the material. However, these properties are still phenomenological (frequency-
dependent). Therefore, a first-principle mechanical (GLS) model is needed for 
explaining this phenomenology (Deng and Morozov, Geophysics, in preparation). 
Such a first-principle model would reveal the true material properties (such as the 
heterogeneity of the pore space and partial saturation) responsible for squirt-flow 
effects. In addition to the pure macroscopic (effective-medium) approach by Deng 
and Morozov (Geophysics, in preparation), a micromechanical Lagrangian model 
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similar to the existing squirt-flow models also needs to be considered. 
4) The model of nonlinear elastic and viscous properties in heavy oil (Chapter 5) appears 
to be very important methodologically. In particular, it shows that although field 
seismic data are likely always acquired in the linear regime, laboratory observations 
may be nonlinear. Seismic frequencies also differ greatly from those used in the 
laboratory, and consequently comparisons of laboratory observations to field data 
require accurate theoretical descriptions. Additional laboratory experiments are 
required in order to validate and improve the theory presented in Chapter 5, and also 
to determine its parameters, such as the strain threshold ε0 and the characteristic 
time τ.  
5) Seismic attenuation within crustal and mantle rock was not considered in this study, 
which focused on internal-friction mechanisms due to free pore fluids. Nevertheless, 
crustal and mantle attenuation is clearly an immensely important topic containing 
numerous challenges related to both basic physics and high-pressure and temperature 
experimental techniques. The existing approaches to seismic-wave attenuation within 
the mantle (e.g., Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) and mantle-rock samples (e.g., 
Jackson and Paterson, 1993) are based exclusively on assuming a frequency-
dependent (and also pressure- and temperature-dependent) Q factor. From the 
viewpoint of the approach of this dissertation, this model is insufficient, and a 
physics-based model needs to be sought. However, the GLS approach appears to be 
applicable to arbitrary conditions (Coulman et al., 2013). 
6) A finite-difference modeling scheme was only developed as a “pilot” 1-D illustration 
in this dissertation (Appendix A). Development of a production-quality algorithm for 
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modeling 3-D wavefield in media with solid viscosity and single or multiple 
porosities is required. Such an algorithm would allow realistic modeling of seismic 
wavefields in complex media with arbitrary boundary conditions and without 
assumptions about hypothetical properties such as “material Q”. This topic could be 
extremely important, because seismic waveform modeling is routinely conducted in 
all areas of seismology and yet the differential equations used in their finite-difference 
schemes still rely on the hypothetical material properties such as the Q-factor and 
material memory.  
7) The algorithm for attenuation-compensation by using the ITD or other types of time-
domain deconvolution can and should be developed further and applied to other real 
datasets. Promising potential enhancements of this algorithm could include 
multichannel identification of reflected waveforms, applications to pre-stack data and 
pre-stack migration, and estimation of Q and source wavelet. 
8) The analysis of the trade-off between the Q measured from a reflection section and 
thin (sub-wavelength) layering within it (Chapter 7) also needs to be explored further. 
This problem is related to the contrast between the conventionally-used models of 
seismic Q that is often layered (and possessing sharp variations of Q) and smooth Q 
models recommended by Morozov and Baharvand Ahmadi (2015). This contrast in 
interpretational style and its effects on geologic interpretations needs to be further 
explored on more realistic examples and real seismic data. 
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APPENDIX A 
FINITE-DIFFERENCE SCHEME FOR GLS FORWARD MODELING 
In this Appendix, I give a 2nd order in time and 8th order spatial finite-difference 
scheme for equations (3.4) and (3.5) in the text, subject to a constraint of strictly 1-D 
displacement u, as occurring within a P wave. With such a constraint and the constitutive 
parameter matrices in equations (4.20) and (4.24), equations (3.4) and (3.5) gives the second 
time derivative of the displacement field:  
                                             4 4
3 3K µ
   ′′ ′′= − + + + +   
   
ρu du K μ u η η u    , (A-1) 
where the primes denote the spatial derivatives. Denoting the velocity field by ≡v u  and the 
elastic and viscous stress by σ and ξ, respectively, equation A-1 becomes: 
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Using the staggered-grid finite difference (FD) method (Levander, 1988; Graves, 1996), 
equations (A-2) are discretized as follows:  
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  (A-3) 
In equations A-3, the subscripts denote the spatial indices of the grids and the superscript 
indicate the time steps. Quantities ∆t and ∆x (in the direction of propagation) denote the 
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interval of time stepping and the spatial grid spacing, respectively. The caps ‘ˆ’ denote the 
harmonic averages at adjacent points, for example: 
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The symbol D in eqs. (A-3) denotes the 8-th order discrete spatial differential operator, for 
example:  
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where the coefficients equal b1 = 1.1963, b2 = -7.9753∙10−2, b3 = 9.570∙10−3, and 
b4 = −6.9754∙10−4. Extensions of this scheme to 2D and 3D are straightforward. 
